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EDITORS' NOTE ON THE AFRICAN RESEARCH PROGRAMME 
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Cologne, the Department for Development Studies/ African Studies Centre 
of the IFO-Institute for Economic Research in Munich was able to embark 
upon a comprehensive research programme dealing with theoretical and 
practical aspects of economic development in general with particular re
ference to tropical Africa. The programme has been conducted partly by 
the Department itself, partly in conjunction with other institutes and re
searchers.
 

The research activities cover investigations into the primary sector (agri
culture, forestry, mining) as well as into the secondary and tertiary sectors 
(industry, handicrafts, trade, banking, energy supply and transport). Be
sides macro-economic investigations and sociological studies (mostly in
dustrial sociology), also social change and its implications as well as po
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titles listed in chronological, i.e., numerical order at the end of this volume. 
For readers' information on changes, supplements, and forthcoming publi
cations, each volume will conclude with a survey of all published and forth
coming studies. 

The "Africa-Studies" and "African Research Reports' are issued by Welt
forum Publishing House, Munich, in co-operation with publishing houses in 
the United Kingdom and the United States. Volume 88 is the first publication
in a new series of "Afrika-Studien", which - printed photomechanically with 
changed format - links up numerically with the volumes published hitherto. 
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PREFACE
 

from the point of view of the developmentAgricultural research, considered 
expected to produce applicable innovations,planner, is an industry which is 

which increase output, employment and welfare. The profitability of this in
the relevancydustry, assessed in terms of the national economy depends on 

of the research work. Relevant are those lines of research that are likely to 

yield innovations 

- which produce high additional returns to the natural economy, 

and 

which may be 9xpected co attain high rates of adoption.-

Whether or not innovations will be readily adopted by the smallholders is 

Farms, in particular smallholdings, arevery difficult to know in advance. 
behavioral functions of the decision-makers,very complex systems and the 

the farmers, are usually but partly understood. It is important therefore to 

have an effective feed-back system between agricultural research and the 

farmers, so that ideas generated by research can be tested under actual 

which appear in farming are brought to thefarm conditions and problems 

research workers' attention. 

the appropriateThe analysis of the existing farming systems clearly is 

starting point for the interaction process between research and farmers. 

Farm system analysis does not imply that agricultural research workers 

should generally produce innovations which fit into existing farming systems. 
for in-It may be relevant to do research which improves existing systems, 

stance by producing varieties which are adapted to intercropping or multiple 

cropping. It may also be relevant to produce innovations which introduce 

which require the complete replacement of thesomething entirely new or 
resource alloestablished land use pattern by new ones. Both approaches to 

cation in research have to be considered and in one location the improvement 

and in another the transformation approach.approach may be relevant one 


In both cases however, it is necessary to know what is and why things are
 

as they are. An analysis of this type is submitted herewith.
 

Hans Ruthenberg 

Best Available Document---
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SUMMARY 

The study examines the land use systems of smallholders in high population 
density areas of Eastern Nigeria. 

From a historical review it is concluded that increasing population density
reduces farm size and hence the number of years for which the land liesfallow. Without the adoption of technical innovations, the output of the fields 
declines as a result of this process. 

The testing of the hypothesis which is derived from the historical background
is carried out with data collected during an intensive farm level survey inthree villages which differ markedly in population density. The approach

adopted in this study is characterized by two 
major points:
 

- The total output of the fields 
- and not the output per crop 
is the important parameter for comparison of different 
land use intensities, and interactions between fields are 
taken into consideration. 

- The farm and the household are taken as a unit, and con
sequently farm and off-farm activities are included in the 
assessment of the economic situation of the smallholders. 

The analysis of the data shows that soil fertility, and hence total crop production per hectare and per farm, 
 declines the higher the population density.
Farmers react to declining soil fertility and yields by concentrating produc
tion on small compounds around the houses which receive mulch and manurefrom household refuse, from the outlying fields and from land under fallow.

The output of the compounds is therefore much higher 
than the more exten
sively used fields, which regain their fertility only through the bush 
 fallowperiod. These remarkable adaptations slow down the impoverishment, but 
they have not succeeded in stopping the process. 

Another result is that the income derived from off-farm sources is higherthe greater the population density. The decline in income from farming is 
more than compensated by the benefits from the non-agricultural sector. 

The description and analysis of the existing farming systems are followed byan attempt to relate the findings to possible avenues for developing continuous 
cropping systems: 

- Production of tree crops (especially oil palms) on upland 
fields is an established type of land use which provides high
returns to labour. Tree crops could be combined with arable 
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crop production which receive large quantities of mulching 
material supplied from the cover crop grown under the 
trees. 

- Data on production of wet rice in hydromorphic valley 
bottoms in the survey area indicate high outputs and much 
employment for a large number of people. 

- Particularly interesting seems to be the development of a 
multi-storey cropping system which increases the yield 
on areas near the ho ses. This proposal is still in the be
ginnings of the stage of trial and error, and experiments 
have to show whether this avenue of development is 
attractive enough for the smallholders to increase frod 
production. 

The proposed improvements require high inputs of mineral fertilizer and in
secticides, which stresses the importance of institutions which are able to 
organize effectively the supply of agricultural inputs. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Most of the land in Eastern Nigeria is farmed by smallholders who cultivate
their fields using traditional practices. The farms in this region are very

small, and most of the households receive off-farm 
income. Part-time farm
ing is typical in the area under consideration. 

The traditional system of bush fallow (1-2 years of crop followed by six or
 
more years of fallow) appears able to meet 
the food requirements of a lowdensity population. With increased population densities, the same amount of
land must support two to three times the population than was the case about

100 years ago. By shortening fallow periods and extending 
 the area under 
cultivation, food production has seemed to keep pace with increased popula
tion. Nowadays, the traditional system continues to produce the majority 
of 
the food requirements, but if food crop prociuction is to increase, and if the

welfare of small farmers is 
 not to suffer, an increase of food production in
 
this traditional sector is necessary.
 

Little is known about the organisation of smallholder farming in the area.
 
However, as pointed out by CLEAVE,
 

before any consideration can be given to possible developments 
on African smallholdings and the means by which these becan 
brought about, it must be determined what farmers are now do
ing, what factors govern their actions, and what pressures there 
are to change the pattern of agriculture that results" (1). 

The purpose of this study is therefore to provide qualitative and quantitative
information about the prevailing land use system in order to understand "why
things are as they are". This type of information is not only required for
planning purposes but also for the guidance of research into relevant lines 
of work. 

Eastern Nigeria has a climate (some 2200 mm rainfall per year) and soil
types (deep acid sands) which are typical of large areas in the lowland humid
tropics of Africa (2). However, population densities in Eastern Nigeria are 
in general much higher than in other regiuns of rural Africa. 

(I) CLEAVE, J. H.: African Farmers: Labour Use in the Development of 

Smallholder Agriculture. Praeger, York,New 1974, p.31. 

(2) The physical environment of the study area is described in Appendix III. 
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As the objective of the study is to examine changes in resource productivity(land and labour) as pressure on land use increases, three villages werechosen for the study to provide information on farming systems under differing intensities of land use. Specifically, as shown in Map 1, the villages were: 
- Okwe (identified as village L) some 15 km south of Umuahia,represents an area of relatively low population density (100to 200 persons per square km), 
- Umuokile (village M) located 18 km from Owerri on the Owerri-Umuahia road, represents an area of medium population density(350 to 500 persons per square kin), and
 
- Owerre-Ebeiri 
(village H) located some 2 km south of Orlu,represents an area of very high population density (750 to 1000 

persons per square km (1). 

In keeping with the objectives of the study, marked differences in populationdensity were the dominant criterion for selecting the three villages. Similarity between the villages was sought in relation to: 
- soil types and vegetation, 

- climatic conditions, 

- access to markets, and 

- ethnic group. 

And indeed the three villages are very similar as to soils and climate.Farmers belong to the same ethnic group, andtion regarding social and cultural change. 
are in a fairly similar situa-

All villages have easy access toroads and markets. There are, however, differences in the distances to the
nearest sizable markets (2).
 

The study consists of three major sections: 
1. The first section provides a historical review of land use systems inEastern Nigeria and gives a perspective on the emerging problems.
2. The second section describes how farming systems have changed in
relation to changes in land resources. 
 Farm and household are treatedas a unit. Most activities (farm and off-farm) of the household 

(1) Population densities are deiived from the census in 1963. More detailed information on actual densities are given in Appendix IV. 
(2) A justification of the village selection is given in Appendix IV. 
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Map 1: Population density in the Foderation of Nigeria 
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menbers are interrelated, which made it necessary to study all
 
major enterprises in their environment.
 

3. 	 The third section of the study contains an assessment of the re
levance of a number of proposed strategies for increasing pro
ductivity within these traditional systems. 

Several aspects of the study were written up while the author was at the In
ternational Institute of Tropical Agriculture (IITA). Hence reference is made 
in the study to papers which were prepared as part of his responsibilities at 
the Institute while the survey was in progress. 
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A. 	 THE PROBLEM 

I. 	 BOSERUP 's Hypothesis 

Ester BOSERUP was concerned with the relationship between population growth 

and food production. Instead of using the MALTHUSIAN approach Pg = f (Fs) 

(1), in which population growth is seen as the dependent variable, she used 

the inverse function: Fs : g(Pg) 

Population growth is . .. regarded as the independent variable 

which in its turn is a major factor determining agricultural 
developments' (2). 

With examples from different countries, BOSERUP demonstrated that success

ful changes within agricultural systems ha.-e occured when population densities 
awere increasing. She argues that the adoption of new land-use systems is 

consequence of increasing man/land ratios: 

As long as the population of a given area is very sparse, food can 

be produced with little input of labour per unit of output and with 

virtually no capital investment, since a very long fallow period 

helps to preserve soil fertility. As the oensity of population in 

the area increases, the fertility of the soil can no longer be pre

served by means of a long fallow, and it becomes necessary to 

introduce other systems which requlirc. a much larger agricultural 

labour force. By the gradual change from systems where each cul

tivated plot is matched by twenty similar plots under fallow to sy

stems where no fallow is necessary, the population within a given 

area can double several times without having to face either starva

tion or lack of employment opportunities in agriculture' (3). 

Permanent cultivation seems to her to be only the result of population densi

ty and she "dismisses the idea that agricultural systems are adaptations to 

natural conditions ... " (4). 

(1) 	 Pg = Population growth; Fs = Food supply. 

(2) 	 BOSERUP, E. : The Conditions of Agricultural Growth: The Economics of 
Aldine, London, 1965,p. 11.Agricultural Change under Population Pressure. 

(3) 	 Ibid, p. 117. 

(4) 	 GOULD, P.R. : Toward a Model of Population-Land Relationships, in:
 

PROTHERO, R.M. : People and Land in Africa South of the Sahara.
 
3 3 1 

Oxford University Press, London, 1972, p. . 
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LUNING has shown for the case of Northern Nigeria that BOSERUP's hypo
thesis is far too optimistic: 

Farmers have not yet learned, or are as yet unfamiliar withthe methods to combat these encroaching dangers and appearto be powerless against them ... The MALTHUSian picture of asituatioi resulting in starvation or migrations is still with usin some parts of the world and should not be dismissed as
 
lightly as BOSERUP does" 
 (1). 

It is believed that both hypotheses mentioned above, the pessimistic one ofMALTHUS and the optimistic one of BOSERUP, are oversimplificationsreality. It seems evident that men are 
of
 

able to change cultural practices and
also adopt systems which enable them to feed their increasing populations.Depending on the natural and social conditions, this process will (soonerlater) reach ora stage which it might be difficult to go beyond within the traditional setting. If such a situation occurs starvation and/or migration of

people are inevitable.
 

The following hypothesis shall be tested for the case of Eastern Nigeria:with growing population density 
that 

the present farming systems lead to impoverishof soils which then produce atment a low-level equilibrium. 

- During this process increasing adaptations have occurred 
and are still occurring. 

- These adaptations slow down the process of impoverishment, butthey are insufficient to stop the process of "involution" (2).
 
- Technical innovations 
are able to change the situation significantly. 

(1) LUNING, H.A.: Economic Aspects of Low Labour-Income FarmingAgricultural Research Reports 699, Wageningen, 1967, p.74. 
(2) "Involution is the attainment of higher total income in the area accompanied by a lower income per head because of population increase. Evolution is the attainment of higher income per head". See: RUTHENBERG,H. : Farming Systems in the Tropics, Ist edition. Clarendon Press, Oxford, 1971, p.48 (quoted in the following as RUTHENBERG, H.: Farm

ingSystems). 
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If. Genesis of the Farming System in EasternNigeria 

I. From Shifting Cultivation to Degraded Fallow Systems
 

Farming in Eastern Nigeria 
has gone through similar changes to farming inother regiotis of the humid tropical lowlands of Africa. The rainforest whichprevailed several centuries ago was inhabited by only a few people,mainly who livedas hunters and gatherers (1). Shifting cultivationvolving was practised, ina few years of cultivation alternating with a long period of fallow.Under this system trees and bushes could regrow to a secondary forest. 
Trees and shrubs alone have the necessary depth of rooting,the capacity to make use of a large part of rainfall throughout the whole year, and the ability to retain in their ownstructure or in their leaf litter, a substantial portion of thenutrient material available" (2). 

The analysis of soil samples from an area in South-Eastern Nigeria which wasstill under high secondary forest shows the good state of fertility, particularly in the surface soils (seo: Table 1). 

Table 1: The Orlu Series under High Secondary Forest. 
Oil Palm Research Station Benin. Vine, 1949
 

Depth 

Base Ex- Ex- % %(in.) Coarse Fine Silt Clay pH ex- change- change

change able Hy- able Car- Nitro
capacity iren base bon gen0- 2 74.6 12.0 
 3.0 10.4 7.1 8.5 0.7 7.82- 6 1.91 0.1477.8 12.0 1.1 9.1 6.4 3.4 0.7 2.76-16 70.7 0.60 0.0513.9 1.3 14.1 5.1 3.4 2.216-30 64.8 1.2 0.43 0.0413.6 1.6 
 20.0 4.4 
 3.4 2.6
30-48 55.3 0.8 n.d. n.d.
9.8 1.2 
 33.7 4.5 
 3.8 3.0 
 0.8 n.d.
48-72 50.8 10.2 1.1 n.d.
 

37.9 4.5 3.8 
 2.9 0.9 n.d. n.d. 
Source: GROVE, A.T.: op.cit., p.76. 

(I) GROVE, A.T. : Land Use and Soil Conservation in Parts of OnitshaOwerri Provinces. Geological Survey of Nigeria, 
and 

Bulletin No.21, Lagos,
1951, p.22.
 

(2) RUTHENBERG, H. : Farming Systems, op.cit., pp.47-48. 
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No precise figures on population densities for the 1940's are available for
 
the region. It is generally taken for granted that the system of shifting culti
vation can sustain only a few people. GEERTZ (1) argues that in the rainfo
rests of south-east Asia, in an ecologically balanced shifting economy, no 
more than twenty to fifty people can live per square kilometre with guaranteed 
subsistence. 

A continuous increase in population (2), the production of more food crops
and the expansion of more export crops - oil palms in this case - has led from 
shifting cultivation to bush fallowing. FAULKNER and MACKIE reported in 
1933: 

In large parts of Nigeria, especially in the provinces of the 
South-West, which have a moderate density of population, say 
100 or 200 to the square mile, all high forest has already dis
appeared; and the shifting cultivation there would be more ac
curately described as a system of rotational "bush fallows", in 
which the time in fallow exceeds ti~e time that the land is cul
tivated" (3). 

OBI and TULEY indicated that 

in the past, when the time period between each cycle of cutting
and burning was always in excess of seven years and often con
siderably longer, the Bush Fallow developed as a stable ecolo
gical system" (4), 

and 	they continued: 

It can be seer that Bush Fallowing has many merits in the pre
servation of soil fertility. The soil is exposed for a minimum 
period of time by mixed cropping, the root system of the fallow 
is largely left intact, the fallow recovers quickly and the ratio 
of cover to exposure is large' (5). 

(1) 	 GEERTZ, C. : Agricultural Involution.The Process of ecological change in 
Indonesia. University of California, Los Angeles, 1963, p.26. 

(2) 	 HELLEINER indicates that several centuries ago migration occurred,pro
bably from the northern to the southern regions,resulting in a higher po
pulation density than had previously been the case. In: HELLEINER,G.H. 
Peasant Agriculture, Government and Economic Growth in Nigeria. Econ. 
Growth Centre, Yale University, 1966, p.3. 

(3) 	 FAULKNER, O.T. and MACKIE, J.R. :West African Agriculture. Cam
bridge, 1933, p.44. 

(4) 	 OBI,J.K.and TULEY,P. :The Bush Fallow and Ley Farming in the Oil Palm 
Belt of South-East Nigeria. Land Res. Div. ISurbiton, Surrey, ngland, Misc. 
Report 161, 1973, p.l. 

(5) 	 Ibid, p.5. 
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The stability of the system depends on the number of years that the land remains under fallow. NWOSU mentioned a "basic rotation" with a fallow periud
of seven years: 

Ist year: yams, early maize and vegetable, cassava 

2nd year: cassava followed by bush fallow 

3rd - 9th year: bush fallow. 

It is probable that in "distant history' when population pressure wcs not a
 
matter for concern, this rotation 
was the only one in use around the villages(I).
Such long periods of fallow had to be abandoned as population density increased. 

The obvious problem ensues when the villages become so close and
the number of inhabitants so great that unused land is minimal or 
no longer available. The length of fallow progressively decreases
with resulting degradation of vegetation and deterioration in the 
soils" (2). 

The process of impoverishment was particularly severe in the highly populateiareas around Onitsha and Owerri, where the pcpulation in 1933 was between
400 and 500 and even more per square mile. As FAULKNER and MACKIE re
ported:
 

There the system has really broken down already, and the yields 
are very poor, even allowing for the inherently poor nature of
the soil: the farmers continue the system, because they (and
ourselves too in that area) know of nothing better" (3). 

More detailed studics were undertaken after the second world war. GROVE (4)
reports an average density of 300 persons per square mile in the area in the
late 1940's and argues that this is probably the maximum number of people
for which there is an assured food supply (5). The distribution of the popula
tion is most uneven, and "some communities are suffering from an acute 

(I) NWOSU, N.A. : Some Indigenous Cropping Systems of Eastern Nigeria.
(Mimeo), F.A.R.T.S., Umudike, 1974, p.5. 

(2)VERMEER, D.E. : Agricultural and Dietary Practices among the Tivlbo 
and Birom Tribes, Nigeria. University California, 1964, p. 168. 

(3) FAULKNER, O.T. and MACKIE, J.R.: op.cit., pp.44-45. 
(4)GROVE, A.T.: op.cit., p.21. 
(5) BENNEH mentioned a maximum number of 150 per square mile in the

forest region of Ghana. See: BENNEH, G.: Small ScaleFarming in Ghana. 
Geogr. Research Institute, Budapest, 1971, p.1 3 8. 
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shortage of land and from soil deterioration accelerated by that shortage"(1). 

GROVE describes the process of declining soil fertility as follows: 

The fertility of the soils depends on the accumulation of plant 
debris, its decay, and incorporation in the surface layers of 
the soil. As the fallow period shortens with increasing popu
lation pressure, the annual addition of organic material is 
also reduced owing to the degradation of the vegetative cover. 
On sandy soils in a hot climate, it is probably true to say that, 
owing to the rapidity of oxidation, the cumulative increase of 
organic matter from year to year is extremely small. Thus 
in the absence of manuring, such lands must remain at a low 
level of fertility" (2). 

BASDEN, after having analysed some soil samples from different localities 
in Eastern Nigeria, wrote that soil experts "expressed surprise that any 
crops could be induced to grow in them" (3). 

Similarly descriptions are given by VERMEER: 

Peasants here indicate that in the approximate 35 years since 
the opening of this area to cultivation, 6cil fertility, as re
flected in crop yield, has decreased" (4). 

Quantitative data on agricultural production per unit area in the region seem 
to be very scarce. One exception is the information collected by MARTIN, 
which provides a rough estimate of the productivity of the farming system in 
Eastern Nigeria (see: Table 2). 

Unfortunately in MARTIN 'swork there is indication of the length of fallowno 
prior to cultivation. Like many other authors, MARTIN reports that: 

the fallow period has been progressively shortened in recent 
years as the mortality rate has fallen, population grown, a-d 
pressure on the land increased, and it is now almost certain
ly too short for land to regain full fertility" (5). 

(1) GROVE, A.T.: op.cit., p.21. 

(2) Ibid, p.17.
 

(3) BASDEN,
G.T.: Niger Ibos. Frank Cass & Co.Ltd., London, 1966.
 

(4) VERMEER, D.E.: op.cit., p.158.
 

(5) Ibid, p.7.
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Table 2: Average Yields and Seed Rates of the More Important 
Food Crops 

Crops 	 Yield Seed rate Net Yield Loss in store 
kg/ha kg/ha kg/ha %
 

Yams Yellow yams 9430 1572 7858 20 
Water yams 5614 673 4941 10 
Mkpuk (a)yams6736 2245 4491 25 
Akpa (b)yams 7859 1347 6512 5
 

Maize Local 561 18 
 543 
(dry grains) (dry grains)

Cocoyam 	 5120 
 1179 3941 20
 
Cassava 
 10104 0 10104
 
Telfaria 2807 0 2807
 

(a) 	 "white round" the most favoured for food. 
(b) 	 A poor yam for food, used for gin. 

Source: MARTIN, A.: The Oil Palm Economy of the Ibibio Farmer. 
Ibadan University Press, 1956, p.6. 

In addition to the rapid decline in yields, the shortening of the fallow period
has resulted in soil erosion where land is not flat. JOHNSTON asserts with 
regard to the Owerri district: 

The beginning of large-scale gully erosion in parts of this 
area is an indication of the final collapse of the system of 
bush fallowing as a result of increasing population pressure"( 1). 

2. The Change in Cropping Pattern 

The expansion of cropping and the reduction in fallowing was accomparied by
a change in cropping pattern. The first Europeans to bring new crops to the
West African coastal areas were Portuguese traders in the 16th century.
MORGAN and PUGH mention maize, cassava, groundnuts, sweet potatoes and 

(1) 	 JOHNSTON, B.F.: The Staple Food Economies of Western Tropical
Africa. Stanford University Press, California, 1963, p.9. 
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American cotton (1). The colonial agricultural departments later introduced 
higher oil-yielding, thin-shelled varieties of oil palm from the East Indies
and rice was introduced by traders and missionaries, but this crop was 

(2), 
little 

cultivated in Eastern Nigeria before 1939. Of the cror s mentioned above oil
 
palms and cassava have made the highest impact.
 

Before the 19th century the contact with European merchants was mainly along
the coastal area, and food production was encouraged near the slave ports (3).
After that period and the advent of colonial rule, cultivation for export, main
ly of palm oil, but also of dried coconut kernels, became a major task of the
colonial administration. First records of palm oil exports are given from the 
middle of the 19th century: 

" In 1840 approximately 12,000 tons of palm oil were shipped
from West Africa to Liverpool, of which three quarters came 
from the Niger delta" (4). 

" Imports of 30,000 tons of palm oil through Liverpool were 
reached in 1851" (5).
 

The development of production and exchange was further stimulated through
the 	construction of roads and railways and the introduction of new methods of
 
transport (6). 
 New regions inside the country were opened up, and the ex
port of oil palm products increased steadily. The newly created purchasing 
power of the local farmers encouraged internal exchanges (7), and through
the "long distance trade" farmers purchased salt, fish and, later, clothes: 

(1) MORGAN, W.B. and PUGH, J.C.: op.cit., p.470. 

(2) Ibid, p.487.
 
(3) With the abolishment of the slave trade, the trade in palm oil and palm

kernels 	gained in importance:
 
"the abolition of the slave trade caused 
some economic revo
lution in the locality, for this abolition shifted interest to palm
oil. This was so because prior to the abolition little or no in
terest was given to palm oil production".

See: MBAH, l.A.: AHistory of AHIAHARA from the early Time till 1905. 
University of Nigeria, Nsukka, 1973, p.43. 

(4) MORGAN, W.B. and PUGH, J.C.: op.cit., p.402. 
(5) MANSFIELD, G.B. : A Short History of Agriculture in the British Colores. 

Oxford, 1960, p.56.
 
(6) "As early as 1896 the Foreign Office, which then controlled the protectorate, has emphasised the importance of roads as arteries of trade". See:

ANENE, J. C. :Southern Nigeria in Transition 1885-1906. Cambridge, 1966, 
p.289.
 

(7) NWAHIRI, L.O. : Nguru Mbaise before the coming of the British. Univer
sity of Nigeria, Nsukka, 1973, p.43. 
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... in 1937, with the price of palm oil higher, clothes were 

more numerous and the younger men were increasingly taking 

to shorts and shirts or singlets" (1). 

The income from palm oil became the economic mainstay of the people, and 

in 1959 the National Economic Council could report that "Nigeria is the world's 

largest exporter of palm kernels and oil, and provides 50% of the world trade 

in kernels and over 30% in palm oil" (2). 

The agricultural departments of the British administration encouraged culti

vators to develop large and small plantations with densities of 125 to 150 trees 

per ha. Hand presses were introduced in the villages of the main oil palm belt, 

and later power-operated Pioneer oil mills which doubled the extraction effi

ciency compared with the traditional method. However, the introduction of this 

new technology was not without problems. For example, "opposition has come 

from the women who lose their perquisites of kernels and a portion of the oil, 

and from farmers who find only good quality fruit is accepted" (3). This is 

one of the reasons why processing of oil palm bunches has so far been done 

by hand as the work of women. 

Oil palm plantations have been stimulated by the Ministry of Agriculture, and 

as SMOCK points out "this has been the principal way in which the Ministry 

has 	made an impact on the communities surveyed" (4). Farmers have recog

nised the economic importance of improved oil palms, and the demand for 

seedlings is very high. 

In the survey area, however, oil palm production has experienced a gradual 

change in objectives. Initially it was a major export crop grown on virgin land. 

Then oil palms became to some degree incorporated into the bush fallow system, 

producing kernels for export and fat from the epicarp for home consumption. 

With increasing land shortage, oil palms have become fully incorporated into 

th9 subsistence crop. 

The 	increasing land shortage has also had its impact on the output per tree. 

There are no data to confirm this, but observations indicate that oil palm in 

lower density areas look much more vigorous than in highly populated areas. 

(1) 	 GREEN, M.M.: lbgo Village Affairs. Frank Cass and Co. Ltd., London, 

1964, p. 3 3 . 

(2) 	 National Economic Council: Economic Survey of Nigeria 1959. Lagos, 

1950, p.2 3 .
 

(3) 	 MORGAN, W.B. and PUGH, J.C.: op.cit., p.487. 

(4) 	 SMOCK, D.R.: op.cit., p.16. 
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The decline in soil fertility due to overcropping has made its initial impactyields from arable crops. onIn the long run also oil palm output has sufferedfrom the loss of nutrients. The genesis of oil palm production in thesequently goes from an area conexport crop with vigorous growthsubsistence crop, 
to a poorly producingshading depleted land cropped in an intensive fallow system. 

The change in oil palm production was accompanied by a change in the croppingpattern of arable farming. Originally food starches were obtained mainly fromyams and cocoyams. It it thought that cassava began to spread most rapidly inthe late 19th century, when the problems of shorter fallows became more acute.Several authors have indicated that cassava surpassed yams in total productionseveral decades ago (1). The main reasons for the increase of cassava pro
duction are that:
 

- increasing population density and declining 
soil fertility implemented a change to a crop with more calories but less 
demanding on soil fertility; 

- cassava production has much lower labour requirements than 
yams, the traditional staple food crop;
 

- harvesting can 
be done according to the food requirements of 
the families;
 

- when processed into gari it can 
easily be stored and transported.
 

Although the importance of cassava differs 
between the regions, it has nowbecome the major staple crop in Eastern Nigeria. 

3. Attempts at Continuous Cultivation 

The problem of declining soil fertility resulting from the washing and leaching
of the principal 
soil nutrients led to the question of whether continuou cultivation could be introduced. Researchers conducted experiments with greenmanuring in order to replace fallowing. For this reason a six-year tri' rotation incorporating different cover crops wastural Research Station 
set up in 1924 at the Agriculat Umudike. "Most fallow experimentsin the early days on this stationwere centred on the comparison between the native practice(bush fallow) and continuous cropping with green manures incorporated"(2).

During the first years the reports were optimistic: 

(1) See: BASDEN, G.T.: op.cit., p.395, SMOCK, D.R.: op.cit., p.1. 
(2) EGWUONWU, J.A.: Soil Fertility Studies at Umudike since 1923.Agr.Res. and Training Station, Ur'udike-Umuahia, 1966, p.9. 
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To one who has been acquainted with the farm and its history
from the beginning, however, there seems to be evidence which 
indicates that by further experimenting with the rotating of food 
crops and green manure, it will eventually be possible to formu
late a system of perpetual cultivation which will commend itself 
to the natives in thickly populated areas as an alternative to the 
present or shifting method of cultivation" (1). 

After the completion of the experiment a total failure had to be reported: 

Ag a rn.ult ui se"an years experimental work with continuous 
cultivation, incorporating green manuring, it has now been 
established that the system as practised at Umuahia is not 
compatible with the maintenance of soil fertility. 

'The native system' comprises two years cultivation followed 
by four years bush, while the continuously cultivated plots
(at Umudike) have been under a six years' rotation including
three green manure crops (Mucuna), two of a year' s duration 
each, and one of half a year. Test crops of yams and maize 
were taken in 1931 and showed that whereas the fertility of 
the 'native' plots was just as high as it hrd been in 1925, that 
of the QI;t1'iously farmed plots had fallei, practically to nil. 
Some of the latter, in the past, gave negative yields when 
allowance was made for planting material" (2). 

The results in Table 3 show a decrease of 61.5%with continuous cultivation 
compared with the native bush fallow system. 

On the failure of green manuring at Umudike, a series of trials 
was carried out on such deeper rooted legumes as Tephrosia, 
Pigeon Pea and Crotolaria spp., but none of these compared 
favourably with planted fallows of A. barteri" (3). 

Some years before the second world war, experiments were conducted with 
farmyard manure which gave the following indications (4): 

- Farmyard manure and compost gave increased yield responses. 

(1) A.R.S. Umudike: Annual Report, 1926, p.l. 

(2) A.R.S. Umudike: Annual Report, 1931, p.l. 

(3) 081, J.K. and TULEY, P.: op.cit., p.6. 

(4) EGWUONWU, J.A.: op.cit., p.12. 
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- Farmyard manure and compost in combination with lime where 
required gave higher responses than without lime. 

- On a weight basis, firmyard manure was better than composi 
in crop yield response. 

Continued cultivation has been practised over a period of 20 years by the Ru
ral Education Centre at Umudike based on a heavy dressing of vegetable corn
post, one in each rotation (1). The data "show the yield trends over twenty 
years of cropping, and demonstrate that given adequate organic manuring, 
continuous cropping is possible" (2) (see: Fig. 1.) 

Table 3: NativVPractice versus Continuous Cultivation. 
Summary of Yam Yields in kg/ha 

Mean of 14 native practice plots 12204 

Mean of 13 continuous cultivation plots 4697 

% decrease of continuous cultivation 
over native practice (control) 61.5 

Plot size 0. 1 ha 

Spacing 1.22 m staggered on 
1.83 m ridges. 

Source: EGWUONWU, J.A.: op.cit., p.9. 

(1) Quantitative data are not available. 

(2) OBI, J.K. and TULEY, P. : ibid, p.8. 
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1: 	 Combined 4-Year Averages of Annual Yield from all Rotations. 
Rural Education Centre Umuahia. 1940-1960 

t/ha 

17. 

15- Cassava 

13

11 

9-

Yam 

7.
 

5

3-
 Maize
 

8 12 16 2'0 -ears
0 4 

Source: OBI, J.A. and TULEY, P.: op.cit., p.19 

It is 	 obvious that the use of farmyard manure cannot replace the bush fallow 
system because of the limited availability of this material. The search for a 
feasible technology which is able to hold or even improve soil fertility under 
continuous cultivation has not found an adequate answer and this is still one 
of the main problems for research in the humid tropics. 

4. The Tendency towards a Low-level Equilibrium 

The efforts to increase food production during the colonial period and after in

dependence have proved to be insufficient to support a growing population. 
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Farmers have adapted to the increasing scarcity of land firstly by non-farm 
activities: 

- migrating to more fertile areas or to cities - in particular the
better educated tend to move to the cities; 

- most of the younger people turning to off-farm employment 
they go as carpenters, sawyers, nrchanics or petty traders (1). 

In addition they have adapted their farming system mainly in two ways:
 
- cultivation of cassava has expanded at the expense of yams,
 

a crop which yields less than cassava on infertile soils;
 

- cropping on small compound plots, where manure and animal
 
waste is heavily applied, has been intensified.
 

The process of adaptation - as a result of increasing land scarcity - seems
 

to be more pronounced:
 

- the less land is available:
 

- the more 
sandy the soils are, and
 

- the more humid the climate is.
 

These efforts are, however, insufficient to prevent the process of "involution".
More people are subsisting on degraded land, and efforts to increase output by
land use intensification are yielding very low marginal returns. 

SMOCK refers to highly populated areas of Eastern Nigeria and writes: "many
farmers have become desperate and are willing to try almost anything if it 
offers hope of an increased return" (2). 

(1) GROVE, A.T.: op.cit., p.23. 

(2) SMOCK, D.R.: opcit., p.20. 
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B. 	 THE ROOT CROP OIL PALM FARMING SYSTEM 

I. 	The Resource Base
 

1. The Structure of the Households 

The average household in the survey area had eight membe. s. The head of 
the household was usually married to one wife and they had six children. In 
Okwe (L), which has less pressure on land than the other villages, 48% of 
the men were married to more than one wife. 

Not all household members were resident during the survey. In Owerre-Ebei
ri (H) and Umuokile (M) on average 1.8 members were staying outside the 
villages as students, apprentices, house servants, traders, civil servants 
etc. Whereas in Okwe (L) on average only 0.4 members were not occupied 
at home. As a result the total man equivalents (ME) resident withi. the house
hold differed between the villages. The highest manpower force was found in 
Okwe (L) with 4.0 man equivalents in comparison with 3.1 man equivalents 
in Owerre-Ebeiri (H) and 2.6 man equivalents in Umuokile (M) (see:Table4). 

Table 4: 	 Average Number of People and Man Equivalents of Farm 
Families in Three Villages in Eastern Nigeria, 1974 

Labour class 	 Owerre-Ebeiri (H) Umuokile (M) Okwe (L) 

adult males (16-60 years) 1.3 Coef. Var. 0.9 Coef.Var. 1.2 Coef.V 
adult females (16-60 years) 1.4 as% 1.3 as % 2.3 as 
adult males (over 60 years) 0.2 0.1 0.4 
adult females (over 60 years) - - 0.2 
large children (8-15 years) 2.3 1.9 2.3 
small children (under 8 years) 1.8 1.3 1.9 

household members away from 
home 	 1.8 1.8 0.4 

Total Persons 8.8 39 7.3 40 8.7 39 
Total ME (a) at home 3.1 34 2.6 53 4.0 52 
ME available fcr farm work (b) 2.5 40 2.4 58 3.9 53 

Source: compiled by the author. 

(a) 	 Man equivalent used in the study for quantification of the labour capacity 
per household is given in Appendix II. 

(b) The ME for a part-time farmer was reduced to 0.5. 
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It is important to note that on average 1.8 household members in villages with 
medium and high populations are away from home. They supply, however, sig
nificant amounts of money to the remaining family members. In addition part
time farming (I) plays an important role in the study area. Farmers them
selves or other- ,uu3ehold members work in the villages or nearby townships 
as traders, cyclists, truck pushers, oil palm processers, raffia palm tappers, 
carpenters, etc. The higher the population density and the smaller the farms
 
the more important is off-farm employment: in Okwe (L) 20% of the farmers
 
are part-time farmers; 
 in Umuokile (M) 32% and in Owerre-Ebeiri (H) 80%
 
of the farmers 
were found to derive more than 50% of their net family income
 
from off-farm activities and in this way can substantially increase their stan
dard of living. This is reflected in the number of man equivalents available
 
for agricultural work. Umuokile (M) and Owerre-Ebeiri (H) have on average
 
2.4 and 2.5 man equivalents available manfor farm work and Okwe (L) 3.G 

equivalents, which indicates 
a higher labour force where land is more avail
able and the pressure of earning an additional income is not so pronounced.
 

2. Farm Sizes 

The hectarage under cultivation in the survey year found to be larger thanwas 

that reported in the Rural Economic Survey of Nigeria for E.C.S. There the
 
majority of the farmers (57%) cultivated an area of less than 0.2 ha (2). In 
this survey it was found that only 37% of the respondents cultivated such a 
small area. The average and modal values differed between the villages (see: 
Fig.2). 

The area cultivated per farm decreases with increasing population density. 
Okwe (L) has on average 0.4 ha (I acrL ) under cultivation, Umuokile (M) 
0.27 and Owerre-Ebeiri (H) the smallest area of 0.23 ha. 

(1) A farmer is defined as a part-time farmer in this study when more than 
50% of his net family income is derived from off-farm sources. 

(2) Federal Office of Statistics: Rural Economic Survey of Nigeria, 1970-71, 
Lagos. 
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Lig.I: Frequency Distribution of Cultivated Area in Three Villages 
in Eastern Nigeria, 1974 

Class ha Class ha
 

1 0-0.1 5 0.41-0.5 
2 0.11-0.2 6 0.51-0.6 
3 0.21-0.3 7 0.61-1.O 

4 0.31-0.4 8 > 1.01 

12. 

10.
 

U 

U 

2 , 

12 	345 6 78 1 2345678 12 34 5678 

Okwe (n=24) Umuokile (n=25) Owerre-Ebeiri (n=25)
 

x= 0.4 	 x = 0.27 x = 0.23 

+) 	 If two oil palm plantations (with 2 and 3.6 ha), owned by two of the
 

sample farmers, were included, the average size for Okwe (L) would
 

be 0.63 ha.
 

Source: compiled by the author. 

is by no meansThe distribution of cultivated hectarage between households 


equal. It has to be considered, however, that most of the inequality in land
 

(see: Fig.3). The Gini Ratios
distribution is due to intervillage differences 

area in the three survey villages
(GR) (1) of the distribution of cultivated 

(1) 	 "The Gini Ratio (GR) is defined as the area between the diagonal (or line 

of 	equality) and the Lorenz Curve as a proportion of the total area under 

D.H.: Changes in the Income Distribution inthe diagonal". See: BOYNE, 
Vol.47, Dec. 1965,p. 1220.Agriculture. In: Journal of Farm Economics, 

1 - hi (li + li-i). See: PIESCH, W.: Statistische Kon-Formula: GR = 

zentrationsmafle. Mohr, TUbingen, 1975, p. 4 3 .
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increases from .27 in Owerre-Ebeiri (H) to .34 in Umuokile (M) and even 
.57 in Okwe (L). Land distribution is therefore more unequal the more land 
is available for farming and the lower the importance of non-farm employ
ment (1). 

i3: Relationship between Number of Households and Cultivated
 
Areas in the Three Survey Villages, 1974
 

100. 

'.4 
Owerre-Ebeiri (r GR=.27
 

80 
=
 Umuokile (M), GR . / 

60 	 //0
 
41 60
44
 

0
 

40 	 e 

.e 

4J 	 20 
" . Okwe (L), GR=.57 

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100% 

Cumulated percent of total households 

Source: compiled by the author. 

(I) 	 Similar inequality it, land distribution was found in a study of Yoruba 
Smallholders. See: FLINN, J.C.: Resource Use, Income and Expen
diture Patterns of Yoruba Smallholders. IITA, Ibadan, Nigeria, 1974, 
pp. 4 et seq. 
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A comparison of the resource base of land must include the areas under bushor grass fallows from which farmers receive annual returns in the form offruits from various trees, firewood, livestock feed (leaves), bush meat andfurther mulching material for the compound fields. The fields under bush fallow were not measured, but they were estimated by assuming that the areaunder cultivation each year does not change significantly. Total farm size ison average P.4 ha in Okwe (L), 1.0 ha in Umuokile (M) and .40Ebeiri. ba in Owerre-These figures indicate a population density per square km of about 250in Okwe (L), 500 in Umuokile (M)
which 

and about 1,200 in Owerre-Ebeiri (H) (I),seems to be realistic when compared with the figures collected duringthe 1963 census. 

The increasing pressure on 
land was found to result in a transition from 
communal to private land ownership. Inheritance through the patrilineal systemis the usual way of acquiring land, 
 with 73%of all fields in the three villages
being inherited in this way (2). 

The typical farm is divided into several fields whichthe land controlled by the village. 
are scattered throughout

The lower the man/land ratio the greaterthe distance was found to be from the house to the fields.(L) For example in Okwethe distant fields were often up to one hour's walk away.
farmers own 4-5 plots in Okwe 
On average
 

Owerre-Ebeiri (H). 
(L) and 6-7 plots in both Umuokile (M) and
This results in smaller plot sizes the higher the pressureon land (see: Table 5). 

The existing fragmentation of the holdings serves as a meansrisks of production. of reducing theEach household owns plots with different soil types and
soil fertility levels and with different water holding capacities. 
 Consequentlythere is always a high chance that some of the 
 plots will yield as expected
and the minimum of subsistence requirements is secured.the fragmentation is an On the other hand
obstacle to any kind of mechanized production.
 

(i) The area not usable for cultivation is estimated
in Umuokile as 25% in Okwe (L), 30%(M) and 35% in Owerre-Ebeiri30% for an area with 

(H). GRENZEBACH useda population density of 600 p/km 2BACH, . See: GRENZE-K. : Luftbilder: Indikatorenffir re ionae Komplexanalyse.Die Erde, In:Zeitschrjft der Gesellschaft fUr Erdkunde zu Berlin, 105.Jahrgang, 1974, p.104.
(2) More detailed data on land tenure in the three survey villages is given in

Appendix IV. 
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Table 5: Average Number of Plots and Size of Plots in Three 
Villages in Eastern Nigeria, 1974 

Okwe (L) Umuokile (M) (H)Owerre-Ebeiri 

Number of plots (a) 4.4 4.4 

Size of plots 2 

6.6
 
880 2m 620 m 2340 mCV as% 89 114 73 

(a) All compound and non-compound plots are included. 

Source: compiled by the author. 

3. Livestock 

The prevalence of tsetse flies in the area limits the range of livestock whichcan be kept in Eastern Nigeria.
chickens 

Hence the major livestock are goats andas opposed to cattle. Table 13shows the total and average numberof livestock kept by the survey farmers in the three villages.the households On an averageown two goats and 15 chickens. It is quite obvious that the importance of livestock increases simul'Aneously with the population density. 

Table 6: Total and Average Numer of Livestock in Three Villages
 
in Eastern Nigeria, 1974
 

Village 
 Goats Sheep Pigs Chicke, s Ducks Others(a) Total 
Okwe total 33 - 1 218(L) average 

0.04 
4 30 2861.38  9.08 
 0.17 
 1.04 
 11.7
Umuokile total 47 14

(M) average 1.96 0.58 
- 374 3 24 462- 15.58 0.13 1.0 19.3 

Owerre-
Ebeiri total 81 13 1 515(H) average 3.24 0.52 0.04 

- 1 611
20.6 - 0.04 24.4 

(a) Includes dogs, cats and rabbits. 

Source: cimpiled by the author. 
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The higher the population density the larger are the compound fields whichare fertilized with animal dung. Goats in particular are reared - among other reasons to be mentioned later - for the production of animal manure. 

4. Capital Equipment 

Farmers in Eastern Nigeria are hoe cultivators. Different types of hoe servefor different activities: short-handled hoes are used for cultivation and weeding. The hoe for the latter activity is usually smaller than the hoe for cultiva
tion of the soil. A special long-handled hoe ("ube") is used for digging yam
holes. 

Cutlasses are used for clearing the bush, cutting small ti-Bes and other purposes. Climbing ropes, tapping knives and calabashes serve for tapping thepalm wine from raffia trees. Crops and fruits are transported on the head in
baskets or buckets. In most cases bicycles are used for transporting the products to the local markets. Agricultural production and processing depend al
most entirely on human power. An exception is the power-operated garigrater, and in Owerre-Ebeiri (H) several farmers (who process oil palm
fruits from other people) have inve*Ied in hand-operated oil presses, which
increase the output and the quality of palm oil. The farm implements ownedby a farmer in Umuokile (M) are typical for the three villages and are agood example for the study area (see: Table 7). The current replacement

value of capital items used in farming 
 is in the order of N 68.00. 

Most of the farmers are still living in simple mud houses, but an increasing
number are building cement-houses with tin roofs. Farmers with a high offfarm 
incomc through tradiiig - mainly in Oworre-Ebeiri (H) - tend to live in
 
better houses than the others.
 

5. Conclusions 

The information on the resource base indicates that a great number of peoplelive mainly by farming tiny plots with hand tools. Subsistence production prevails and the food demand of household members is such that there is verylittle scope for commercial farming. What we find is a peasantry in a highpopulation density area living by mining soils, with traditional farming tech
niques, and without capital formation. Non-farm employment is the only re
cognised possibility of escaping from the low-level equilibrium trap. 
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Table 7: Farming Equipment Owned by a Small Farmer in Umuokile (M) 

Item No Replacement Total Years 
Value (N) Value (N) useful life 

hoe (ube) 1 .40 .40 5 
hoes 
 6 .40 2.40 4
 
cutlass 5 1.50 7.50 4
 
rake 1 
 1.00 1.00 4 
shovel 
 1 2.50 2.50 
 2
 
files 2 .50 1.00 1/3
climbing ropes 3 2.00 6.00 1/2
calabash 
 3 .40 1.20 1
 
jars 3 
 1.50 4.50 10
 
tapping knives 2 
 .50 1.00 2
 
baskets 
 5 .75 3.75 1
 
buckets 
 4 2.50 10.00 4
 
mortars (oil) 2 2.00 4.00 10 
mortars (pepper) 1 .60 .60 10
 

Total replacement 
value 
 68.35
 

Source: LAGEMANN, J., FLINN, J.C., OKIGBO, B.N. and MOORMANN, 
F.R.: op.cit., p.34. 

If. The Organisation of Land Use (1) 

The main source of farm income, as in other regions of West Africa, derives 
from crops, with livestock playing only a supplementary role within Eastern 
Nigeria. Cassava and yams provide most of the calorific requirements, where

(1) In this section considerable use has been made of the paper by LAGEMANN, 
J., FLINN, J.C., OKIGBO, B.N. and MOORMANN, F.R.: Root Crop/
Oil Palm Farming Systems: A Case Study from Eastern Nigeria. IITA, 
Ibadan, Nigeria, 1975.
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as oil palms produce the major part of the fats and are the main source ofcash income irom the farms. 

The land use pattern reflects the outcome of a continuous process of adaptation of farming to increasing land shortage and declining soil fertility. 

1. Spatial Oranisationof Cropping 

There exists a spatial differentiation in land use which becomes more pronounced the higher the population density (I). Fig.4three survey villages in Eastern Nigeria. Okwe (L) 
shows the layout of the 

and Umuokile (M)clustered villages with the major fields outside the villago, 
are 

Ebeiri (H) whereas Owerreconsists of scattered dwollings with fields close to them.holdings three types of plots have 
On most 

to be distinguished.
 
- Thecompounds 
 have a high density of trees and a large rangeof food crops and vegetables. They are situated around the houses.The sizes of the compounds vary from about 200 to 1000 squaremetres; the compounds tend to be larger in areas of higher population density due to food being relatively more scarce. (2) 

- Near fields, close to the compound, are usually dominated byoil palms and other useful treqs, and produce food crops within an intensive bush-fallow system. The fallow period variesfrom five years (in lower population density areas) to only oneyear in areas where there are more than about 700 persons persquare kilometre. 
- Most of the starchy food is produced within an extensive bushfallow system on the distant fields. They are larger in sizethan the near fields and have a low density of trees. In someareas the fields are open, mainly where land is not so scarce. 

(I) The spatial distribution of plots increases the time for walking to and fromfields. CLEAVE suggests that this activity may account for up to 30% ofthe time the farmers devote to agriculture. Under these circumstancesthe cost of delivering inputs to fields and of exporting produce (typicallyby head-loading) is high,at least in terms of physical energy requirementsand time. See: CLEAVE,J.H. : Labour Use in the Development of Smallholder Aariculture. Praeger, New York, 1974, pp.34 et seq.(2) Compound farming is not practised in Okwe (L). Land there is more ample than in the other villages, and farmers have not been forced, up tonow, to intensify their cultivation on small areas. 
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Rough Sketch of Village Layouts in Eastern Nigeria
Fig4: 

Okwe (L) 

Umuokile (M) 
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houses trees compounds near fields 

[ distant 2nd year fallow 
 forest

fields cassava 4o
 

fallow 

Owerre-Ebeiri (H)
 

Source: compiled by the author.
 

- Fallow land of both the near and c'istant fielh.s in addition to building up soil fertility and structure (1) provides fruits from varioustrees, including oil palms, oil bean and breadfruit, palm winefrom raffia, building materials and firewood from various treesand bushes, and they provide mulching material for the compound. 

years ago THUNEN (2) described the tendency tc,. -ds an intensificationof smallholder farming in Europe which resulted in rings of varying degreesof fertility, since the areas close to the villages and markets had been fertilized longer and better than the more distant fields. This was due - he argued 

(1) See: GREENLAND, D.J.: Bringing the Green Revolution to the ShiftingCultivator. IITA, Ibadan, Nigeria, 1975, p.4. 
(2) THUNEN, J.H. v. : Der isolierte Staat in Beziehung auf Landwirtschaftund Nationalkonomie. I.Teil, 1. Aufl., Hamburg 1826. In: Sammlungsozialwissenschaftlicher Meister, Bd. 13, Jena, 1910. 

180 
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Fields close t(- the markets had 
to the differences in transportation costs. 

and farmers were stimulated to use these fields 
therefore a higher value, 

more intensively. 

be found in the smallholder farming of 
Similar "circles" or "zones" can 

village or house.Eastern Nigeria around each 

2. Compounds 

applied, therewhere manure, mulch and Lshes are 
Directly round the house, 

a dense growth of tree and arable crops with different requirements for
 
is 

away a field is from the
 
water and sunshine. The further 

and mulch is applied. The compounds are not strictlyavailable nutrients, 
manurehouse, the less 

a gradual transitionfields; indeed, there is only
separated from the nearby 


type of field to the other.
from one 

system found only in Eastern Ni
is not a special land useCompound farming 


geria; it can be found worldwide in tropical regions where land scarcity has
 

case of northern 
forced farmers to intensify production on small fields. In the 

Ghana BENNEH writes:
 

based on permanent cultivation

The compound farming system, 

a homestead is found in the 
of land immediately surrounding 

The fertility of the soil is maintained
northern region of Ghana. 

with refuse from the compound, the droppings of goats, sheep, 

In order to increase the area under per
poultry and night soil. 

and children are encouraged to de
manent cultivation, women 

The crop sequence also involves a 
posit refuse further afield. 

inclusion of legumes like groundnuts and bambara
deliberate 
beans in the outer zone to help increase the nutrient status of 

the soil" (1). 

of the Wahaya agricul-
Another example is given by FRIEDRICH, who writes 

ture in Tanzania that it: 

is based on a process of fertilizing by way of domestic refuse, 

The export of nutrients is small,mulch and manure. 

it is to the sales of dried coffee. We note instead
ashes, 
limited as 

Geographical
(1) BENNEH, G.: Small-scale Farming Systemb in Ghana. 

1 4 2
 

Research Institute, Budapest, Dec. 1971, p. .
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a substantial import of nutrients by the purchase of food, the 
gathering of fuel, the employment of mulch, and the fact that 
the cattle are being grazi-d on nearby pastures and kept in 
stables. These factors result in a decided increase in soil 
fertility, especially close to the hut" (1). 

Similar intensive land use systems seem to have developed on the highly po
pulated Gazelle Peninsula of New Britain. Crop production is based on bana
na cultivation, interplanted with coconuts, 
 cocoyams and yams. 

The villagers using this system are very short of land and 
obtain a lot of their food from other sources apart from lo
cally grown crops ... there is a parallel here with the West 
African farmer in areas of high population density who has 
intensively farmed gardens near his house (compound land) 
and less intensive ones some distance from the dwelling 
(distant farmland)" (2). 

Compound farming is thus a type of land use which is of general importance
 
in the humid tropics. In the case 
of Eastern Nigeria it is characterized by a 
number of specific features which distinguish it from field farming. 

a) Cropping Principles 

In traditional agricultural systems farmers usually grow a number of crops
in each field. This is particularly pronounced in the compounds of the survey
villages where a large number of tree and arable crops were found. A multi
storey system (3) is predominant. 

(1) FRIEDRICH, K.H.: Coffee-Banana Holdings at Bukoba. In: RUTHENBERG, 
H. : Smallholder Farming and Smallholder Development in Tanzania. 
Afrika-Studien Nr.24, Muinchen, 1968, p. 188. 

(2) BOURKE, R.M. : Food Crop Farming Systems used on the Gazelle Penin
sula of New Britain. In: Proceedings, 1975, P.N.G. Food Crops Confer
ence, p. 10. 

(3) A "multi-storey system" is defined as the growing of two or more arable 
and tree crops (with different heights) in the same field at the same time. 
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Multi-Storey System 

A multi-storey physiognomy with perennial and annual crops is typical of the
 
compounds. 
 The 	crops can be divided on a height basis into 10 different groups: 

Tree crops 

- Oil palms, coconuts (20 - 25 m); 
- Breadfruit, raffia palm, oil beans, pears (12  20 m);
 
- Colanut, mango (8 - 15 m);
 
- Orange, grapes, lime, paw-paw (5 - 10 m);
 
- Bananas, plantains (3 - 8 m).
 

Arable crops 

- Yams (3 - 6 m); 
- Maize (1.5 - 2.5 m); 
- Cassava, cocoyam, pepper, telferia (1 - 2 m); 
- Groundnuts, melon, vegetables (0.1 -0.3 m). 

Various trees form the upper part of the storey whereas arable crops grow 
under the shade of the trees. The leaf canopy becomes denser the closer it is 
to the ground, and hence reduces erosion by absorbing rainfall, shades the 
land and so reduces soil temperature, provides a leaf litter for nutrient re
cycling, maintains reasonable levels of organic matier and conserves soil 
moisture during dry periods. 

An intensive crop survey was undertaken in 88 compound plots in which all 
arable and tree crops were counted and recorded at the height of the vegeta
tion period (June). The results show that cocoyam is the most important arable 
crop in the compounds (see: Fig.5). It is, like yam, which is the second ma
jor crop, relatively shade tolerant (1). 

(1) 	 See: PHILLIPS, T.A.: An Agricultural Notebook. Longman, Nigeria, 
1964, p.21. 
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Average Occurrence5: 	 of Major Arable Crops in Compounds
of Two Villages in Eastern Nigeria, June 1974. 

50r
 

5
 

0 
. 1 0 

'!"IO. 100. 
O0 AH) 

muokile Owerre-Ebeiri 
(H)
 
cassava 
 Yamn Cocoyam
Q Maize [ Melon 
 Okra
ED Aligator pepper 

[] Others
 

Source: compiled by the author. 

Results of experiments in farmers' fields indicated that yams tended to beless sensitive to shade than cassava and maize. Preliminary data indicated areduction in yield of 9%in comtparison with about 50% for cassava and 30% formaize when grown under shade as opposed to in the open (see: Table 8). 

As well as the trees, cereals and root crops,feria, bitter leaf, 	
a range of vegetables (I) (telwater leaf) and creeping crops (melon, groundnuts) aregrown in the compounds. 

Beans and 	cowpeas are intercropped with taller growing species or,the case of Owerre-Ebeiri (H), usually grown along the borders of the 
as in 

com

(1) The analysis of some nuts, seeds and 	leaves growinga relatively high protein content, 	
on compounds show 

e.g. egusi 33.8%, calabash seeds 35.4%,white melon seeds 36.3% (see: Appendix XI). 
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Table 8: Maize and Yam Yields in Farmers' Fields,withFertilizer, and withouton Shaded and Unshaded Plots, Root Crop/Oil PalmSystems Survey, East Central State of Nigeria, 1974 

Village 
Owerre- Umuokile Okwe Mean
Ebeiri 

yield
(H) (M) (L) 

Maize (a) 
 t/ha t/ha t/ha t/ha 
shade, no fertilizer 

.30no shade, .15 .66no fertilizer .371.13shade, .02with fertilizer .45 .53 
no shade, with fertilizer 

.29 .94 .80 .681.82 .66 2.01 1.50 

Yams 
shade, no fertilizer 

7.90no shade, no fertilizer 
1.75 

15.50 8.382.75 9.20shade, 15.50with fertilizer 9.153.25 12.00no shade, 13.00with fertilizer 9.425.25 12.00 19.00 12.08 

Cassava (b) 
shade, no fertilizer 

2.43no shade, 3.58no fertilizer 2.32 2.785.00shade, 7.35 14.31with fertilizer 8.894.01no shade, 3.58 2.55with fertilizer 3.3811.84 9.42 21.98 14.41 

(unreplicated plots) 

(a) MLize yields in the medium density village are not representative due todamage by goats.
(b) Cassava yields on shaded plots in the low density villagesentative due are not repreto falling branches from palm trees. 

Source: unpublished data of OKIGBO, B.N., IITA, Ibadan, Nigeria. 
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pounds. Bananas and plantains occupy places where latrines have previously
been sited. Compounds are sometimes fenced by hedges consisting of cassa
va varieties. 

On 	average, nine different arable crops were found in the compounds of
Owerre-Ebeiri (H) and six in Umuokile (M). All different plants of trees,
shrubs and arable crops are recorded by OKIGBO (1) from four compounds
in the medium and high density villages. The total number of species on all
 
plots was above 40, with an average of 47. This range of crops with its high

density approximates to "t!,e
bush or forest conditions, representing an eco
system of marked stability" (2). 

The density of cropping in the compounds was found to increase with land

scarcity (see: Table 9). Although the actual density is 
 much higher, due to
the fact that only the four main arable crops (3) were included, the figures
indicate an increase of 41% in tree crop density and 42% in arable crop den
sity in Owerre-Ebeiri (H) 
 compared with Umuokile (M). 

(1) Detailed results from OKIGBO are provided in Appendix XII. 
(2) 	 OKIGBO, B.N.: Fitting Research to Farming Systems, Based on Obser

vations and preliminary Studies of Traditional Agriculture in Eastern Ni
geria. IITA, Ibadan, 1974, p. 17. 

(3) 	 Yams, cocoyams (I plant = I stand), cassava, maize (3 plants= 1 stand).
A comparison of these figures with densities from outer fields is not pos
sible for two major reasons: 

1) 	 The number of crops grown on comp-unds is higher than or. outer 
fields, and hence a higher percentage of crops is not included 
from compounds. 

2) 	 Yams grown in compounds are usually bigger and require more 
space. 
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Table 9: Avorage Density of Cropping in Compounds at the 

Height of the Vegetation Period, June 1974 

Village Trees and shrubs arable crops 

stands/ha CV as% stands/ha CV as % 

Umuokile (M) 	 759 83 22000 92 

Owerre-Ebeiri (H) 983 76 31800 58 

Source: 	 LAGEMANN, J., FLINN, J.C. and RUTHENBERG, H.: Land Use, 

Soil Fertility and Agricultural Productivity as Influet.ced by Popu

lation Density in Eastern Nigeria. In: Zeitschrift fir auslindische 

Landwirtschaft, Heft 2, 1976, p.210. 

Coefficients of variation compiled by the author. 

Phased Planting 

Another principle of the cropping practicei is the adaptation of the planting 

time of various arable crops according to their requirements of rainfall and 

sunshine. Phased planting serves as a means of regulating the supply of food 

throughout the year an i likewise spreads the labour input over the longer 

planting period which normally constitutes the major bottleneck in the farm

ing calendar. 

The compounds are cultivated continuously. Vegetables such as fluted pumpkin 

(Telferia coccidentalis), vegetable jute (Corchorus olatorus), ofe (Solanum 

spp. ), pepper (Capsicun frutescens) and garden egg (Solanum melongina) 

are grown all the year round. This is possible as the soil is kept moist during 

the dry season with waste water from the household. During the peak of the 

dry season the vegetables are also watered as necessary by the women and 

children who carry water from the local tap, pond or stream. 

The most intensive cultivation period begins with the planting of ym which 
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has been pregerminated in the yam barn (1). In a root crop system preger
mination is thus the equivalent of the nursery in a wet rice system. 

The next crop, maize, is planted immediately after the yam, and followed by 
cocoyam and cassava a few weeks later. 

Intercropping and phased planting contribute to the fact that the compound is
equipped throughout most of the year with a fully developed photosynthetic
active multi-storey leaf area. The effectiveness of turning solar energy into 
products demanded by the family is probably high. 

b) Husbandry Practices 

Farmers in Eastern Nigeria do not in general plant on ridges, because the 
number of tree stumps and roots in P plot would make the preparation of
 
ridges very tedious work. Planting on mounds and on the flat is 
more usual. 
The cultivation techniques are adapted to the needs of each plant and to the 
micro-environment of the surface conditions. 

A common feature in compound farming is the extraordinary care with which 
the various crops are cultivated. The practices differ from crop to crop and 
most of the farmers treat different spe-ies of the same crop in a special way. 

Nevertheless the basic concept of cropping pattern and husbandry practices 
can be found in all compounds of the study area. Variations occur according
to the fertility of the soil, household preferences and the amount of land and 
labour available. 

Cultivation 

All trees except raffia are pruned or heavily trimmed, so that only a few 
branches on the very top of the trees remain. This enables more light to
reach the ground and facilitates the growth of sunloving crops. The branches 
that have been lopped off are used for yamsticks, building matervrl and fire
wood, while the small twigs and leaves are used as mulching material and as 
feed for the goats. Yams are planted in heaps in roughly straight lines at 

(1) Pregermination is done mainly with a local variety ("Nwanyaghara") 
which may yield tubers up to 30 to 40 kg weight. 
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distances varying from 1 to 1. 5 metres. The holes which are 50 - 60 cm deep 
(depending on variety and size of yam sets) are sometimes dug several months 
before the tubers are planted. In the meantime the farmers fill the holes with 
leaves from trees and residues from oil palm bunches which later provide 
manure for the yam plants. The tubers are covered by mounds, on average 
between 30 - 40 cm high and varying accorL. ig to th- type and size of the yam 
sets. In this part of Eastern Nigeria large mounds re not used, as the sandy 
soils are subject to shifting, resulting in large mounds being more easily 
washed away during heavy rainstorms than smaller ones. 

Maize is usually planted on the flat between the mounds and cassava and coco
yam on smaller mounds between 
 the yam heaps. Some farmers plant their co
coyam in holes with a diameter of about 40 cm. When the cocoyam tubers grow
above the earth, they fill the holes with mulching materials and compost soil, 
to provide a steady supply of nutrients to the plants. 

After planting, the whole compound is covered with mulching materials which
 
are procured from trees, crop residues and from the bush fallow in order to:
 

- reduce soil erosion, 

- hold the soil moisture content, 

- provide manure to the plot, and 

- pi otect the seeds against scratching fowls. 

Attention has to be drawn to the fact that compound farming does not involve 
any general breaking up of the soil comparable to the effect o-- hoe or plough 
cultivation. The soil is moved only for the planting of a specific seed or tuber. 

Manuring 

In their compounds the Ibo practise careful methods of manuring, which is 
the base of a successful continuous cultivation. Export of nutrients is limited 
to the edible parts of the harvested crops, all residues remaining in the fields. 
The import of organic materials from outer fields, fallow land and through 
household purchases is substantial. The goats are stabled during the main 
crop season and are fed with oil palm leaves, crop residues and household 
remains. Goat manure is highly valued as a source of plant nutrients. With 
the practice of manuring systematically, the farmers have built up the fer
tility of the soil in the compounds. The intensity of fertilizing the soil seems 
to be higher in Umuokile (M) than in Owerre-Ebeiri (H). The compounds 
there are smaller, and larger quantities of cassava and oil palm bunches are 
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processed within the households from where most of the crop residues are
collected. 

The survey farmers practise the following methods of fertilizing:
 
- mulching: 
all kinds of smaller branches, twigs and leavesfrom trees and shrubs are used for mulching the compound.The yam mounds especially are covered with a thick layer of

these materials;
 
- animal waste: dung, 
 mainly from goats, is applied throughout theyear to the crops. It is usually applied to individual plants; 
- ashes: as with animal waste, ashes are distributed directly

around the individual plants; 
- composting: this practice is common in Owerre-Ebeiriwhere grasses from the fallow 

(H) 
areas are collected and thrown,together with household remains, into pits where the materialsdecay. The resulting rich soil is then applied to the crops; 

- shifting of latrines: 
another site within 

every year the latrines are shifted tothe compound. After a period of oneping season the latrines crop
are filled in, and bananas or plantains are planted, and so receive ample nutrients for many 

years. 

These manuring practices have not been d, veloped to sucha degree in the lower populated areas, as represented byOkwe (L). We can assume that the labour-intensive way ofbuilding up soil fertility is a result of the people's effortsto overcome the increasing food shortage which results from
the high population density. 

Harvesting 

While some of the leaf vegetables and cassava tend to be harvested throughout the year, the majority of crops have reasonably well defined harvest periods.
 

For example, maize is the first of the major crops to be harvested,effectively ends the "hungry season", which 
of the maize 

from late June to August. The majorityis consumed as green or fresh corn onamount the cob, only a smallbeing dried and stored unhusked over the fireplace. 
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The method and time of harvesting differs between varieties of yams. For 

some early planted and early maturing varieties (e.g. theexample, while 
white yam D. rotundata) may be harvested in July-August, other late matur

ing species such as the yellow yam (D. cayenensis) are usually harvested 

later, even if planted at the same time as the early maturing types. The July-

August harvest of white yam, called "milking", is followed by a second har

vest which takes place in November to December, when the yam heads that 

were buried after the first harvest have developed small tubers and the main 

are stored as seedyams for the followingvines die. These 	smaller tubers 
Other varieties of yams such as the three-leafed yam (D.planting season. 

from November to December.dumetorum) are harvested once 

The last of the food crops to be harvested (other than cassava) are cocoyam 
in January and February, after which(Xanthasoma spp. and Colocasia spp.), 


the plct is prepared for the new cropping season. In most compound farms,
 

cocoyams usually precede yams in the rotation.
 

c) The Value of Traditionally Grown Plant oecies in the Diet
 

The time sequence through which the major food crops are harvested is shown
 

in Fig.6. These crops, harvested from the compound plots, tend to provide a
 
over the year. It is apparent
continuous supply of food for the farm family 

cocothat in addition to the usually mentioned food crops (e.g. yam, cassava, 

yam, maize, groundnut), semi-wild protected plants and wild plants are also 

important sources of food, particularly in supplementing diets during periods 
May,of food deficits. Home grown food is most scarce in March, April and 

occurs after the yam barns havethe so-called "unwu" or hungry season which 


been emptied and the major staples planted but before the early season crops
 

are harvested.
 

important traditional foodstuffsA nutritional analysis of a number of the more 

are listed in Appendix XI. Many of
consumed by farm families in the region 

these foodstuffs are higher in protein and essential amino acids than the "ba

sic" foodstuffs. Thus, in addition to providing sustenance during food deficit 

periods of the year, these indigenous species are extremely importaw;t sources 

of protein, essential amino acids, vitamins arid minerals in the diet (1). 

(1) 	 In many so-called development programmes the emphasis is removed
 
it is "modern" to concenfrom the cultivation of traditional foodstuffs: 


trate on the exotic species. Thus it is possible for farm families to end
 

up with a worse diet than was historically the case.
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Fig. 6: Time Sequence of Harvest and Availability of Major Annual 
Staples and Leaf Vegetables as Compared with Fruit and Leaf
Vegetable Perennials Found in Compounds in Eastern Nigeria 
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Source: LAGEMANN, J., FLINN, J.C., OKIGBO, BoN. and MOORMANN, 
F.R.: op.cit., p.21. 
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3. Near and Distant Fields 

Continuous multi-storey cropping in the compounds contrasts with field farm

ing on plots belonging to the households. In the compounds soil fertility is 

maintained by fertilizing. The outer fields are cropped in a fallow system 

through which soil fertility is regenerated, and the length of the fallow varies 

witt the population density. 

The frequency dstribution in Fig.7 shows the pronounced differences of fal

low periods on outer fields in the three survey villages which decline accord
b6 more uniforming to availab~iity of farm land. The length of fallow tends to 

in the low ard medium density villages, whereas in Owerre-Ebeiri (H) where 

in blocks around the village, the variationthe rotational cycle does not occur 

of the fallow period is high. 

Farming of fields is characterized by a number of cropping and husbandry
 

several respects from those in the compounds.
principles which differ in 

Fig.: Frequency Distribution of Fallow Periods on Outer Fields
 

in Three Villages in Eastern Nigeria
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Source: compiled by the author. 
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a) Cropping Principles 

Intercropping 

On both field types of the villages with medium and high populations and on 
near fields in low density areas, annual crops are grown under a tree canopy. 
As the pressure on land use decreases, tree cover tends to diminish on the 
outlying zones. Indeed, the outlying fields of the high population areas - in 
terms of the tree canopy at least - tend to resemble the near fields on the 
less densely populated areas. 

In any case, however, the number of trees and shrubs per hectare is far less 
than in the compounds. 300 - 500 trees and shrubs per hectare are usual for 
outer fields, whereas in the compounds 700 - 900 trees and shrubs per hec
tare are typical. 

Oil Palm, raffia palm, colanut, coconut and oil beans are the most important 
trees on the outer fields. The cultivation of cassava, intercropped with yam, 
cocoyam, maize and other arable crops (see: Fig.8) increases the further 
away the fields are from the compounds (1). The importance of cocoyam and 
yam declines. 

In all cases plant densities are extremely high. Most fields carry more trees 
and shrubs than commercial tree crop plantations (oil palm plantations have 
usually a density of about 150 trees per hectare). In addision 13,000-40,000 
stands of arable crops are found(for sole cropping of maize 10,000-15,000 
stands - or 30,000-45.000 plants - per hectare are recommended in most 
cases). This is partly due to the fact that most plants are not vigorous due to 
lack of soil fertility. The other related reason is the deliberate eff)rt by the 
farmers to maintain a dense vegetation in order to reduce leaching and erosion. 

Apart from these general characteristiLs, there are important differences 
between the three villages: 

- The number of arable crops grown in one field at the same
 
time is about twice as high in the densely populated village (H)
 
as in the other less densely populated villages (M and L)
 
(see: Table 10).
 

- The density of tree and arable crops increases from the low to 
the highly populated village (see: Table 11). The data indicate an 
increasing land use intensity when land becomes scarce. 

(1) Typical crop mixtures are provided in Appendix XII. 
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Fig. 8: Average Occurrence of Major Arable Crops in 
Near and Distant Fields 
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Table 10: Average Number of Arable Crcps Grown on Near and 
Distant Fields in Three Vil.ages, June 1974 

Village near fields distant fields 
No. of crops CVas% No. of crops CVas% 

Okwe (L) 3.6 38 3.2 48
Umuokile (M) 2.8 33 2.8 35
Owerre-Ebeiri (H) 6.6 39 6.0 58 

Source: compiled by the author. 

Table 11: Average Tree and Arable Crop Density per ha on Near 
and Distant Fields, June 1974 

Village near fields
 

tree crops 
 arable crops
stands/ha CV as % stands/ha CV as 

Okwe (L) 312 (a) 147 13522 47
Umuokile (M) 340 61 21125 54
Owerre-Ebeiri (H) 523 84 40368 33 

distant fields 
tree crops arable crops 

stands/ha CV as stands/ha CV is 
Okwe (L) 93 (b) 161 12175 52Umuokile (M) 354 125 19012 71Owerre-Ebeiri (H) 406 63 36516 23 

(a) Tree crops are grown on 43% of all fields. 
(b) Tree crops are grown on 19% of all fields. 
Source: LAGEMANN, J., FLINN, J.C. and RUTHENBERG, H.: op.cit.,p.211. 

Coefficients of Variation compiled by the author. 
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The cropping pattern is related to the length of the fallow period and the re
sulting status in soil fertility. Farmers established the fact that vegetativegrowth is less on infertile soils and they have adapted their cropping to the 
changing conditions: 

- With a higher density of cropping, the soil can be more effective
ly covered in order to reduce the leaching of available nutrients 
and to reduce soil temperature. 

- Different compatible crops utilise nutrients more efficiently
and can affect each other in a positive way (e.g. the intro
duction of legumes in the cropping mixtures). 

The way the farmers in the highly populated villages have adapted to the soilfertility of their various plots is shown by the negative correlation coefficientsbetween the number of crops grown in a field and the soil fertility indicators,although it is only significant for organic matter (see: Table 12). 

The lower the soil fertility status, the greater the number of stands and speciesgrown on a given piece of land. Phased planting and mixed cropping are apparently tools to counteract the yield-depressing effect of a decline in soil fer
tility.
 

Table 12: Correlation Coefficients between Number of Crops Grown
 
in One Field and Soil Fertility Indicators for Near Fields
 

in Owerre-Ebeiri (H), 1974
 

Org.C. pH Ca + Mg K P 

Number of crops - 0.43 (a) - 0.10 - 0.10  0.20 - 0.20 

(n = 81) 

(a) significant at the 5% level. 

Source: compiled by the author. 
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Phased Planting 

Farmers usually plant all crops as early as possible (after the first rains), 

without a long time period between the different crops. Within a month all the 

crops are planted, which allows the plants to cover the soil before the major 

rainstorms occur (1). 

Although the principle of phased planting is not so pronounced as was the case 

in the compounds, it was found that: 

maize is usually the first crop to be planted (maize responds 

very well to the ash from the burn, in particular on acid soils), 

and 

-

- in the highly populated village (H) cassava is planted throughout 

the rainy period, due to the fact that starchy food is very scarce 

and farmers cultivate as much land as available. Another reason 

might be that farmers are trying to distribute the labour input 

more equally over the year. 

intercropped. Pepper nur-The cassava planted later than June is usually not 


series are prepared in the cassava fields (on beds) in August and September,
 

and transplanting follows some weeks later.
 

Crop Rotation
 

Actually, crop rotation in the sense of a systematic rotation of crops is not 
2 years is followed bypractised in the study area. The cropping period of 1 

a fallow period, and the cycle starts again usually with the same cropping 

mixture. An exception is the growing of cocoyam, which is often alternated 

with yams (2). Fallowing in !ow population areas still occurs in blocks (as 

shown in Fig.4 on pages 28/29j ccnsisting of the fields of several farmers: 

In the less populated areas the same fallow and rotational 
the distant farms by every farmer, socycle is followed on 

(1) 	 SMOCK, D.R. reported from observations in Eastern Nigeria that "in 

a rather rigid order in which crops are supposedeach community there is 
to be planted, and in no two places is the same pattern followed. The 

In: op.cit.greatest variation in planting times is found with cassava". 

3
 p. . 

(2) Typical crop rotations are provided in Appendix XII. 
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that in any particular location he leaves his land fallow at the same 
time as his neighbours and grows yams and the like at other lo
cations at the same time as they do. Where the population pressure 
on the land has shortened the fallow period, this uniformity has dis
appeared" (1).
 

We infer from this that increasing population density and subsistence food de

mands tend to dissolve the "block fallowing" arrangements. Proper sequences 
in crops which predominate in more extensive land use systems are increasing
ly replaced by varying crop associations which provide a more continuous oc
cupation of the land. 

b) Husbandry Practices 

Clearing and Burning 

Farming activities start during the first three months of the year with clear
ing and burning of the bush fallow and trimming of most of the trees. In Ower
re-Ebeiri (H) grasses are found (e.g. Iraperata cylindrica), because with a 
fallow period of 1-2 years bush-fallowing has been replaced by grass-fallow
ing. Burning of the bush has the following advantages: 

- It kills most grasses and weeds, so that the first weeding needs 
to be done relatively late. 

- "The alkaline ash raises the pH and availability of cations in the 
surface soil " (2). 

- Nutrients like P, K and Ca are made available in soluble form,
 
which stimulates the growth of plants during the early growing
 
period (3).
 

On the other hand there are some disadvantages inherent in the systerr 

(1) OLUWASANMI, H.A., DEMA, I.S. and others: Uboma: A Socio-Economic 
and Nutritional Survey of a Rural Community in Eastern Nigeria, The 
World Land Use Survey, Occasional Papers No.6, London, 1966, p.87. 

(2)NYE, P.H. and GREENLAND, D.J. : The Soil under Shifting Cultivation.
 
Commonwealth, Agr. Bureaux, 1960, p.73.
 

(3) REHM, S. : Landwirtschaftliche Produktivitat in regenreichen Tropen
landern. In: Umschau 73 (1973), Heft 2, pp.44 et seq.
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"The carbon, nitrogen and sulphur in the fallow and litter arelcst in the burn (but not the amounts in the soil humus)" (). 
- The fire damages trees like 3il palms, raffia palms, etc. 
- There is a build up of fire-tolerant, low-productive species.
 

Burning is, 
 however, still an indispensible part of the syst,,.fallow rotatioi.s depend Crops in bushon the pH effect of the burn,
tems 

and in gra.'-, i-llow systhe burning of the grass is still considered to be more advantageousthan composting - in particular in terms of retLrn to labour. 

Cultivation
 

Most oi che crops are planted on the flat 
or on slightlyception is yam which is grown 
raised heaps. An ex

on small mounds on pieces of land whereers farmthink soil fertility is relatively high. The yam sets used in the near
distant fields and
va- in size, dupending on the variety, the quantity of yam available and whether the sets are e.cpected to produce ware yams or setsing. In general, on for plantnear and distant fields the yam sets are smaller than thoseplante ,' in the more fertile compound area.
 

When planting cassava, 
 farmers use a hoe to dig small holes about 40 cm indiameter and 5 to 10 cm deep. Two and sometimes three cassava cuttings arelaid flat in the hole and covered so that several shoots sprout from the nodeson each cutting. In Owerre-Ebeiri (H) farmers plant the cassava cuttings atan angle, resulting in fewer shoots per cutting.
 

Yam beans are 
trailed up along the remaining sticks from the bush fallow,whereas groundnuts and melon (egusi) are planted on the flat ground andcover the soil within a period of four to six weeks. 

Manuring 

Mulching and manuring is not a common practice in the low and medium populated villages, except for yams in Umuokile (M). For this, the farmerscut dry grass and palm fronds from the surrounding bush and 'cap" the yammounds to protect the tender shoots against the heat of the sun and toserve moisture conin the mound. A disadvantage of this practicefarmers are aware) (of which theis that termites, which are prevalent in the area, are 

(1) NYE, P.H. and GREENLAND, D.M.: op.cit. , p.73. 
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attracted to the plots. In the village with high population density, the soil is 

covered with mulching materials from trees and grasses. Ashes and goat 

manure are applied in small quantities to the individual plants during the 

first part of the growing season. These labour-intensive practices contribute 

towards sustaining yields on land which otherwise would yield extremely low 

returns. 

In summary, production on near and distant fields, even though there are 
asdifferences between the villages, is by no means as carefully organised 

production on compounds. Consequently yields on the outlying plots are much 

lower, as will be shown in the following chapters. The fields contribute, how

ever, to the output of the compounds by providing most of the starch (root 

crops) and fat (oil palms) for the household members, and in addition they 

supply most of the organic mater for mulching the compounds. The interac

tions between compounds and outer fields are very pronounced. 

III. Soil Fertility Status of the Fields 

Arable farming without exogenous inputs is "wasteful in the sense that through 

the deliberate removal and transplantation of produce, and by the involuntary 

disturbance of the natural order in ways that can increase the rate of loss, 

nutrients are removed from the soil and are not replaced. Scooner or later it 

is inevitable that such a system must lead to either temporary or permanent 

reductions in soil fertility." (1) 

In a traditional system, bush fallowing is used to re-establish soil fertility. 

Figure 9 shows the massive increase in nitrogen during fallowing and t. ra

pid loss of nitrogen with fire-clearance and farming. Originally soil fertility 

in the three survey areas was rather similar, and soils were almost identical 

(see Appendix IV). Varying cropping intensities and varying lengths of fallow

ing, however, have changed the situation and wide differences in soil fertility 

are now found in the area. 

(1) 	 McARTHUR, J.D.: Some general Characteristics of Farming in a Tro

pical Environment, in: RUTHENBERG, H. : Farming Systems, op.cit.,
 

p.12. 
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DL9 Development of Nitrogen in the Soil in the Traditional 
Rotation of Baoul6e, ivory Coast 

N in %. 
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Source: CADILLON, M. : Evolution du sol sous une rotation Baouletraditionelle, IRAT, Bouak , (undated), p.24. 

Farmers in areas with less fertile soils try to concentrate soil fertility onsmall plots at the expense of soil fertility onrefuse and manure 
the major fields. All householdis concentrated on the compounds,

average which in Umuokile (M)300 square metres in size, and in Owerre-Ebeirimetres. (H) 600 squareThe supply of refuse and manure per unit area is influenced by the 
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amount and kind of products processed by the household (peelings from cas
sava and yam tubers, residues from oil palm bunches, husks from maize cobs, 
etc. ) as well as by the import of mulching material from the outlying fields 
and the fallow areas. Farmers in Umuokile (M) have larger outer fields than 
is the case Li Owerre-Ebeiri (H). They import more nutrients and organic 
matter, and concentrate these materials on a smaller compound area. This 
concentration of soil ameliorating factors is reflected in the soil fertility in
dicators. 

Table 13 indicates that compound soils contain much more Ca+Mg, K and P 
than soils of near fields and that a much higher content of nutrients was found 
in near fields than in distant fields. Soil fertility clearly declines with increas
ing distance from the house, while traditional shifting cultivation systems nor
mally show the opposite: soil fertility increases with the distance from the 
hut, because fallowing icreases also. The other important finding is that soils 
are poorer the higher the population density, and it seems reasonable to as
sume that this is so because more overcropping (decrease in fallow periods) 
has occured. 

It has to be noted that the main fields not only support the staple food pro
duction buc also supply nutrients and organic matter to the compounds. The 
data indicate the details: 

- No significant difference (1) between compounds and outer fields 
was observed in the level of organic matter and nitrogen. The 
loss of organic matter and nitrogen due to continuous cultivation 
was offset by mulching and depositing household refuse. 

- The pH of the compound soils had not deteriorated when com
pared with near and distant fields ; indeed, it had significantly 
increased due to the import of alkaline materials (shells, bones, 
ashes). 

- Calcium + magnesium, potassium and phosphorus were also 
significantly higher in the compounds than in outer fields, due 
to the import of plant nutrients from non-compound fields and 
from beyond the farm, and of ash and household refuse. 

Two trends are apparent from the data on soil fertility: 

(1) 	 Within a village compound plots are more fertile than near 
fields, and near fields tend to be more fertile than distant 

(1) 	 Results ef tests of statistical significance of the differences between the 
mean values are given i, Appendix VIII. 
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Table 13: Means and Coefficients of Variations of Soil Fertility
 
Indicators of Compounds, Near and Distant Fields in
 
three Survey Villages with Differing Man/Land Ratios
 

in Eastern Nigeria
 

Okwe (L) (a) Umuokile (M) Owerre-Ebeiri(H) 

Compounds n = 25 n = 63mean CVas% mean CVas% 

Org. C % n.a. 2.06 49.9 1.06 40.7 
pH n.a. 5.06 8.5 5.06 11.5 
Ca+Mg me/100 gm n.a. 3.50 57.2 2.77 71.2 
K me/t00 gm n.a. 0.14 54.2 0.17 72.5 
P me/100 gm n.a. 36.18 74.1 19.18 72.8 
N me/100 gm n.a. 0.168 41.9 0.085 41.7 

Nearfields n = 35 n 32 n =81 
mean CV as % mean CV as % mean CV as % 

Org. C % 2.35 17.7 2.30 42.0 1.20 52.8 
pH 4.59 8.8 4.71 7.7 4.45 9.1 
Ca+Mg me/100 gm 1.64 124.1 1.90 73.1 1.28 101.9 
K me/100 gm 0.09 60.0 0.06 46.3 U.! 1 82.0 
P me/100 gm 25.01 99.0 10.58 123.1 9.77 46.9 
N me/100 gm 0.178 32.0 0.170 32.1 0.092 50.8 

Distant fields n = 33 n = 44 n = 17 
mean CV as mean CV as % mean CV as % 

Org. C % 2.37 19.8 1.94 47.4 1.00 14.0 
pH 4.47 9.9 4.71 6.9 4.26 5.4 
Ca+Mg me/100 gm 0.89 127.6 1.61 59. . 0.69 55.6 
K me/100 gm 0.08 61.4 0.05 22.6 0.08 32.3 
P me/100 gm 9.78 107.1 8.03 48.4 9.98 43.0 
N me/100 gm 0.16') 25.9 0.151 28.0 0.067 100.8 

(a) Okwe does not have wfil developed compounds. 

Source: Soil Sampling under the Direction of F.R. MOORMANN, Pedolo
gist at IITA. Soil-chemistry analysis conducted by Analytical Ser
vices Laboratory IITA, Ibadan. 
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fields. Soil fertility indicators improve with increasing
land use intensity. This may be explained by fertilizing 
practices and by the effect of tree crops, where the root 
systems act as nutrient pumps. 

(2) Between the villages there are pronounced differences in 
the fertility status of the soils. The higher population den
sity and subsequently less fallowing result in lower levels 
of organic matter, nitrogen (1) and phosphorus in the 
soils of the medium and high density villages. The effort 
of mulching the fields in Owerre-Ebeiri (H) is apparent
ly not enough to maintain soil fertility, but it seems to 
prevent a further decline in the depleted soils, or at 
least reduces the rate of nutrient decline. If soil fertili
ty is to be maintained without fallowing, then counteract
ing efforts by the farmers have to be very intcnsive, com
parable to those practised in the compounds - moderate 
efforts do not seem to be very effective. 

A common feature of all plot types is the large variation in the magnitudes of 
soil fertility indicators other than for the low pH (see Table 13). As mentioned 
in the previous chapter, farmers adapt cropping patterns, cropping densities 
and husbandry practices to the suitability of the soil in their various fields. 
Nevertheless, with the currently available technology substantial improve
ments in productivity only seem to be possible when large quantities of ferti
lizing materials are applied to the fields. 

(1) 	 The contribution of non-symbiotic nitrogen fixation of a bush fallow is 
very important: "Field experiments over 3 years in Ibadan, Nigeria, in 
the lowland humid tropic zone, showed accumulations cf 595 kg N ha -1 
year -1 for regenerated bush without legumes, and 90 kg N ha - under1 

the grass Cynodon plectostachyus.
 
See: DART, P.J. and DAY, J.M.: Non-Symbiotic Nitrogen Fixation in
 
the Field, in: Soil Microbiology, Butterworths Scientific Publications,
 
London, 1975, p.35.
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IV. Crop Production 

The comparison of output for different crop mixtures (e.g. cassava, vegetables and oil palms) requires a common denominator. It is obvious that theunit usually used, "tons/ha", is not appropriate when such heterogerneouscrops are combined. Thus, the total output of all fields was measured in termsof three common denominators: kilocalories/ha, kg of dry rratter/ha and Naira/ha. The conversion rates of all crops into calories and dry matters are provided in Appendix XIII. As the correlation between the yield measured in calories and dry matter was very high (r = 0.98), the following discussion is

in terms of kg of dry matter/ha and Naira/ha.
 

I. Total Output per Cultivated Hectare 

a) In Physical Terms 

As was discussed in the previous chapter, the differences in land use intensity between plot types and villages influence the soil fertility and, 
 as will be
demonstrated, the output of the farming systems. 

In Figure 10 it is shown that: 
- within the same plot type yields fall from the low to the high 

density village; 

- within the villages, yields decline the further the fields are 
from the house. 

Yields on outer fields in Okwe are much higher compared with the other twovillages, and this partly suggests why intensive compound cropping has notyet developed there. Umuokile (M) and Owerre-Ebeiri (H) show marked differences in yield between outer fields and compounds. Farmers in these highly populated areas apparently find it more productive to concentrate farmingon a small area and produce on the outer fV.,ub within an extensive system ofcultivation. The degree of soil mining on the outer fields tends to be higherthe more acute the land shortage, which results in poorer soil fertility and 
in lower yields on the outer fields. 

The shift towards compound farming which occurs with increasing populationdensity is accompanied by the growing importance of trees. Figure 11 showsthat the total yield per hectare of arable and tree crops on outer fields de
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Fig. 10: Average Total Dry Matter Production per ha on Compounds,
Near and Distant Fields in Three Villages in Eastern Nigeria, 

1974,'75 
kg of DM/ha
 

L = low density site
6 000 
M = medium density site 

H = high density site
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L M H L M H L M H 
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 Near Distant Fields
 

Source: compiled by the author. 

Fig. 11: Average Dry Matter Production per ha from Arable Crops and
Average Total Dry Matter Production per ha on Outer Fields
in Three Villages in Eastern Nigeria, 1974/75 
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Source: compiled by the author. 
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clines only slightly from Umuokile (M) to Owerre-Ebeiri (H). This result
 
leads to the conclusion that tree crops, with their deeper rooting systems,
 
are not as sensitive to depleted soils as are the arable crops.
 

More important than this is the fact that compounds in the densely populated 
village yield less than in the medium populated village, in spite of the fact 
that the plant densities are much higher in Owerre-Ebeiri (H) than in Umuo
kile (M). Both villages are sited, however, on soils of about the same ori
ginal fertility (see Appendix IV). It is reasonable to assume, therefore, that 
the quantities of organic materials are insufficient to maintain soil fertility 
in the compounds of the highly populated village. Furthermore, depleted outer 
fields may supply mulching material which has less nutrients than that of more 
fertile fields. 

The ingenuity of farmers achieves a slowing down of the process of soil de
pletion, but -- given the climate and the soils of the area -- it is apparently 
insufficient to stop the process of soil mining. The farming system seems to 
be beyond the stage where human effort could regain a balanced land use 
sy em without the import of nutrients from the outside. 

b) In Monetary Terms 

A comparison of the output in terms of value (Naira) shows that the compounds 
produce five to ten times as much per ha as the outer fields (see Table 14). 
The intensively cultivated compounds in Umuokile (M) produce crops valued 
on average at N 3100.00 per ha. This is extremely high and can only be ex
plained by the special attention which is paid to all crops growing on the 
small areas around the houses and huts. 

The value of output per cultivated ha also declines from the low to the high 
population villages. An exception is the near fields in Owerre-Ebeiri (H),
where about 68% of arable crops consist of yams, cocoyams and maize, 
which have a much higher value than cassava. 
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Table 14: Average Output per Hectare (a) (in Naira) in Three
 
Survey Villages in Eastern Nigeria, 1974/75
 

Village 	 Okwe Umuokile Owerre-Ebeiri(L) (M) (H) 

Compounds 

value N/ha 	  3100 1786
 

of which: tree crops - 34 % 25 %
 

arable crops - % 	 %66 	 75 

Near fields 

value N/ha 	 811 290 445
 

of which: tree crops 
 I % 5 % 40 % 

arable crops 99 % 95 % 60 % 

Distant fields 

value N/ha 	 616 314 295 

of which: tree crops 0 % 10 % 41 % 

arable crops 100 % 90 % 59 % 

(a) 	 - The yield figures are net values, allowances being made for planting 
material. 

- For inter-village comparison, prices from a major market in Eastern 
Nigeria (Onitsha) were used (see Appendix VI). The prices from 1973 
were taken in order to make a comparison with other survey data more 
meaningful. The high inflation rate in 1974/75 has increased the food 
prices by more than 50 %. 

Sourc.. LAGEMANN, J., FLINN, J.C. and RUTHENBERG, H.: up.cit., 
p. 215. 
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2. Output of Arable Crops per Cultivated Hectare 

a) Total Yield of Arable Crops (1) 

The per hectare output of dry matter from arable crops (see Table 15 andFigure 12) shows a similar pattern to the total output per hectare (including 
tree crops): 

- the higher the population density the lower the yield, 
- the greater the distance from the house the lower the yield.

Differences in output between near and distant fields are, how
ever, no longer significant. 

Table 15: Total Yield of Arable Crops in kg of Dry Matter/ha
in Three Villages in Eastern Nigeria, 1974/75 

Compounds Near fields Distant fields 
mean 

as%CV as % mean CV as % mean CV 

Okwe
 
(L) 
 - - 4676.5 45.6 4436.4 39.5 

Umuokile 

(M) 4539.7 59.1 1944.6 58.4 1762.5 69.3 

Owerre-
Ebeiri 3348.2 44.8 1041.9 42.2 948.9 50.0 
(H)
 

Source: compiled by the author. 

(1) The yield data are results from the intercropping system; sole croppingwas not found in the survey area. Thus a comparison of sole cropping wasnot possible in this study 'he most complete data comparing these cropping systems is that of N( MAN, D.W. : An economic survey of threevillages in Zaria Provincr 2. Input-Output Study, Vol.I., Ahmadu BelloUniversity, Zaria, Nigeria, 1972 (quoted in the following as NORMAN, 
D.W.: Zaria Study). 
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Fig. 12: Distribution of Total Dry Matter Production of Arable Crops on 
Compounds, Near and Distant Fields in Three Villages in 

Eastern Nigeria, 1974/75 
%
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Noteworthy are the great variations (see coefficients of variation) not only
between the villages but also within the villages, even in the case of the sameplot types. Probably it is not only natural conditions which vary within the 
different groups, like soil fertility, rainfall, slope, number of trees and 
stumps, diseases and pests, but also the individual husbandry practices andlabour inputs which are different. These variations are also typical in other 
areas of tropical farming. (1) 

The variation of the observed output indicates that an increasing land shortage
does not produce more homogeneous yield patterns. 

b) 	 Cassava Yields 

A comparison of the productivity of land in the three survey villages is only

meaningful 
when all crops are included in the analysis. However, the great
importance of cassava, in physical as well as in monetary terms, makes it

relevant to give special attention to this crop, which 
 in Eastern Nigeria is 
cultivated mainly on outer fields. 

The large differences in cassava yields which occurred between the three vil
lages are demonstrated in Table 16. Okwe (L), where the bush fallow period

is the longest, produces on average 10.8 tons per ha, which is about three

times as much as Umuokile 
 (M) and five times as much as Owerre-Ebeiri
(H). These data verify very clearly the tenitative conclusion of the Cassava

Benchmark Survey in the former East Central State of Nigeria that 
"....
yields seem to be lower where the population pressure of land is the highest" 
(2). 

The variations within the villages are quite pronounced, especially in Umuo
kile (M), where termites (Macrotermes subhyalimus) attack cassava cut
tings, particularly during dry spells. 

(1) 	 See: ATTEMS, M. : Bauernbetriebe in tropischen Hhenlagen Ostafrikas,
Afrika-Studien Nr.25, Munchen, 1967, p.99. ROTENHAN, D. von: Boden
nutzung und Viehhaltung im Sukumaland, Tansania, Afrika-Studien Nr. 11, 
p.79.
 
Experimental error (inaccuracy in recording field data) probably also
 
contributes to the high variation of the output.
 

(2) 	 EZEILO, W.N.O., FLINN, J.C. and WILLIAMS, L.B.: National Acceler
ated Food Production Project: Cassava Producers and Cassava Produc
tion in the E.C.S. of Nigeria, IITA, 1975, p.11. 
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Table 16: Cassava Yields Intercropped on Outer Fields in Three 
Villages in Eastern Nigeria, 1974/75 

Okwe (L) Umuokile (M) (H)Owerre-Ebeiri 
(n=89) 
 (n=76) 
 (n=72)
 

tons/ha 
 10.8 

N/ha 3.8 2.0
432.00 
 152.00 
 80.00
 

range
 
tons/ha 
 3.4-20.6 
 0.8-9.4 
 0.8-5.7
 
CV as % 34.3 
 59.6 
 40.6
 

Source: compiled by the author. 

3. TotalOutputper Hectare and Year of the Cropand Bush Fallow Cycle 

The total yield per hectare and year on outer fields amounts to 650 kg of drymatter in Okwe (L), 461 kg in Umuokile (M), and 994 kg in Owerre-Ebeiri 
(H) (see Figure 13). 

With a five and a half year fallow the output per hectare and year is thus muchhigher than with a three and a half year fallow, i.e.village increasing the crop acreage 
in the medium density

at the expense of fallowing is reducingtotal output per hectare and year on the outer fields inas well as in monetary terms. 
terms of dry matterBy adhering to their traditional practice ofreducing fallowing in the case of food shortages, farmers2PParentiy (I) in Umuokile (M)tend to act irrationally, because with less cropping totalput would be higher. This seems 

out

peasant (2) is 
to indicate that the theory of the optimisingnot true for the farmers 

ers 
in the medium density village. Farmin Umuokile (M) could produce more with less cropping and more fallow

ing on a given area. 

(1) A very important part of total yield per ha/year is the output from trees,because they produce annually. 

yields are not 

Due to the fact that the data on tree crop
as reliable as the data on arable crops (see Appendix II)the results of total output per ha/year of the cropping cycle have to be
treated with caution. 

(2) SCHULTZ, T.W.: Transforming Traditional Agriculture, New Haven, NewYork, London, 1964, pp. 28 et seq. 
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There is a possible explanation for their "irrational" actions: 
Farmers generally in shifting or fallow systems reduce fallowing when there 
are pressing food requirements. This is a cultural habit and it seems not un
reasonable to assume that the process of shortening the fallow has been over
done and that the process of "trial and error" has not yet given the correct 
answer in the rapidly changing setting. 

F 1: Average Total Yield Per Hectare and Year of Cropping
 
Cycle (Crop Period + Fallow Period) on Outer Fields
 

in three Villages in Eastern Nigeria, 1974/75
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Source: compiled by the author. 
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It is interesting to note that "irrationality" no longer applies to the reductionin fallowing at Owerre-Ebeiri (H). Less fallowing in the high density villageyields more in terms of dry matter as wellnation is as in monetary terms.to The explabe found in the change in cropping patterntices. and in husbandry prac-A high density is the main reason for the higher yield per hectare andyear of the cropping cycle in Owerre-Ebeiri (H)villages. compared with the other twoMore yams are grown and
the main arable 

attain much higher prices than cassava,crop in the other two villages.apply mulch and 
Farmers in Owerre-Ebeiri(H)manure to their outer fields, andcrops are planted 

a large number of differenton the same fielo. These adaptations increase the output perhectare and year of the crop and bush fallow cycle, *but nevertheless yieldsare at a 
low level and with the small farm sizes in Owerre-Ebeiri
households (H), theare forced tc; buy a large quantity of their food requirements. 

V. Yield Relationships 

The study of relationships helps to provide an understanding of the systemfrom which the data come (1). The farming system with whichis complex; we are dealingthe relationships and interrelationships are numerousrect effects and ipdiare to be expected. Past experience with tropical smallholder
farming indicates that the following hypotheses are important in this case:
 
- Yields depend on the length of fallowing prior to cultivation.
 
- Yields 
are related to soil fertility indicators.
 
- Yields are 
a function of husbandry practices (cropping densities,time of planting, number of times weeded and labour input). 

1. FactorsInfluencingCro Yields 2 

a) Fallow Period 

Prior to collecting the field data, the relationship between the length of thebush fallow and the yield was taken hypothetically to formdually decreasing marginal Such 
a curve with grareturns. a relationship was postulated by 

(1) PENNY, D.H. : Hints for Research Workers in the Social Sciences,
Dept. of Agr. Econ, Cornell Univ., 1973, p.47.
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GUILLEMIN and RUTHENBERG: 

"Figure 14 shows what happens as the fallow is shortened
 
(R =.46) (I). The fallow is no longer sufficient to restore
 
soil productivity and the yields per ha fall ...the result
 
is a continuous degrading process." (2)
 

Fig. 14: 	 The Relation between Length of Fallow and Soil 
Productivity inShifting Cultivation 

A(c 

- -Fall- -	 in soil 
'Cultivation yea rs -.Fallow 

0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 years 

Source: 	 GUILLEMIN, R.: Evolution de L'agriculture autochthone dans les 
savannes de l'Oubangui, Agron. Trop. 12, nos. 1,2,3, 1956. 
Cited by RUTHENBERG, H.: Farming Systems, op.cit., p.46. 

The length of the fallow period prior to the current cultivation was ascertained 
for all farmers' plots. Fallow periods on outer fields in the three villages 
ranged from zero to seven years. The data were analysed v a least squares 
regression in order to examine the relationship between length of fallow and 
output of the fields. Results of the regression analysis with the empirical da
ta from 261 outer fields are shown in Table 17. 

(I) R = 46 means that 46% of the arable land is cultivated annually. 

4 6 (2) RUTHENBERG, H.: Farming Systems, op.cit., p. . 
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Table 17: Relationship between Output of Outer Fields in kg ofDry Matter/ha and Length of Fallow Period in ThreeVillages in Eastern Nig, rJa, 1974/75 

r F 

Linear functionsyield inkg/DM/ha Y = 218.91 6 4+ 1.34x 0.69 ++ 235++from arable crops 
(15.31)++ 

yield in kg/DM/ha Y = 926.21 5+ 14.58x 0.57 + + 
127++from total crops 

(11.27)+ 
+ 

yield in kg/DM/ha 
Cobb Douglas functionsY= 1685.81 0.14 0.46 ++ 

from arable crops 
70++ 

(8.39 )+ 

yield in kg/DM/ha Y 2038.56 0.08 
from total crops 

0.28 + 22++ 

X(4.72) ++ + + 
2278
 

Quadratic functions

yield in kg/DM/ha 
 Y 1179.83 -from arable crops 4 8 2 .45x + 180.32x 2 

0.77++ 191 ++ 
(-3.64)+ + 
 (8.83)++
 

yield in kg/DM/ha Y= 1959.15 -from total crops 6 93 .43x 2
+ 193.83x 0.69++ 
 119 ++
 
(-4.78)++ 
 (8.67)++
 

number of observations = 261 
+ significant at the 5% level;these symbols are 

++ significant at theused throughout the study. 
1%level: 

Figures in brackets are thestudent-t values. 

Source: compiled by the author. 
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All the functional forms are valid from a statistical viewpoint, however, the 
quadratic fun.,tions explain the relationship best. It might therefore be hypo
thesized that the soil type influences the type of relationship: on light or sandy 
soils - such as prevail in Eastern Nigeria - the productivity increases are 
non-linear with incre-sing marginal returns (seo Fig. 15), whereas on heavy 
or clay soils the proauctivity will probably increase with decreasing marginal 
returns (). 

Fig. 15: Relationship between Total Output of Arable Crops on 
Outer Fields and Length of Fallow Period Prior to 

Cultivation 

DM/ha 

5 000 

4 000 

3 000 

2 000- total crops 

X arable crops 

1 000. 

0 I i i 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 
fallow years 

Source: compiled by the author. 

(i) The explanation refers only to the range of observations (0-7 years fallow). 
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T:.. most important conclusions from the regression analysis are as follows: 
- The significant relationship between yield of arable crops andlength of fallow indicates that the latter variable is an importantfactor influencing yield in this type of land use system. (Fallowexplains 60% of the observed variation in total yield of arable 

crops. ) 
Within the range of observation, the marginal return cf each yearof fallow increases. The added return for two years fallow isestimated to be 239 kg dry matter/ha, and for six years fallowit is 1681 kg dry matter/ha. It may be assumed that decreasing
marginal returns will apply for longer fallowing, but this cannot 
be verified from the available data. 
When the yield from tree crops is taken into account (see func
tion with yield of total crops as the dependent variable), wefind that the yield level is much higher on plots with no or few years of fallow, but the annual increase of total production dueto fallowing is lower than in the case of arable crop production 
only (I). 

In summary, the length of the fallow period, which is influenced by the population density, is an important explanatory variable of the crop yield in EasternNigeria. There is a rapid decline in output the shorter the fallow period. In
other words, the higher the pressure on land or the population density the
 
lower the yields.
 

b) Soil Fertility 

More insight into the relationships between yield and soil fertility and husbandry factors is obtained by a closer analysis of the returns of arable crops.Reliable data were in fact obtained. Arable crops were harvested and weighedby the enumerators themselves, whereas the yield from tree crops were derived from questioning the farmers (2). It seems to be appropriate thereforeto concentrate on the re'ationships between return of arable crops and in
fluencing factors. 

(1) This refers to a fallow period of up to 4 years. Tree crop production is
insignificant on fields with 5 or 6 years' fallow. 

(2) See: Methodology in Appendix II. 
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The correlation coefficients between yield of arable crops and soil fertility 
indicators - distinguishing between compounds and outer fields - are listed 
in Table 18. 

Table 18: 	 Correlation Coefficients between Total Yield of Arable Crops 
in Dry Matter/ha and Soil Fertility Indicators on Compounds 
and Outer Fields in Three Survey Villages in Eastern Nigeria, 

1974/75 

df Org.. C. pH Ca+Mg K P 

Compounds 86 0.19 0.15 0.19 -0.04 0.05 

Outer fields 260 0.34 ++ 0.02 -0.07 -0.08 0.19 ++ 

Source: compiled by the author. 

Generally the 	relationships are not significant, but there are two indicators 
on the outer fields, which have a relatively close relationship to arable crop
yields: organic matter and phosphorus. Organic matter especially is signi
ficantly correlated to the length of the fallow period (r=0.47) on outer fields. 

- No significant relationship was found between pH, calcium 
plus magnesium, potassium (1) and crop yield. These indi
cators apparently show that root crops do not respond very 
much to these indicators, when the yields are at a low level(2). 

- In the compounds, where soil fertility is much higher than in
 
the outer fields, positive (except potassium) but not signifi
cant relationships are found.
 

(1) The mean 	potassium levels were extremely low on all plot typ in the 
three villages (except for compounds in Owerre-Ebeiri) which might be 
the major reason for the non-existence of any relati ..ship. 

(2) Explanation was given by KANG, B.T., soil fertility specialist at IITA. 
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c) Husbandry Practices 

The correlation coefficients between three husbandry variables and arablecrop yield are listed in Table 19 and show the following results: 
- Time of planting is significantly related to the output on compoundsas well as on outer fields in all 'hree villages. The negative correlation supports farmers' experience that late planting reducesyield of their crops. the

The data suggest that farmers who plantedtheir crops later than others suffered a worse labour bottleneckduring planting time or that these farmers paid more attention 
to off-farm activities. 

- Number of weedings undertaken on the fields is positively, although not significantly, related to crop yield.
 
- No relationship is 
 found between labour input and yield. (I)The method of labour data collection was only sensitive enoughon the depleted soil in Owerre-Ebeiri (H) (outer fields), where a significant relationship was found: 

R = 0.33 + + , df = 96. 

Table 19: Correlation Coefficients between Total Yield of Arable Cropsin Dry Matter/ha and Various Indicators of Husbandry Practices of Compounds and Outer Fields in Three Villages in 
Eastern Nigeria, 1974/75 

df planting num ber of labourtime weedings input 

Compounds 86  0.28 + 0,11 
 0.01 
Outer fields 260 - 0.28++ C.9? 
 0.03 

Source: compiled by the author. 

(1) No relationships between labour and output was found either in the highlycontrolled maize study in the three villages. See: FLINN, J.C. and LAGE-MANN, J.: Experiences in Growin Maize using"Improved Technology"in South-Eastern Nigeria. IITA, lbadan, Nigeria, 1976, p.8 (quoted inthe following as FLINN, J.C. and LAGEMANN, J.: Experiences in Grow
ingMaize). 
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An important variable is the crop density. Due to the fact that crop densities 

differ very much between the villages, all relationships have been calculated 
separately for each village. 

The correlation coefficients are listed in Table 20. All correlations are posi
tive, and increase from the low to the highly populated village. The lower the 
soil fertility the more important seems to be a high crop density. 

Table 20: 	 Correlation Coefficients between Total Yield of Arable Crops 
and Crop Density on Different Plot Types in Three Villages 

in Eastern Nigeria, 1974/75 

Village Okwe (L) Umuokile (M) Owerre-Ebeiri (H) 

Field 	 outer compound outer compound outer 

0.33+ +  0.33 ++ 

r 	 0.12 0.12 0.19 

df 	 86 23 73 61 96 

Source: compiled by the author. 

d) Arable Crop Yields, Fallow Period, Soil Fertility and Management 

The major variables mentioned before are included in.a regression model in 
order to explain the observed differences in arable crop yields and to estimate 
the relative importance of each factor. 

Three functions (linear, Cobb Douglas and quadratic types) estimated are 

listed in Table 21. The quadratic function is the most robust (1), and the 
further discussion of factors influencing crop production is thus based on 

this function. 

(1) Although some factors seem to be poorly estimated. 



0 

Table 21 : Factors Influencing Total Yields of Arable Crops on Outer Fields in Three Villages in 
Eastern Nigeria, 1974/75 

w + 3Y 231.88 64.5x + 13.20x2 i 6 16 Linear 2function 3I .66x
€ 120x 019x
(052) (1.80)
(5(8 3 5.3 12x5+ 09X6(11.79)++ (-0.82) C- 0.40) (1.40) 

I 
Y 16 60.07 x 0.07 0-1 CobbDouglasfunction=1366.49 

0.14 t -
l (2.43) 0.11 - 0.06.8 1)1~~~~~(0 2 2 4 ) (6.65)++ 0.09 - 0.05xx 
 (-1.35) 
5(1.94) 6
(-7.76)+ 

= 579.19 + 1980.08x+ 2Y 2t 

9 

- 502.52z2 + 3 -62x2 - 0"0 6x2 2- 4 7

7.00x 
+ 162.78x3 2 

(3.39)++ - 3.47) + + (0.17) (- 0.19) (_ 3.58) (7.53) +(D-9.2 
 2

4 + 2.34x 7


4 + 6.02x - 2 2 
.84x52_ 0.3 5x6 + -35)+ 75)+000x62 

e- 0.84) (0.11) 
 (0.44) 
 C- 0.94) (- 1.38) 
 (2.44)+
 

O Number of observations: 2610Y 
 =Ax total 
gP
yield of arable crops in kg/DM/haI = 

x2 = Phosphorus = fallow years 
1 Org.C.; 

;x3 x4 = planting6 flo lonth;= tree density= er x5 

Source: compiled by the author. 

2 

R0 41F73x+ + 

0.49 4+
 

++0 4
 
+ 

0.64 
 ++ 

month to first weeding; 
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Compared with the one variable model on page 65 the increase of the coeffi
cient of multiple determination is not pronounced (just 5%). This indicates
that beside the fallow period the other variables are of minor importance or 
the coefficients are poorly estimated. 

Org. C: The signs of the regression coefficients indicate 
other things being equal - that, within the range of 
observations, Org.C. has a positive effect on yields 
of arable crops, although with decreasing marginal 
returns. The coefficients are highly significant. 

Soil Test Phosphate: The level of phosphorus in the soil was also positive
1y related to the aggregate production with decreas
ing marginal returns. However, the coefficients are 
not significant. 

Fallow Period: Within the range of observations, the marginal re
turns of the fallow years prior to cultivation in
creases rapidly. The coafficients are highly signi
ficant and support the hypothesis that the length of 
the fallow period is the most important factor in
fluencing the yield on outer fields. 

Planting month: The coefficients indicate that - other things being 
equal - later planting reduces the aggregate produc
tion of arable crops. However, the coefficients are 
not significant. 

Months to1st weeding: If weeding is carried out within (about) the first two 
months after planting, it has a slightly positive effect 
on yields. From this period onviards, the later the 
first weeding the lower is the expected yield of 
arable crops. As in the case of the planting month, 
these coefficients also are not significant. 

Tree density: Tree density has almost no effect on yields of arable 
crops. This is surprising, because the shade effect 
from trees was postulated to have a negative in
fluence on the output of arablo crops. It might there
fore be possible that these negative effects are over
lapped by positive effects like a) recycling nutrients 
from the subsoil to the topsoil and b) prevention of 
the negative effects of heavy rainfalls. Only the 
second coefficient is significant. 
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The function explains 64,o of the observed variation in yields. The analysisdoes show that significart variables which affect aggregate productionthe fallow period and the Org. C. arecontent of the soil. Increasing fallow periodswould seem to have the most dramatic influence on arable crop production. 

2. Maize Yields Soil Fertility and Management (1) 
The farmers in the survey grew maize as a sole crop using a new variety,mineral fertilizer and recommended management practices. Fields with noor few trees were selected for growing this maize,
teractions between in order to minimize intrees and maize. 
management 

The major soil fertility indicators andfactors were recorded from all 69 fields in the three villages,and were included in a regression model (see Table 22). 
Planting Date: 
 The sign of the regression coefficient indicates,


other things being equal, 
 that later planting resultsin lower maize yields. 
Days to First Weeding (DAP): Within the range of observation:,, a one per

cent increase in the number of days between planting and first weeding increased yields by 0.35 percent. The positive sign is reasonable, as early weedgrowth after the burn was minimal, and, as mostfarmers only weeded once, the one weeding gavesuperior results if performed later than very closeto planting, when weed competition was minimal. 
Days to Thinning (DAP): 
 While a later first weeding than was recommended
 

seemed desirable, delaying thinning reduced final

yields  a one per cent delay in thinning date re
duced yields by 0.44 per cent. 

Second Weeding: Twenty seven farmers weeded their maize twice. 
Thus x was a dummy variable (x 4 = 1, no secondweeding; x 2,= second weeding) the positivesign indicates that the second weeding had a bene
ficial effect on yield. 
It is interesting to observe that the second weedingof a sole crop of maize significantly influencedyields, while no such relationship was found with
traditional mixed cropping.

(1) This !iection draws heavily on the paper by FLINN, J.C. and LAGEMANN,J. : Experiences inGrowing Maize, op.cit. 
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Table 22: Factors Significantly Influencing Maize, Yields on Farmers' 
Fields in Three Villages in Eastern Nigeria, 1975 

Variable Mean Range Cobb Douglas function(a) 
Value Min Max b. t value 

-

x0 Constant 0.9636.10 - 5 7.8344 

x 1 Planting date(b) 25 5 48 -0.0135 0.45 

x 2 Days to first weeding, DAP 33 7 65 0.3469 3.254+ 

x 3 Days to thinning, DAP 17 7 53 -0.4368 2.12* 

x 4 Dummy for second weeding - 1 2 0.4450 2.80 ++ 

x 5 Density at harvest ('00) 184 106 346 0.7152 4.2344 

x 6 Organic carbon 2.90 2.00 3.71 1.2353 2.88+ + 

x 7 Phosphorus 20.73 1.36 49.95 0.1761 2.58+ 

x8 Bas. saturation 66.30 18.08 98.44 0.8300 7.44 ++ 

R2 (adjusted for degrees of freedom) 0.73 

F ration I = 8, = 56 22.513n2 

Durbin Watson Statistic 1.894 

S (tons/ha) 0.375 
yx 

b. 
(a) = bb•O x. 

1 
i where T is estimated yield in tons/ha. 

(b) Number of days after 	Mirch 15tb 1975 crop was sown. 

+ = Significant at the 5% level, ++ Significant at the 1% level 

Source: 	 FLINN, J.C. and LAGEMANN, J.: Experiences in Growing Maize, 
op.cit. 

Maize Density at Harvest: 	 As anticipated, within the range of maize densities, 
a one per cent increase in density increased maize 

yields by 0.72 per cent. 

Organic Carbon: 	 The yield of maize was quite sensitive to the level 
of organic carbon in the surface soil, with a one 
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per cent increase in the level of this variable in
creasing yields by over 1.23 per cent. 

Soil TestPhosphate: The higher the level of soil test phosphate, the higher
the expected yield of maize. It was predicted that a one per cerit increase in STP would increase yields
by 0. 18 per cent. 

Base Saturation: The coefficient predicts that increasing the base 
saturation by one per cent will increase maize 
yields by 0.83 per cent. 

The analysis with the data from the relatively "simple system"maize (sole cropas opposed to intercropping or a multi-storey system), where management factors and fertilizer treatments were controlled as far as possible,shows that 73 per cent of the observed differences in maize yields betweenthe plots could be explained in terms of soil fertility and management factors. 

The base saturation and the organic carbon levels of the soil
the most critical soil factors, appeared to be
while the de.sity of the crop at harvest 
was
found to be the most important management factor.
 

VI. The Livestock Economy 

1. The Role of Livestock 

Farmers in Eastern Nigeria produce their main food requirements throughthe cultivation of arable crops and 
a supplementary role, 

tree crops. Livestock production plays onlyand it is not necessarily expected to constitute a normaldiet item. In general, livestock is kept on a small scale and little attention ispaid to the animals. 

In discussions with farmers and those knowledgable about the region it wasfound that livestock serves the following purposes: 
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Financial Reserve 

Smailholders in Eastern Nigeria have few possibilities of protecting them
selves against sudden demands for cash such as occur with crcp failures or 
sickness of family members. If such problems do occur, farmers have to 
borrow money from relatives and local credit clubs, or they sell some ani
mals to get the required cash. In this sense, goats and chickens are kept

partly as a financial reserve. 
 Besides these cases of em-rgency, the 'saved 
capital' is cashed in order to finance the education of children. 

Social and Cultural Importance 

Animals and poultry are slaughtered on special occ asions suc, familyas 
feasts (birth of a child, burial ceremonies), grou. or village festivals, and
sacrifices. The importance of sacrificos is declining in the area, and in most 
cases only small chicks are used for this purpose. 

Source of Manure 

Animal waste is regarded as very useful manure for the crops in areas with 
high popilation density. Goats in particular are often kept in small stables

close the house, and the farmers apply the dung very carefully to the crops
 
in the compound area.
 

Conversion of Non-marketable Products 

The livestock is fed with non-marketable products. Goats are mainly fed with
oil palm fronds, but also with leaves and twigs from other trees and bushes.
 
During the dry season they are 
left free to range and forage for themselves 
in the fields (where they cause exteasive damage to cassava plants) or in the
compound and kitchen area, where they find residues from processed crops 
(e.g. cassava peelings and households wastes). 

Chickens are also not fed with marketable products. They collect their feed 
themselves or serve like other animals (including dogs) as 'compound 
sweepers'. 

2. Livestock Diseases and Distribution of Risks 

Diseases are one of the major constraints to increasing livestock production.
Owing to the absence of veterinary facilities, farmers are forced to sell their 
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livestock in the case of an epidemic and then must re-stock afterwards. (i)Some farmers try to decrease the risk of disease losses in livestock by sharing the ownership of livestock with relatives or friends. 

Ownership of the common livestock (goats and chickens) is spread overlarge number of family and non-family members a 
bution 's (see lable 23).larger the more The distriimportant livestock isit seer noteworthy that the heads of household 

to the smallholders (2), and 
quire the most work) 

own fewer goats (whichwhen reland becomes scarce and the farmers more are engagedin off-farm activities. 

3. Importance of Bush Meat 

The increase in population density has decreased the bush fallow area whichis the main hunting ground in Eastern Nigeria.mained, like antelopes and grass cutters, 
Only a few animals have re

whichthe farmers in Owerre-Ebeiri are rare items in the diet of(H) and Umuokileavailable round the low density village, 
(M). Wild animals are more 

traps or shot. 
where they are caught by hunters with 

ing. 
Eight of the 24 survey farmers in Okwe (L) specialized in hunt-Besides the bush meat consumed in th- household, in a period of 12the survey families monthssold bush meat valued in total Naira 160.00. 

This amounts to the same cash income as that derived from livestock in thewhole village. 

4. Returns of the Livestock Econo, 
The estimated total livestock production (3)Naira 2902.00, with 

for the 74 survey farmersan wasaverage value of about Naira 39.00 per household. 

The value of livestock production per household increased from
high population village (see Table 24). 
the low to the
However,
slightly higher in Okwe the total supply of meat was(L) than in Umuokile (M) due to the importance ofbush meat. 

(i) OLUWASANMI, H.A., DEMA, I.3. and others: op.cit., p.98.
(2) Compare with Table 6, p.24.
(3) Inventory changes in livestock were not recorded in the study. It was assumed that opening and closing inventories were the same. 
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Table 23: Ownership of Goats and Chickens (as a Percentage)
in Three Villages in Eastern Nigeria, 1974 

Goats Chickens 
OwesOwOwners moie Ebiri: OkweOkwe Umuokile Owerre- Umuokile Ewerri-Owerre-

Ebeiri:Ebeiri: 

A 66.7 53.8 33.2 18.2 52.1 15.0 
B 7.7 14.3 18.2 17.4 30.0 
C 11.1 
 7.7 9.5 4.6 
 8.7 
 5.0
 
D 
 9.5
 
E 15.4 4.8 27.3 13.0 30.0 
A+B 15.4 14.3 22.7 4.4 5.0 
A+C 4.8 

A+D 22.2
 
B+C 
 4.8 9.0 4.4 15.0
 
B+D 
 4.8 

Total 100 
 100 
 100 100 100 100 

A = head of household; B wife (wives); C = children
D = others (outside the household); E 
 = whole household. 

Source: compiled by the author. 

Besides intensification of crop production as man/land ratios increased,farmers put more effort into livestock keeping in order to increase food supply and cash income from their farms. This development goes hand in hand withan increase in size of the compounds wiich are fertilized with animal manure. 



Table 24: Gross Return from Livestock Production (in Naira) in Three Villages in Eastern Nigeria, 1974/75 
Goats Sheep Chickens Ducks Dogs Bush Total AverageGt Se C ks us o meat livestock farmer
 

OKWE )

Total production (a) 
 323 
 - 158 3 15 (480) 499 21
No.of farmers who sold livestock 5 - 17 1 1 8 (979)Coefficient of Variation (41)as % 55  100 - - 115 

UMUOKILE (M)

Total production 


465 42 230 204 (4)12 
38No. of farmers who sold livestock 6 

957 
3 17 1 6 3 

Coefficient of Variation as % 53 67 87  84 76 

OWERRE-EBEIRI (H)
 

Total production 
 794( 9 4 )b) 125 515No. - 12 - 1446of farmers who sold livestock 7 581 23 - 1 -
Coefficient of Variation as % 47 - 63 -

Tocal 
1582 167 903 15 231 484 2902 39
 

Notes: (a) about 2/3 of total production was (3382) (46)consumed in the households. (The figure above was derived frominterviewing the farmers by Questionnaire, Form L 10, Appendix V.)(b) The weekly records indicated a production of 94 Naira derived fromis clearly a total of 81 goats. This figurewrong and the average production per goat in the other two villages was used, which isU 9.80 per goat. 
Source: compfled by the author. 

00 
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VII. The Labour Economy (1)
 

In the survey area, 
farm and non-farm work is carried out by both menwomen. andChildren are also engaged in farming and other activities, but 95%ofthem attend primary or secondary shools which occupy most of their time. 

1. Use of Time
 

The activities of the household members 
can be divided into six classes: 
- farm work in the fields; 

- farm-related work in the yard (processing, storage and livestock); 

- marketing of products ; 
- household work (repairs, cooking, cleaning);
 

off-farm activities ;
 

- social activities and resting.
 

The actual farm work in the fields (without the walk to and from the fields)requires 203 man-hours per man equivalent per year in the three survey villages. The labour input per man equivalent increased with increasing pressureon land: one man equivalent in the low density village workedper year; 188 man-hoursin the medium density village the figure averaged 191 man-hours,whereas in the high density village one man equivalent worked 231 man-hours 
per year.
 

The labour input figures are biased downwards for two major reasons: 
- Most of the work is done by wives and older children. The actualhours spent on field work are thus much higher than the figures 

suggest.
 

- Minor farm operations and harvesting of cassava, which is ingeneral done two to three times per week, are not included in the 
data. 

Nevertheless, the figures on field work are much lower than those derivedby other researchers in West Africa. For example, for the case of Northern 

(1) The text provides only summarized Figures and Tables, more detailed 
data being given in Appendix VII. 
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Nigeria, where land is much more available, NORMAN (1) recorded on
 
average 609 
 hours worked by male adults. For the Lower Volta River in
 
Ghana, CLEAVE (2) reported 696 hours per year and farmer, 
and from a
 
survey in Gambia he reported 589 hours per male adult and 1081 
 hours per
female adult (in the last case, hours include time spent walking to and from 
fields). The figures from Eastern Nigeria reflect the small farm sizes, and 
particular attention has to be paid to time spent by the part-time farmers on 
other activities. 

Full information on the use of time in the survey households is not available. 
The information collected proved to be incomplete and unreliable. Some idea 
is given by the data from one farmer (cultivated area 0.46 ha) at Umuokile 
(M) (see Fig.16): 

- His labour capacity is 2.1 man equivalents (ME), which is 3528 
man-hours per year (assuming 7 man hours per ME per day with 
20 working days per month). Thereof 19% are used for field work, 
22% for farm-related work and 17% for marketing. Total work of 
this kind amounts to 2060 man-hours per year of the total 2.1 
ME, which is 58% of the capacity. 

- 14% of total work is performed by hired labour which is re
cruited from within the village or from neighbouring villages. 

- The actual number of hours spent in the fields is less than 
the other farm activities, except in February and March, 
when clearing and burning are the major farm operations. 

The inclusion of househtold work, off-farm activities, and social activities 
would have decreased 'ne relative portion of work in the fields. This indi
cates very clearly that working hours per day calculated from field work 
alone underestimates substantially total hours of productive activities. 

Figure 17 shows the distribution of major activities in the house and yard of 
three survey households in Eastern Nigeria. (3) 300 hours per month and 
per household were spent on average for this type of work, which amounts 
to up to four hours per person per day. Agricultural work apparently takes 

(1) 	 NORMAN, D.W.: Zaria Study, op.cit., p.23. 

(2) 	 CLEAVE, J.H.: op.cit., pp.38 et seq. 

(3) 	 12 households filled in a daily questionnaire providing details of major
activities. A lot of data were missing or not usable. Three cases could 
be used for analysis, however, even though the figures provide only rough 
information. 
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Fig. 16: Distribution of Farm Activities over the Year of One Farmer in 
Umuokile, Eastern Nigeria, 1974/75 

man-hours
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.Hired Labour
 

field work of farm family
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1 - Marketing 7 - Weeding 
2 - Collection of firewood 8 - Staking 
3 - Collection of livestock feed 9 - Planting 
4 - Oil palm processing 10 - Burning 
5 - Cassava processing 11 - Clearing 
6 - Harvesting of food crops 

Source: 	 LAGEMANN, J., FLINN, J.C., OKIGBO, B.'. and MOORIMANN, 
F.R.: op.cit., p.23. 
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Fig. 17: Distribution of Major Activities in House and Yard from
 
Three Survey Households in Eastern Nigeria, 1974/75
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cooking []J= oil palm processing 
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Source: compiled by the author. 

only a fraction of the available time. When the data of other activities are 
added to this, like field work, marketing (market day is at least once a week) 
and off-farm activities, the roughly estimated working hours per person are 
in the order of eight hours per day. This figure is higher than the working 
hours usually quoted for people working in traditional agricultural set
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tings, (1) but this is mainly due to the inclusion of activities which are not 
directly related to agriculture. Farm related activities and marketing, which 
tend to remain fairly constant throughout the year (see Fig. 16), play a very 
important role in the time schedule of the small scale farmers, and increasing
ly so as population densities become higher. 

2. 	 Distribution of Field Work throughout the Year 

The main cultivation period is the first four to five months of the year, where 
about 60 to 80% of the total field work is required (see Figure 18). Clearing 
and burning starts at the end of the dry season, in January and February. In 
Owerre-Ebeiri (H) the major part of clearing is done in March and April.
Farmers in this village start the cultivation period on their outer fields when 
the moisture content of the soil is relatively high, in order to reduce the risk 
due to unreliable rainfall at the beginning of the cropping season. (2) Further
more clearing in the high density village continues during the rainy season 
(up to September). As mentioned earlier, cassava on the distant fields is 
planted throughout the year in order to distribute the labour input over a 
longer period. This fits better into the system of part-time agriculture which 
is practised in Owerre-Ebeiri (H). 

Preparation of the fields (ridging or mounding mainly in Owerre-Ebeiri (H) 
is done immediately after the plots are cleared, and followed by planting of 
the various crops. By the end of May most of the crops are in the ground, ex
cept the remaining cassava in Owerre-Ebeiri (H). 

(1) 	 OLUWASANMI, H.A., DEMA, I.S. and others estimated 5.8 working 
hours for a rural area in Eastern Nigeria. Beside field work, work on 
livestock, domestic work and other work was included. For the Congo 
de SCHLIPPE calculated 6 hours per person per day. 

A detailed summary on labour use in tropical agriculture is given by 
CLEAVE, J.H. He quotes data collected by PUDSEY, which indicated 7. 1 
to 7.6 hours spent for all activities per day by different groups of farmers, 
wives and other women. 50% of the available time was spent on non-farm 
work. 
See: OLUWASANMI, H.A. DEMA, I.S. and others: op.cit., p. 100; 
SCHLIPPE, P.de: Methodes de Recherchesguantitatives dans l'6conomie 

6 2 rurale contumi6re de l'Afrique centrale, Bruxelles, 1957, p. . 
CLEAVE, J.H.: op.cit., p.49. 

(2) 	 The water-holding capacity of the soils in Owerre-Ebeiri (H) are general
ly lower than of soils in the other two villages. This is probably due to the 
shorter fallow period and the resulting low conitent of organic matter. 
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Fg1: Seasonal Distribution of Field Work in Three Villages in 
Eastern Nigeria, 1974/75 
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Source: compiled by the author. 
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The second half of the year is a rather 'slack' period with respect to fieldwork. Weeding and harvesting of yams are the major operations, as shown

in Figure 18. Information collected under harvesting does not include spora
dically harvested crops like vegetables or green maize cobs nor, importantly,
the labour input for cassava harvest. The main staple crop is harvested through
out the year. Observations indicate that the labour requirements increase with an increase in total yield. The labour inputs for cassava differ widely therefore 
between the three survey villages. 

3. Division of Labour between Household Members 

In traditional African farming systems the division of labour is ubually on thebasis of sex. (1) A survey in Eastern Nigeria (conducted in 1965) gave the
 
following results in respect of the division of labour:
 

Generally speaking the men are responsible for the oil palm
(harvesting, tapping, pruning, etc.), other tree crops and 
yams; mostly the women are concerned with the remaining
food crops - cassava, cocoyams, maize and vegetables. It 
must be emphasized that this division of labour is not rigid
and some overlapping of responsibilities occurs." (2) 

The rigidity in the division of labour seems to have further decreased during

the last decade. Although work with tree crops remains in the hands of men
(due to difficult activities like climbing high trees) 
 the major part of the an
nual work on arable crops is shared by all family members and hired la
bourers (see Figure 19).
 

The following results are noteworthy: 

- The major part of the total labour input is by groups of both 
sexes. 

- 64% of the labour input on arable crops by the farm family

is provided by wives and children.
 

- A major operation for men still is the staking of yams. 
- Weeding is mainly done by the wives and children. 

(1) See: SMOCK, D.R.: op.cit., pp. 4 et seq. 
(2) OLUWASANMI, H.A., DEMA, L.S. and others: op.cit., p.99. 
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Fig. 19: Division of Labour between Working Groups in Three 
Villages in Eastern Nigeria, 1974/75 
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These findings are not consistent with the data summarized by CLEAVE (i), 
who reported that generally most of the time spent on agricultural work is 
put in by male adults of the farm families. 

(1) CLEAVE, J.H.: op.cit., p.32. 
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In Eastern Nigeria non-farm activities are apparently performed to a greater 
extent by men, which results in the increasing engagement of women in agri
cultural work. This is very pronounced in Owerre-Ebeiri (H), where part
time farming is typical. 

The 	variation in the use of non-family labour within the villages is high and 
seems to increase from the low to the high density village (see Table 25), 
which is probably due to off-farm employment of farmers. In the low and 
high man/land ratio villages the cost of hired labour was significantly relat
ed to farm size.(1) 

In Owerre-Ebeiri (H), where most of the income is derived from off-farm 
activities, farmers hire more labour the higher their non-farm income. The 
cost of hired labour was highly significantly related to non-farm income. (2) 

The principal uses of hired labour in the three villages was for clearing,
planting and weeding (see Figure 19). During the peak of the cultivation pe
riod, from February to June, both family and non-family labour was t ngaged 
in clearing the land and planting. It is not surprising that the family labour 
input is significantly higher during this period in comparison with the se-ond 
half of the year. However, non-family labour continues to be used in th'.se pe
riods, even though family labour appears to be underutilised (see Figure 20). 

The hypothesis that there is a significant difference between the monthly input 
of family labour and the monthly input of hired labour was tested with the chi
square test (3). The result proved that the monthly distribution of family and 

(I) 	 Okwe: y = 25.455 + 18.312x, r = 0.48, sign. at 5% level 

Umuokile: y = 11.653 - 4.915x, r =-0.11, N.S. 

Owerre
= Ebeiri : y 3.290 + 48.080x, r = 0.36, sign. at 10% level
 

where y = cost of hired labour and x = farm size.
 

(2) 	 Ower-re-
Ebeiri : y = 1.848 + 0.18x, r = 0.77, sign. at 1% level 

where y = cost of hired labour and x = non-farm income 

(3) 	 chi-square test according to BRANDT-SNEDECOR, See: SACHS, L.: 
Statistische Auswertungsmethoden, Springer-Verlag, Berlin, 1968, pp. 
448 	et seq.
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non-family labour in the three villages is the same. This information is consistent with that reported by NORMAN (1), who stated several possible reasons for the non-family labour use throughout the year. For the case ofEastern Nigeria, the most important reason seems to be the fact that thereis a division of labour: most farmers employ labourers while they continue 
with their other occupations. 

4. The Use of Family and Non-family Labour 

All farmers in the three survey villages employed non-family labour, whichwas hired mostly on a contract basis or on an "exchange" basis. The smallholders in Okwe (L) with their larger farms cultivated their fields with about40% of the labour input being provided from outside the farm family (see
Table 25). 

Table 25: Use of Family and Non-family Labour in Three Villages in 
Eastern Nigeria, 1974/75 

Okwe(L) Umuokile(M) Owerre-Ebeiri(H) 

average man-hours of fain.labour 
per household and per man 734 458 577equivalent 
 (188) (191) (231) 
average man-hours of non-fam.
 
labour per household 
 470 111 
 200
 
CV as %of non-fain. labour 64 71 90 
non-family labour as % of total

labour input 
 39 20 26 
average labour cost in Naira 
per household 37.17 10.32 14.48 
average labour cost in Naira 
per man-hour 0.08 0.09 0.07 

Figures in brackets are man-hours per man equivalent. 

Source: compiled by the author. 

(1) See: NORMAN, D.W. : ZariaStudy, op.cit., p.40. 
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When the significantly higher labour capacity of the households in Okwe(L) and 

the relatively few off-farm activities in comparison with the other two villages 

are taken into consideration, the data indicate that farmers in the area with low 

population pressure do not work as hard as farmers in areas with scarcity of 

land: The disutility of labour input above the level which secures a 'satisfactory' 

income seems to be higher than the costs of hired labour. Due to a higher yield 

potential in Okwe (L) (longer fallow period) a relatively high income can be 

derived with less labour input than in the other villages. 

F ig. 20: Seasonal Distribution of Family and Non-family Labour in 
Three Villages in Eastern Nigeria, 1974/75 
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Source: compiled by the author.
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The variation of family input over the year is marked, and is determined bythe urgency of the various activities which have to be completed. CLEAVEargues "within the limits imposed by physical conditions, the rational .,emerwill balance effort against urgency - that is, perceived cost against perceivedreturn. "Cost" in this contixt will be a combination of physical effort, whichmay be measured in kilo-am calories used, and unploasantness of the task,for which no convenient and quantifiable proxy exists. Return will be the increment of product, valued at its opportunity cost to the farmer, that arisesfrom this effort. ... Potential returns from completing certain farming operations within a specified time (or  as more usually expressed - potential losses from failing to complete the operations within a specified tine) may bevery high. Further, especially in areas where the growing season is severely limited by climatic conditions, similar operations may be required withinthe same period on a number of crops. Work days may, in such a case, belengthened because of competition for time among crops as well as the advantage of completing work in time." (1) 

5. Labour Input ;I Labour Productivity 

The analysis of laour input and labour productivity has to be treated withcaution, because the method of labour data collection allowed only rough estimates of the actual hours worked in the fields to be made. The available information indicates high labour inputs for all villages and plot types, with anaverage input of 2909 man-hours per hectare. The labour input in Umuokile(M) seems to be much lower compared with the other villages. Three majorreasons might be responsible for the low figures: 

- The number of crops grown in one field is less than in the other 
two villages. 

- Clearing takes less time in Umuokile (M) when compared with
Okwe (L) due to less regrowth of bush.
 

- Weeding is 
 performed more quickly than in Owerre-Ebeiri (H),
where weeds are not eradicated by burning. 

Compared with information reported by NORMAN and ROTENHAN (2), thedata for Eastern Nigeria indicate two to six times higher labour inputs. Farmers in other parts of Africa usually work between 500 and 1500 man-hours per 
hectare.
 

(1) CLEAVE, H.J. : Labour use in the Development of Smallholder Agricul
ture, Praeger, New York, 1974, pp. 55 et seq. 

(2) See: NORMAN, DW.: Zaria Study, op.cit., p.59.

ROTENHAN, 
 D. von: op.cit., p.72. 
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Table 26: Total Labour Input in Man-hours per Cultivated Hectare 
on Compounds and Outer Fields In Three Villages in 

Eastern Nigeria, 	 1974/75 

Compounds Outer fields 

mean CV as % mean CV as % 

Okwe (L) n.a. n.a. 	 613010 

Umuokile (M) 2772 58 2023 73
 
Owerre-Ebeiri (H) 3353 57 
 3388 59 

Source: compiled by the author. 

Intercropping with a large number of arable and tree crops and the small plot
sizes are probably the main reasons for the high labour input in the survey
villages. Particularly interesting is the fact that the labour input in the com
pounds is not much higher than in the outer fields. Although this information 
gives only a rough estimation of the labour input, the data seem to indicate
that multi-storey cropping is a more effective traditional system of labour use 
than open field farming. 

Important to note seems to be the high variations of labour input in the villages,
which are similar to the variations of other production factors. 

Table 27: 	 Average Labour Productivity on Compounds and Outer 
Fields in Three Villages in Eastern Nigeria, 1974/75 

Naira / man-hour 

Compounds Outer fields 

Okwe (L) n.a. 0.23 
Umuokile (M) 1.12 0.14 
Owerre-Ebeiri (H) 0.53 0.11 

Source: compiled by the author. 
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The estimated labour productivities indicate marked differences between thevillages as well as between compounds and the outlying fields within the samevillages. We may conclude from the results in Table 27 that:
 
- the average gross 
return per man-hour in the compounds is somefour to eight times higher than those of the outer fields in the re

spective villages, and 
- labour productivity is found to diminish on compounds and outer

fields the higher the population density. 

These findings are interesting in several respects. Mixed arable croppingnormally produces more per hectare, but less per hour of work (1). Multistorey physiognomies, however, seem to show high labour productivity, andin addition, it has to be considered that work in the shade of the compounds
has probably less disutility than in open fields. 
 The labour problem of multistorey farming is apparently less one of maintenance than of establishment.The other important indication is a verification of something which is generally found: a decline in soil fertility is related to a decline in labour productiv
ity. 

VIII. Economic Returns and Use of Cash Income 

1. Gross Return 

According to information provided by the participating farmers, the plantgrowth during the survey period was typical. The survey year seems to reflect the climatic conditions of an average year (2). However, when reading 

(1) NORMAN reported in his Zaria study that the average production per manhour input for crop mixture was about 80% of that for sole crops on upland fields. However, during the peak labour demand, in June and July,the average gross rettrn per man-hour input was 23% higher for crop

mixtures than for sole crops.

See: NORMAN, 
 D.W.: Zaria Study, op.cit., pp.85 et seq. 

(2) The weather records showed a rainfall pattern quite similar to the 42years' average rainfall at Umudike. See Appendix IV. 
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the following tables attention should be paid to the fact that prices increased 
substantially during the survey period. A comparison of the mo.. tary output 
with data from other surveys should take into account major differences of 
prices for various products. 

The average gross return of the 74 smallholdings was estimated to be Naira 
358.00, but it should not be overlooked that the prices for farm produce are 
about three times higher than in most other African farming systems (1). 
Major differences in total output can be seen between the villages (see Table 
28). Farmers in the low density village produce within their extensive bush 
fallow system nearly twice as much as farmers on the depleted soils in the 
highly populated village. However, within the villages the variations in income 
are pronounced.
 

Table 28: Average Values of Total Farm Production in Three Villages
 
in Eastern Nigeria, 1974/75
 

Village Okwe Umuokile Owerre-Ebeiri 
(L) (M) (H) 

Total production in N 480 321 272 

Coef. of variation as % 59.4 57.6 54.4 

Source: compiled by the author. 

The distribution of gross returns (see Fig.21) indicates the range of total 
production in the three villages as well as major differences between the 
areas.
 

Modes of gross returns decrease as well as means the higher the land scarci
ty. In Owerre-Ebeiri (H) 64% of the survey farmers produced an output val
ued at between Naira 100.00 and Naira 300.00; in Umuokile (M) 52% pro
duced an output valued at between Naira 200.00 and Naira 400.00 ; whereas 
total output in Okwe (L) is more equally distributed over all classes. This 
phenomenon is consistent with the distribution of the cultivated areas in the 
three villages (see Fig.2 on p.21). 

(1) See: RUTHENBERG, H.: Farming Systems, 2nd edition, 1976, op.cit. 
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Fig. 21: Distribution of Gross Returns in Three Villages in 
Eastern Nigeria, 1974/75 
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Gross Return per Household
 
Okwe (L) Umuokile (M) Owerre-Ebeiri (H)
 

Class Naira Class Naira 
 Class Naira
 

I = 0 -100 4 = 301 -'400 7 = 601 - 700
 
2 = 101 - 200 5 = 401 - 500 8 = 701 -800
 
3 = 201 - 300 6 = 501 - 600 9 = 801
 

Source: compiled by the author.
 

Gross returns mainly come from arable crop and tree crop production (see
Fig. 22). Although arable crop production is the most important source of 
gross return, tree crops provide nearly the same return to the farmers ex
cept in Okwe (L), where arable crop production is clearly dominant. Live
stock production gains in importance from the low to the high population 
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Fg 2Relative Importance of Arable Crops, Tree Crops and 

Livestock as Sources of Gross Return in Three Villages 
in Eastern Nigeria, 1974/75 

Okwe (L) - ' j, 

Umuokile (M) -. ~ 

Owerre-Ebeiri (H)
 

0 20 40 60 80 100%
 

arable crops 0 tree crops l ivestock 

Source: compiled by the author. 

village, and in Owerre-Ebeiri (H) constitutes one fifth of the total farm pro

duction. 

With increasing land scarcity the relative importance of arable crops declines, 
integrated. Arablewhich indicates that the farming systems have become more 

crops are susceptible to leaching of nutrients, while trees reactivate them 

from various levels of the subsoil, and livestock provide manure which is 

applied directly to the crops. 

systemsIt should not be overlooked in this context that the more integratr 

are those with lower productivity per hectare because of reduced soil fertili
morety. The integration of arable crops, tree crops and livestock seems to be 


pronounced the more pressing the soil fertility problems.
 

to gross return differThe contribution of the various arable and tree crops 


between the three villages as shown in Figures 23 and 24.
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Fig. 23: Relative Importance of Arable Crops as Sources of Gross Return 
in Three Villages in Eastern Nigeria, 1974/75 
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Source: compiled by the author. 

It is quite obvious that: 

- the gross returns from cassava production decline from Okwe (L) 
to Umuokile (M) and Owerre-Ebeiri (H), and 

- yams and cocoyams gain in importance the higher the population 
density. 

These results are in contra.,t to information provided in the literature (I),
which suggests that cassava p'roduction increases at the expense of yams the
lower the soil fertility. The inclusicn of two factors explains the results of 
Fig.23: 

- Yams in the medium and high density villages are mainly produced 
on compounds where yields are very high. Cassava is mainly pro
duced on the outer fields. 

- Yam prices are on average four times higher than cassava prices(2).
In terms of production in physical quantities, cassava production is 

(I) BASDEN, G.T.: op.cit., p.395; SMOCK, D.R.: op.cit., p.1. 
(2) See: prices and price variations in Appendix VI. 
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in the highly populated villages. Ahigher than that of yams even 

comparison in terms of calorie supply further increases the im

portance of cassava in the survey (1)area. 

it was found that oil palms and raffia palms are theIn respect of tree crops, 
bananas and plantainsmost important tree crops, followed by coconuts, 

(see Fig.24).
 

24: 	 Relative Importance of Tree Crops as Sources of Gross 

Return in Three Villages in Eastern Nigeria, 1974/75 

:. :,,''I I IT11
Okwe (L.) INATAY'AWMiiL 

Umuoki .eW 	 1ll I 

(H) A 	 .I I I 
Owerre-Ebeiri 

0 	 2b 40 60 80 100% 

coconutraffia palms 

0 others 
oil 	palms 

plantains
banana 

Source: compiled by the author. 

on gross returns from various plot types is listed in Table 29.Information 

The estimates show that:
 

more than 50% of the total pro- the small compounds produce 


duction from the 
land under cultivation (fallow land excluded). 

- the gross return of product. ! per unit area on compounds in 

Umuokile(M) is higher than in Owerre-Ebeiri(H). Compounds 

roots contain 1490 calories compared with 1140 calories(I) 	 1 kg of cassava 

for yams. See: Appendix XIII.
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in the medium density village consist of 11% of cultivated areabut produce 52% of the output, whereas compounds in the highdensity village consist of 26% of the land and produce 59% of the 
crop output. 

- the land under fallow is productive both through the regeneration
of soii fertility and through the value of tree crops harvested. Asubstantial proportion of the gross return, although decliningfrom the low to the high density area, is derived from the un
cultivated plots. 

Table 29: Average Crop Production (in Naira) on Compounds,
Outer Fields and Fallow Land in Three Villages in 

Eastern Nigeria, 1974/75 

village crops compounds outer fields fallow Total 
arable n.a. 265 5 270 

Okwe (L) tree n.a. 4 165 169 
total n.a. 269 170 439 

arable 64 80 2 146 
Umuokile tree 28 6 103(M) total 137

92 86 105 283 

arable 70 44 2 116 
Owerre- tree 29E be iri (H ) -- 26 43 98total 99 70 945 214 

Source: compiled by the author. 

2. Family Income from Farming 
The farm income available for the household is derived from deducting farm 
expenses (1) (mainly yam sets and wages for hired labour) from gross re
(1) Detailed information on farm expenses are provided in Appendix X. 
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turns. This amount averaged Naira 318.00
Pronounced in ths survey villages in 1974/75.differences were found between the villages,small farms, between large andand between farms with different labour capacities. 

As with gross returns, the farm !amily incomelow to the high density village (see Table 30). 
was found to decline from the 

Okwe (L) However, due to the fact thathas by far the highest labour capacity,from farming per man the average income derivedequivalent issmall holdings 
lower than that of Umuokile (M). Thein Owerre-Ebeiri (H) provideamounts anonly to Naira 90. 10 

income from farming whichper man equivalent.per household member 
When comparing the figureswe find diminishing incomes from OkweEbeiri (11). Umuokile's (L) to Owerre(M) farm income per person isOkwe's (L), which is relatively close tothe result of the sm~ller household size comparedthe other two villages. with 

Table 30: Average Family Income from Farming in Three Villages
in Eastern Nigeria, 1974/75 (in Naira) 

Okwe(L) Umuokile (M) Owerre-Ebeiri(H) 
Gross return 

480 

Purchased inputs 

321 272
 
22 
 333

Farm income 
458 318 239Wages for hired labour 37 


Farm family income 
10 

14
 
421 308 

family income per ME(a) 
225Farm 

108 128 
Farm family income per 42 

90
 
48
household member 26 

26 

(a) man equivalents (ME) available for farming. 
Source: compiled by the author. 

a) FarmFamily Income and Farm Size, 

The influence of farm size on farm farrily income isindicates that in quite dramatic.areas Fg.25with relatively ample availability of land, the Increase 
as much 

in farm size does not increase the farm family income as in areas 
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Fig. 25: 	 Relationship between Farm Family Income and Farm Size
in Three Villages in Eastern Nigeria, 
 1974/75 (cultivated area) 
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Source: compiled by the author. 

where land is more scarce, 	 although soils are more depleted and hence moreunproductive. The greater the scarcity of land, the higher the return to additional land. 	 The explanation probably is that farms with larger outer fieldshave more potential for "milking" land in order to accumulate nutrients in
the compounds, and thus for intensification of the compound 
area. The highersupply of mulching material and organic matter makes it possible to increasethe size of the compounds and/or to intensify cultivation on a given compound 
area.
 

b) Farm Family Income and Labour Capacity 

Significant relationships were found between 	Farm Family Income and manequivalents available for farm work in the three villages as shown in Table 31. 
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Table 31: Relationship between Farm Family Income and Man Equi
valents available for Farm Work in Three Villages in 

Eastern Nigeria, 1974/75 

Okwe (L) y = 176.37 + 6 7 .37x r = 0.53 ++ n = 24 
+ +
(2.94)


Umuokile (M) 6y = 161.00 + 0.85x r = +0.47 n = 25 
(2.57)+

Owerre-Ebeiri (H) 5y = 87.07 + 4.51x r = 0.44 + 
n = 25 

(2.35)+
 

y = Farm Family Income, x = ME 

Source: compiled by the author. 

The higher the labour capacity the higher the farm family income (i).pected, the As exincome due to an additional labourer declines from Okwe (L)(N 67) to Umuokile (M) (N 61) and to Owerre-Ebeiri
capacity alone can 

(H) (N 55). Labouronly expla n a small amount (between 19 and 28%) of thetotal variation of tie observed farm family income. 
 It would therefore have
been more sensible to relate farm family imcome to both quantity and qualityof actual work done in the various fields. The performance of the farmersseems to vary widely and this is probably one of the major factors influencing 
the output.
 

c) Farm Family Income and Age of Farmer 

In Okwe (L) and Umuokile (M) farmers within the age group 51-65 yearsthe highest income gainthrough farming. Their experience in farming is probablyhigher than the younger ones, they are not so much engaged in off-farm activi

(1) The linear function was the most appropriate. 
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ties (1), and in comparison with their older colleagues their physical strength 

no distinct relationship was found. 
is in a better state. In Owerre-Ebeiri (H) 

Table 32: Relationship between Farm Family Income and Age of Head 
1974/75of Household in Three Villages in Eastern Nigeria, 

Age of Head of Household 
>6550 <35 36- 51 65 

470- 325 551
Okwe mean 

8 7 - 9(L) n 

44.9 54.1- 84.5CV as% 

189193 326 407Umuokile mean 
7 26 10(M) n 

60.6 46.3 84.6CV as% 42.0 

200 252133 289Owerre- mean 
Ebeiri n 4 10 7 4 

(H) CV as % 53.5 62.8 34.6 26.8 

Source: compiled by the author. 

d) 	 Relationships between Farm Family Income and Resource Use 

In addition to the factors influencing farm family income which were mentioned 

other factors are included in a multi-variable model of a whole-farm
before, 

The cost of labour was hypothesized as having a positive
production function. 

effect on farm family income. Education (2) and non-farm income may or
 

x r 0.1198.01 + 3.66 ; = 
(1) 	 Okwe (L) y = 


Umuokile (M) y = -47.28 + 8.39 x ; r = 0.29
 
r =-0.18
-e Owerre-Ebeiri (H) y = 1131.95 8.00 x ; 

and x = age of head of household.where y = Non-farm income 

(2) 	 Education is measured in years of schooling. 

I 
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may not result in larger incomes from farming. Farmers with education 
and/or non-farm income sources have - other things being equal - better re
sources; however, they could tend to use these advantages more for off-farm 
activities. 

The partial regression coefficients for the linear and Cobb Douglas models 
estimated for the three villages are listed in Table 33. For Okwe (L) and 
Owerre-Ebeiri (H) the Cobb Douglas type of function is the most appropriate 
for the observed data, and explains 69% and 76% respectively of the differences 
in farm family income for the low and high density villages. In Umuokile (M) 
the linear function fits the data better and explains 64% of the variations. The 
F-values show that all three regressions were highly significant. 

For a comparison of the partial regression coefficients the same type of 
function has to be used. The following discussion is based on the linear model, 
because the R2 is "satisfactory" for all three villages. The problems of a 
functional analysis of this type should not be overlooked. Some important 
factors, such as labour quality, are not included in the functions. Most of 
the variables are not significant. Some of the variables are intercorrelated. 
This may explain some of the contradictions between the linear and the CD 
function. Functional analyses are nevertheless considered of value as a 
heuristic device. 

- Farm size (cultivated area) seems to have the greatest impact 
on farm family income in the three villages. An additional hectare 
of cultivated farm land would increase the family income from 
farming by Naira 153.00 in Okwe (L), by Naira 470.00 in Umuokile 
(M) and by Naira 884.00 in Owerre-Ebeiri (H). As in the single 
variable model, the return to land is higher the greater the po
pulation density. 

- In the multi-variable model, labour capacity, measured in man 
equivalents (ME) available for farm work, does not significantly 
influence farm family income. 

- In none of the villages is labour cost significantly related to 
farm family income. With the linear function, the same is true 

of the relationships between education, age of farmer, non-farm 
income and farm family income. 

In summary, it appears that apart from farm size the other variables are 
estimates with a relatively low reliability. Furthermore, it seems as if not 
all important variables are included in the function. 



Table 33: Factors Influencing Farm Family Income in Three Villages in Eastern Nigeria, 
1974/75 

Linear Functions R2 F
 

Okwe (L) Y = 21.46 + 152.78x I + 31.66x 2 
 + 0 93x 3 - 2.33x4 + 3.44x 5 - 0.08x 6 0.61 4.45++ 

(2.38)+ (1.37) (0.68) (-0.12) (0.95) (-0.74)
 

Umuokile + 470.16x1 + 31.68x2 + 3.60x3 -Y = 45.36 5.41x4 -0.51x + 0.16x6 0.64 5.28+ + 
(M): (3.43) ++  (1.37) (1.15) 

5 
(-0.49) (-0.23) (2.03)
 

Owerre- Y = 35.58 + 883.80xi + 31.69x 2 - 2.71x 3 - 2.33x4 - 1.57x 5 + 0.05x 6 0.68 6.33++Ebeiri (H): + +(5.01) (1.64) (-1.31) (-0.42) (-1.06) (0.93) 

Cobb Douglas Functions0.47 0.36 -0.09 0.00 0.80 -0.05Okwe (L): Y 25.53 +0 
x 5 0.69 6.36+ + 

(3.34)++ (1.96) (-0.97) (0.08) (1.89) (-0.68)
 

Umuokile (M): Y 26.31 0 5x10"42 x20.00 x3-0.03 x4 - 0 . x50.32 x60.29 0.50 2.98 

(1.56) (-0.01) (-0.57) (-1.39) (0.61) (2.60)+ 

Owerre- Y = 3559.94 xI .81 x20.40 4 2 x30.05 x4-0.02 x5 -0 . x6-0.08 0.76 9.65 + +
 

Ebeiri(H): 

(4.75) ++ (2.14) + (1.45) (-0.95) (-1.44) (-0.83) 

y = estimated family income from farming, = farm size,x I x 2 = ME, x 3 = labour cost, x 4 = education,
X5= age of farmer, x6= non-farm income; 

Number of observations: Okwe: 24; Umuokile: 25; Owerre-Ebeiri: 25. 

Source: compiled by the author. 
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e) Marginal Propensity to Consume Home-produced Food 

The small farm sizes and the low yield levels, particularly in the higher po
pulation areas, influence the subsistence element, which is very pronounced
in Eastern Nigeria. Marginal propensities to consume home-grown food are 
calculated with a linear regression function and are listed in Table 34. In the 
low population village an increase of Naira 1.00 in farm family income in
creases consumption of home-produced food by Naira 0.46. The coefficients 
for the medium and high population villages are much higher: 0.76 and 0.66 
respectively. 

The lower value for Owerre-Ebeiri (H) compared with Umuokile (M) is prob
ably due to a higher consumption of purchased food, which is derived mainly 
through off-farm income. 

Table 34: 	 Relationship between Value of Home-produced Food Consumed 
and Farm Family Income in Three Villages in Eastern Nigeria, 

1974/75 

Okwe (L) y = -29.91 + 0.46x r 0.65+ +  = F 	 = 15.73 + + 

(3.97) ++ 

Umuokile (M) y = -81.75 + 0.76x r = 0.94++ F = 190.06++ 

(13.79)++
 

Owerre-Ebeiri (H) y = 16.72 + 0.66x r = 0.91 + F = 110.54++ 

(10.51)+ 

y = value of home produced food consumed 
x = farm family income 

Source: compiled by the author. 

Neertheless the coefficients are high compared with other data. For two 
villages in Yoruba Land with average farm sizes of 1.7 ha, FLINN estimated 
marginal propensities to consume of 0.09 and 0.20 (1). 	 The information in
(1) 	 FLINN, J.C. : Resource Use, Income and Expenditure Pattern of Yoruba 

Smallholders, op.cit., p. 19. 
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dicates that the marginal propensities to consume tend to be higher when land 
scarcity is more pronounced. 

f) Distribution of Farm Family Income 

The distribution of farm family income in the three villages is by no means 
equal (1). Even under very poor conditions, as in Owerre-Ebeiri (H), 40% 
of the households earn 60%of the total family income from farming. It is sur
prising that the differences between the three villages are not pronounced, 
even though the distribution of land under cultivation in Okwe (L) is much 

Fig.26: 	 Relationship between Number of Households and Farm Family 
Income in Three Villages in Eastern Nigeria, 1974/75 
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(1) Similar inequality of farm family income isreported by ROTENHAN,D.
 
von: Bodennutzung und Viehhaltung im Sukumaland/Tanzania. IFO-Insti
tut, Mdnchen, 1966, p. 8 3 . 
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more unequal (see Fig. 3 on page22). In the low population village 40% ofthe households own 80% of the cultivated area. Possible explanations for theunequal distribution of farm family income can be found in the differences offamily labour capacity, farm sizes and, importantly, in the different manage
ment capabilities of the farmers. 

3. 	 Total Family Income including Non-farm Income 

All 74 farmers in the three villages obtained income from sources other thanfarming during the survey period. The magnitude of non-farm income increases
the lower the income from farming (see Table 35). 

Table 35: Average Non-farm Income of Households in Three Villages in 
Eastern Nigeria, 1974/75 

Okwe (L) Umuokile (M) Owerre-Ebeiri (H) 

Non-farm income 300 347 721
 
CV as% 
 145 117 95 
Non-farm income as %of 
total family income 42 53 76 

Source: compiled by the author. 

Farmers in Okwe (L) acquire 42% of their total family income from off-farm 
sources, while in Umuokile (M) off-farm income constitutes 53% and in Owerre-Ebeiri (H) it is clearly the main source of livelihood and constitutes 76% of 
the total family income. 

As shown in Fig. 27, trading and employment are the major off-farm activi
ties, accounting for 56-89% of the total non-farm income (1). 

(1) 	 More detailed information on non-farm employment in the survey area
is provided in Appendix X. 
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Fig. 27: Relative Importance of Off-farm Income Sources in Three Villages 

in Eastern Nigeria, 1974/75 
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it is relatively easy to find employment in the 
For the educated farmers (1) in-

It is therefore not surprising that the non-farm 
non agricultural sector. 

come of educated farmers is higher than that of the uneducated farmers in the 

three villages.
 

of Educated and Uneducated(in Naira)Average Off-farm IncomeTable 36: 1974/75
Farmers in Three Villages in Eastern Nigeria, 

(M) Owerre-Ebeiri(H)UmuokileOkwe (L) 
C a CV as% mean CV as0 

seanmeanmean 

87
968
561 100
92
323
educated 

494
117
264
178
287
not educated 

Source: compiled by the author. 

than two years is 
A farmer who has attended primary school for more 

(1) 
' educated '.classified as 

87 



The inclusion of non-farm income in the total family income changes the in
come situation of the households significantly. Although there are wide varia
tions within the villages, the average income figures show the highest values 
for the high density village (see Table 37). The higher the population density
the higher the total income per man equivalent, and the better off is each 
household member. 

The results show clearly the great importance of non-farm income, and that 
the exclusion of the non-agricultural sector would have led to a totally mis
leading picture. 

Table 37: Tutal Family Income (in Naira) in Three Villages in 
Eastern Nigeria, 1974/75 

village Okwe (L) Umuokile (M) Owerre-Ebeiri (H) 

population density low medium high 

Total family income (a) 721 655 946 

Total family income 
per ME 180 252 305 

Total family income per 
household member 83 90 108 

(a) Total family income = Farm family income + non-farm income 

Source: compiled by the author. 

This is of crucial importance for the main hypothesis of the study: Boserup's
hypothesis, according to which food supply is a function of population growth
and not population growth a function of food supply - as expressed by Malthus 
- is verified only provided off-farm activities are developed. Within a purely
agricultural setting Malthus' hypothesis seems to be right. The process of 
Malthusian impoverishment in an agricultural setting is, however, slowed
down by the farmers' efforts to adapt their farming systems to declining soil 
fertility by an increasing inter-farm differentiation between compounds and
the outer fields. 
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Another important finding is that the distribution of total family income is far 
more unequal than family income from farming alone (see Fig.28). Non-farmincome is therefore more concentrated than income from farming. 

The tendency for an increasing differentiation of incomes in the process ofeconomic development, which is normally observed once cash cropping beginsto expand, is not pronounced in the study area of Eastern Nigeria. Off-farm 
employment is the avenue for income differentiation. 

F ig. 2 8: Relationship between Number of Households and Total Family

Income in Three Villages in Eastern Nigeria, 1974/75
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4. Cash Income and Utilisation 

Total cash income derives from non-farm sources, and from sales of crops
and livestock. 

The relative importance of arable crops, tree crops and livestock as sourcesof cash income changes according to land scarcity (see Table 38). The higher
the population density anid h-nce the smaller tho farms: 

- the less important are arable crops, 
- the more important are tree crops, and 
- the more important is livestock 

as sources of cash income. 

Table 38: The Relative Importance of Arable Crops, Trees and Livestock 
as Sources of Cash Income in Three Villages in Eastern Nigeria, 

1974/75 

village Okwe Umuokile Owerre
(L) (M) Ebeiri (H) 

population density low medium high 

average cash income 
per farm (N) 307 173 76 

of which: arable crops (%) 47 21 10 
tree crops (%) 49 71 77 
livestock (%) 4 8 13 

Source: compiled by the author. 

Total cash income is used for farm, food and other family expenses (see
Table 39) (1). 

(1) Detailed information is provided in Appendix X. 
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Table 39: Average Cash Income, Expenditure and Saving Patterns 
(in Naira) in Three Villages in Eastern Nigeria, 1974/75 

village Okwe kL) Umuokile (M) Owerre-Ebeiri (H) 

population density low medium high 

a) 	 Cash income
 

Cash farm income 
 307 173 76
Non-farm income 400 347 721
Total cash income 607 520 797 

b) 	 Farm expenses 

Labour 
 37 20 14
Planting material 12 2 29 
Others 
 9 1 8
Total farm expenditure 58 23 51 

c) 	 Food expenses
 

Fish and meat 
 74 40 52
Cassava products 6 42 83
Yam 6 6 24
Rice 11 
 5 
 27
 
Others 
 75 
 46 
 75
 
Total food expenditure 172 
 139 
 261
 

d) 	 Other family expenses 

Trading 
 60 
 97 
 119

School fees 
 39 
 38 
 117

Medical 24 27 50Clothes 25 18 32 
Housing 32 13 27
Others 
 41 
 41 
 153

Total other expenditure 221 234 498 

Total cash expenses 451 396 810 

Surplus of receipts over 
outlays 156 124 -13 

Source: compiled by the author. 
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Farm expenses are a minor component (less than 8%) of total expenditure.
This is mainly due to the fact that innovations such as fertilizer,etc. pesticidesare not regularly available. The major cost item is food expenditure,
which is the highest in Owerre-Ebeiri (H), where only a small amount of thetotal food requirement is produced by the farmers themselves. Comparedwith total cash income from farming, the food expenses in the high densityvillage are nearly Naira 200.00 higher. Umuokile (M) produces a very smallsurplus, which means that farmers are only just abo,'e the subsistence level.Farmers in Okwe (L) produce a substantial amount for the market. The surplus amounted to Naira 134.00 per farmer during the survey period. 

Other important expenses are trading, school fees, medical expenses, clothesand housing. They are usually higher the more cash is available. Particularly
pronounced is the difference for school fees between Owerre-Ebeiri (H) andthe other two villages. This indicates that farmers in very high population
density areas know the great importance of educating their children, 
 who canearn their future income only through activities outside the farm. It is alsoa type of insurance for the farmers themselves, because well educated and'well earning' children are in a position to look after their parents when they
are not able to take care of themselves. 

The surplus of receipts over outlays shows that farmers in Umuokile (M) andin Okwe (L) save a small amount of their total cash income. While one musttreat income and expenditure figures with caution, the possibility of generat
ing savings are in general not high. Nevertheless there 
are better farmerswho are in a relatively good liquidity position and are therefore able to putan important part of their incomes into profitable investments (see Gini ratios 
in Fig. 28, p. 112). 

IX. Conclusions 

The results of the data collected in the three villages show the tremendousimpact of the population density on agricultural production as well as on income derived from non-farm sources. The higher the population density thesmaller the farm sizes per household. This pressure on land has the following results in the farming systems of the survey area: 
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- Reduced fallowing diminishes soil fertility, and consequently results in lower yields and lower labour productivities. 
- The internal farm differentiation gains in importance. The outerfields supply fertilizing materials which are accumulated on thecompounds. The compounds produce more than 50% of the totalproduction from the land under cultivation. 
- The density of trees and arable crops increases. Trees expecially act as nutrient pumps, and seem to slow down the decline in 

soil fertility. 
Manuring practices gain in importance. The crops are supplied 
with ashes and organic material. 
The relative importance of livestock as a source of farm-family 
income increases. 

-
 Although farm sizes decrease with increasing population density,
the field work per man equivalent per year increases. 

The adaptations were obviously able to slow down the process of diminishingyields, but they are insufficient to stop the process. 

Without additional income from off-farm employment, the households in thehigh population density areas could not provide their daily food requirements. 

The importance of non-farm income increases the higher the population density: 42% of the total family income in Okwe (L) is derived from off-farmsources, in Umuokile (M) the figure averages 53%, and in Owerre-Ebeiri(H) 76% of the total family income is derived from off-farm sources. Thisinformation indicates that the total family income per household member ishigher the higher the population density. Population growth has forced peopleto work outside the farm, to educate their children, and to migrate to other
 
areas.
 

These results imply that an increase in food production requires innovationswhich are so rewarding that the additional income obtained is higher thanpossible incomes from off-farm sources. Off-farm employment,always available, though notis very often the alternative for the farmers, and especially for the younger generation. Farmers' experience
cropping system with the multi-storeysuggests it is a type of land use which could well be used asa starting point for the development of the farming system in Eastern Nigeria. 
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C. 	 AVENUES FOR THE EXPANSION PATH OF THE EASTERN NIGERIAN 
FARMING SYSTEM 

Introduction 

The information available on land use development in Eastern Nigeria clearlyindicates a tendency towards a farming system at a "low level equilibrium";cropping on outer fields in highly populated areas has already reached thatstage. Counteracting efforts by the farmers has led to the establishment of

highly productive multi-storey cropping systems on the compounds. 
 Theseemerging systems have reduced the speed of the degradation process, but theyare insufficient to balance 	 it. The change towards a productive and stable type
of land use has to come from innovations, and the question has to be answered as to which avenues for land use development are most likely to succeed in
 
the area ().
 

The following five approaches seem to be of particular relevance in the area: 
- development of the valley bottoms for wet rice and off-season 

vegetables, 

- establishment of modern tree crop plantations, 

- improvement of arable crop production techniques, 
- replacement of fallow systems by permanent cultivation systems, 
- improvement and expansion of multi-storey cropping in compound 

farming. 

I. Valley Bottom Development 

Population growth in the humid tropical lowlands of Asia led to the intensifi
cation of land use in valley bottoms, while hillsides and uplands wero, and tosome extent remain, either 	vacant, used for extensive types of 	fallow cultivation, or planted with tree crops (2). One of the most striking aspects of 

(I) The integration of food crop production and forestry (agri-silviculture)
seems to be a realistic proposition only in low population density areasand is therefore excluded. See: GRINNEL, H.R.: Agri-Silviculture: ASuggested Research Programme for West and Central Africa, IDRC,
Ottawa, and IITA, Ibadan, 	 1975. 

(2) See: BUCK, J.L. Land Utilization in China, Paragon, New York, 1964,p.4. 
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land use in Eastern Nigeria is the fact that valley bottoms are wasteland, ex
cept for some minor development which has begun in recent years. Farmers 
were exiremely skilful in adapting upland farming to the condition of decreas
ing soil lertility. They have been optimisers within the framework of traditional
ly known techniques, but they have ignored the high potential of valley bottoms. 
And valley bottoms lend themselves to development in Eastern Nigeria, because 
they are usually fertile, flds a rare, and a reliable supply of water can be 
secured with minor investments. 

A significant improvement in the agricultural situation in Eastern Nigeria can 
be expected from adopting the Asian emphasis on intensive farming of valleys 
where soils are comparatively fertile, where wet rice can be grown in the wet 
season and vegetables in the dry season, i.e. where sequential cropping could 
occur over most of the year. Valley bottom development would also allow the 
introduction of important innovations in wet rice production which have become 
available in recent years (high-yielding and disease resistant varieties, effec
tive mineral fertilizer application, (1) multiple cropping techniques). 

There is no easy answer to the question why valley bottoms have been ignored, 
even though food supply was scarce and occasionally people suffered from star
vation. The answer probably lies partly in the fact that the Eastern Nigerian 
farming system developed from shifting cultivation. The principle of meliorat
ing land by drainage is not part of the cultural heritage. The possibilities for 
increasing material welfare and utility which are outside the cultural heritage 
are apparently adopted only w.'th the help of strong incentives or in situations 
of extreme pressure for food. Both situations have occurred in the recent past. 
Extreme pressure for food existed especially during the civil war and during 
the following years. Responsive rice varieties are available and great incen
tives are provided by present food prices. It might therefore be assumed that 
the ground for valley bottom development is prepared. 

1. Wet Rice 

Establishing data on the costs and returns of wet rice development in the area 
was one of the objectives of this survey. In Okwe an area within a valley bot
tom was opened up and planted with rice. Table 40 shows the costs in compar
ison with data from Ivory Coast. The initial information indicates that valley 

(1) "With the increasing cost of nitrogenous fertilizers and the increasing 
use of rice varietiEs responsive to fertilizers, the possibility of com
plementing fertilizer treatment with nitrogen fixation in rice culture be
comes more important."
 
See: DART, P.J. and DAY, J.M.: op.cit., p.27.
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Table 40: Development Costs of Hydromorphic Valley Bottoms 
(N per ha) 

Location 	 Okwe (L)/ Forest Zone of
Eastern Nigeria Ivory Coast 

Construction of a dam 140 (a) 	 547 

Clearing 	 210 (b) 603 

Levelling 	 112 356 

Drairns and Field bunds 84 	 85 

Total 	 546 1591
 

(a) Only a small dam was necessary to build a water reservoir 

(b) Bigger trees were not felled 

Source: Eastern Nigeria: compiled by the author. 

Ivory Coast: 	 SODERIZ: Project BIRD-CCCE, 1975-78, Annexes, 
pp. 5, 17 et seq. 

development with wet rice should be highly profitable. This is confirmed by 
experience from the Uboma Project, (1) where arable upland development, 
tree crop planting and valley bottom development were started in 1965 and 
where wet rice proved to be the most prof table and popular part of the agri

cultural development project. Table 41 indicates that yields of 3t per hectare 
can be expected, and that the gross margin is very attractive. It was estimated 

that the value of rice produced in a five-month period was in excess of that 
from a traditional system in an 18-month period. (The lower yield in Okwe 
(L) in 1975 was mainly due to poorer water control over the entire paddy and 
late transplanting of seedlings). 

With the possibility of growing a second crop (rice or vegetables) in the 
valley in the same year the profitability of developing these hydromorphic 

bottom lands 	becomes clear. Prices of rice were high and increased during 

1975 more than those of other staple food crops, which provides a further 
incentive for 	rice production. 

(1) See: Appendix I. 
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Table 41: Variable Costs and Returns per ha from Wet Rice Producedon Hydromorphic Valley Bottoms in Eastern Nigeria, 1974/75 
(one crop season)
 

Year Village No. of Yield in kg Price Gross Cash
farmers Gross(milled per kg return cost Margin
rice) N N N N 

1974 Okwe (L) 1 3600 0.26 936 140 796 
(6000 kg 

1975 Okwe (L) 
paddy)

4 2688 0.40 1075 186
1974 Uboma 889
1 3096 0.20 
 619 
 19 (a) 600
 

Average Values: 3128 
 0.29 
 877 
 115 
 762
 
(a) Costs for threshing and milling are lot included.
 
Source: 
 Okwe: compiled by the author; Uboma: data provided by R.O.M.OFFOR, project manager at Uboma. 

2. Vegetable 5 

Elsewhere under similar ecological conditions two rice crops a year are pos
sible. In the three villages, rice in the Wetby dry season vegetables (telferia, 

season would normally be followedokra, tomatoes). Table 42 shows the gross return and the gross margin of vegetables,dry season which indicate that they are a goodcrop and probably more suitable than wet rice when water supplyis not ample. 

farming by offering fuller and 

Within the farm as a system, valley bottom farming will interact with uplandmore even employment of the available labourcapacity and by supplying feed and mulching material for the compound andfields. Nutrients applied with mineral fertilizer to the valley bottom and
transported as mulching material to the upland could counteract the generaltendency towards decreasing soil fertility.
 

Eastern Nigeria has large areas of valley bottom which could
It has to be considered, however, be developed.
that they occupy only a small part of the 
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Table 42: Costs and Returns of Vegetables Production (a) of Smallholders 
in Uboma, Eastern Nigeria 

Year No. of Area in Gross Return Cash Costs(b) Gross Margin
farmers ha N/ha N/ha N/ha 

1971/72 4451 0.24 168 
 277
 
1972/73 
 2 0.48 961 
 273 
 688
 
1973/74 
 4 1.01 918 
 262 
 656
 

(a) Telferia, okra, tomatoes, spinach.
(b) Includes costs of seeds, compost and chemicals.
 

Source: compiled by the author from Table 
5 in Appendix I. 

total area, and some villages have no valley bottoms at all. Valley bottomdevelopment probably deserves priority, but it is certainly not the only avenue 
for land use development. 

II. Modern Tree Crop Plantations 

Asian experience (1) also indicates that food crop production in the valleybottoms could be supplemented by tree crop productioi. on the upland, because
Priosion and leaching are much 
more easily reduced by tree crops than by annual or biannual crops. 
 The obvious choice for Eastern Nigeria would be the
planting of high-yielding varieties of oil palms: 

- New varieties mature earlier (3-4 years instead of 6-7 years).
 
- New varieties yield more bunches of fruit in kg 
per tree and 

the pericarp has a higher fat content (higher extraction rate: 
up to 22% (2). 

- New varieties are earlier to harvest. 

(1) See: HARWOOD, R.R. : The Resource Utilization Approach to Cropping
Systems Improvement. IRRI, Philippines, 1974. 

(2) WASTIE, P_... and EARP, D.A.: Advances in Oil Pa.!m Cultivation.
 
1.uala Lumpur, Malaysia, Nov. 1972, 
 p.5. 
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Table 43: Examples of Ol Pai, Yields in Tons of Fresh Fruit Bunches 
na/year 

Country: _ Ivory Coast Nigeria SumatraFarm type: smallholder smallholder estate estateVariety: wild palms n.a. Tenera TeneraYear: 
 1967 
 1969 
 1974 
 1975
Age of 
(a)

plantation
 

I2 
-


2
 
3. 


-
4 5.0 
-- 3.1 11.92.5 

6 6.20.5 19.45.0 
 9.3 22.57 0.9 
 7.0
8 11.11.4 25.0
9.5 
 13.0 
 25.8
9 1.8 
 10.5
10 14.82.2 26.1
10.5

11 14.8
2.8 26.0
10.5 
 14.8
12 26.0
2.8 
 10.5
13 14.8
2.8 26.0
10.5 
 14.8
14 n.a.2.8 
 :0.5 14.8
15 12.8 
 10.5 
 14.2
16 it2.8 
 10.5 
 14.2
17 ,,2.8 
 10.5


18 14.2
2.8 
 10.5
19 14.22.8 
 10.5
20 14.2
2.8 
 10.5

21 13.6
2.8 
 10.5 
 n.a.22 
 2.8 
 10.5

23 
 2.8 
 10.5

24 
 2.8 
 10.5
 

(a) Projection of the Commonwealth Development Corporation. 
Source: Wild palms and Ivory Coast: RUTHENBERG, H.: Farming Systems,

2nd ed., op.cit.Nigeria and Sumatra: WALKER, H.: Die wirtschaftlichedes technischen Fortschritts im palmanbau, 
Bedeutung 

Universittit Hohenheim, unpublished thesis, 1976, p. 17. 
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- The extraction efficiency is increased through oil palm presses 
(20-45% more oil in comparison with processing by hand). 

Yield data from wild and improved oil palm varieties in different regions 
show that the yield from new varieties is more than four times higher than 
from the traditional type. 

The very high yield in Sumatra is not only due to high fertilizer inputs and 
careful husbandry but also to very favourable climatic and edaphic conditions. 

Information collected during the survey indicates that modern oil-palms are 
a competitive crop in the area. 

In Table 44 the gross return and labour productivity of a smallholder's plan
tation (which 	was established in 1964) are listed. A total yield of 8 tons of 
fruit bunches pir ha per year was realised without mineral fertilizer or a 
cover crop, but underbrushing was performed twice a year. 

Table 44: 	 Economic Return and Productivity from a Smallholder's 
Oil-palm 'lantation in Eastern Nigeria, 1974/75 

Total plantation per ha 
(3.6 ha) 

Yield of FFB in tons/year 28.8 	 8.0 

Gross return 	(M) (a) 713 198 

Labour input 	(man-hours) 1260 350
 

Labour productivity 
(gross return/man-hour) (M) 0.57 

(a) Prices: palm oil N 250 per ton; palm kernels N 100 per ton. 

Source: 	 LAGEMANN, J.: Case Study from a smallholding with oil palm in 
Eastern Nigeria, IITA, Ibadan, Nigeria, 1975. 
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Gross returns of oil palms in the case 
traditional farming 

study are lower than gross returns ofin the area (compare Table 14), but itthat no fertilizer is 
has to be consideredused and that hand extraction is practised. Withtechniques moderngross returns should be about two to three times higher.the return per hour However,of work is several times higher. Oil palms in the casestudy yielded Naira 0.57 per man hour, compared with Naira 0.11-0.23 perman hour in the outer fields of the survey villages (see Table 27).tion of modern oil palms on A combina

the upland and intensive farming in the valley bottoms would allow high labour productivity with tree crops and much employ
ment in the valley bottoms. 

The data indicate that improvements in the smallholders situation are possiblewith the given technology and that a further increase might be expected. How
ever, 

'under traditional conditions the 
system is leading towards the com
petition for land between an extending
plantation of modern oil palms for 
cash and the requirements for fallow
land to maintain yield levels of food 
crops". (i) 

These observations are very important
farms in high population density areas, whereare small and only a few farmers are
interculture of cassava, 

able to grow oil palms without theyams, maize and other crops whichthe traditional (wild) oil palms. 
is practised with
The 75 survey farmers were 
asked whether
they intended to increase the number of oil palms (improved variety). 
 The results show that only in the low density village wereinclined most of the farmers (76 %)to establish small plantations, which would be on average 0.7 ha
(see Table 45).
 

More areas could be planted with oil palms if arable crop production could beintensified and cultivated on smaller fields. 

A major constraint to implementing small plantations isfarm land. It the fragmentation ofseems obvious that a land consolidation prugramme is necessaryin the area before modern trees can be introduced on a larger scale.it is a difficult undertaking it has been proved in the survey area 
Although 

solidation is possible when that land conintegrated with other agricultural programmes (2).
(i) RUTHENBERG, H. : Farming Systems, 2nd edition, p. 107.(2) See: ANTHONIO, Q.B.O. and IJERE, M.O.: op.cit.,p.27. A detaileddescription of the impact of fragmentation of farm landduction is on agricultural progiven by: JOHNSON, V.C.: Land Tenure and Agricultural Developmentin Nigeria, op.cit. 

http:op.cit.,p.27
http:0.11-0.23
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Table 45: Farmers' Intentions to Plant Improved Oil Palms in Three 
Villages in Eastern Nigeria, 1974/75 

Village Yes No Total No. Average 
of Oil Palms 

Okwe (L) 76 % 24% 1870 98 

Umuokile (M) 24 %(a) 76% 202 34 

Owerre-
Ebeiri (H) 24 % 76% 283 47 

(a) 	 The large number of women as heads of household decreased this figure. 
They said: "It is not within the power of women to plant trees". In other 

words: trees are inherited through the patrilinear system. 

Source: compiled by the author. 

III. Improvement of Arable Crop Production Techniques 

Valley bottom development and the planting of high-yielding tree crops can be 

based on established procedures, which have shown their effectiveness in a 
great number of cases with similar natural and economic conditions, as for 
instance in Ivory Coast. The improvement of arable upland farming in open 
fields seems to be a much more difficult proposition due to soil fertility 

problems. Agricultural research is now supplying a number of innovations 
which may be applicable in the area: (1) 

- High-yielding maize varieties (with a taste which is preferred by 
the local farmers) have been identified and tested during the 

NAFPP Programme. The yield of improved varieties was about 
55% superior to that of the local cultivar. 

- Improved clones of cassava are available which ensure high 

productivity in farmers' fields, even in areas of high disease 

(1) 	 Improvements identified by the International Institute of Tropical Agri
culture, IITA, lbadan, Nigeria. 
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hazard. (Resistance to both cassava mosaic disease (CMO)
and cassava bacterial blight (CBB) disease was as stable in 
an area with high rainfall and sandy soils as in many other en
vironments). 

- Although still in the development phase, yams can be produced
from seeds instead of using a seed tuber from previous harvests. 
This improvement decreases the costs of yam production and 
might reverse the declining cultivation of the traditional staple 
crop. 

The yield increasing capacity of improved maize varieties has been established 
in a number of cases. An experiment with modern maize production techniques 
was therefore part of this survey. 

Sixty-eight farmers in the three survey villages grew sole crop maize using
"improved" production practices. The modal class of maize yields obtained
by the farmers diminished from 3-4 tons/ha to under one ton/ha on the most
 
depleted soils. The distributions of the maize yields in the three survey
 
villages are shown in Fig. 29. 

The decline of both modal and average yields is consistent with the observa
tions from the traditional system 
and indicates that mineral fertilizer has
little or no effect when the fallow period is very short: (1) modern techniques
yield very low returns on land that has been overcropped as in Owerre-Ebeiri
 
(H). 
 To determine the relevance of the technology requires an assessment of
how much better off the farmer would be by using the new technology as op
posed to his traditional systems. When allowances were 
made for the pro
duction foregone (2) 
 due to the farmer's not following his traditional system
of intercropping, it was estimated that 19, 17 and 74 per cent (3) of thefarmers in the low, medium and high population villages respectively would 
have been worse off using the capital intensive technology rather than his cur
rent, relatively low-cost system of production. Thus, if the farmers had to 
pay for all inputs, it is unlikely that the technology would find general adop
:ion in the regions - particularly in the areas with the most impoverished 
soils. 

(1) The low base saturation (50%) of soils in Owerre-Ebeiri (H) is probably
responsible for the low yield. The added N, P, K fertilizers showed little 
response as Ca + Mg remained deficient. 

(2) The farmers are foregoing the revenue from their traditional maize,eguisi 
(melon) or groundnut and yams. Cassava could be still planted when the 
maize was harvested. 

(3) FLINN, J.G. and LAGEMANN, J.: ibid. p.11. 
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Fig. 29: Distributions of Maize Yields in Three Villages in
 
Eastern Nigeria, 1975
 

Village/Population Density
 

low medium high

R=2.657 t/ha R=2.380 t/ha R=1.037 t/ha
 

(n=21) (n=24) (n=23)
 

60
 

40
 

20. 

1 3 4 5 2 3 4 5 12 3 4 5
 

Class Yield range (tons/ha 
1 0 to 0.99 
2 1.00 to 1.99 
3 2.00 to 2.99 
4 3.00 to 3.99 
5 > 4.00 

Source: 	 FLINN, J.C. and LAGEMANN, J.: Experiences in Growing Mal , 
op.cit., p.6. 

In addition it has to be considered that improved crop production with sole 
stands may not be appropriate under the conditions which prevail in Eastern 
Nigeria. Table 46 shows that most farmers prefer intercropping to sole 
cropping.
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Table 46: Reasons Advanced by Farmers for Preferring Intercropping
as Opposed to Sole Cropping 

Reason 
Number of responses in each village (a)H M L 

Varied food supply over time 

Limited land 

Labour efficiency 

Make more money 

Risk aversion 

Other (b) 

9 

is 

9 

7 

3 

6 

17 

13 

8 

5 

6 

3 

10 

11 

5 

9 

4 

0 
(a) Most farmers gave more than one reason.(b) Conserves the soil, because of tradition, do not know.Source: FLINN, J.C. and LAGEMANN, J.: ibid. p.20. 

A varied food supply throughout the year andland were the most 
a high output from the limitedimportant reasons given by farmers. (1) 

Initial results from experiments carried out at IITAtercropping seemis more productive and better adapted 
to indicate that in

ditions. Table 47 to the smallholders,IConshows that there were significant differences in the calorie
values of the different crop combinations,
maize-melon-cassava with the highest value observedcrop combinations where the 

in 
cassava was planted inJune. 

An increase in arable crop production with new varieties and purchased in
puts but still within the bush fallow system may offering output and productivity, some scope for increasbut the evidence so far is not convincing. In areas 

(1) The preferences for intercropping are consistent with those reported elsewhere.
See: NORMAN, D.W. : The rationalisation of a crop mixture strateg,ado e farmers u nd I enous conditionsNigeria, the examplein: of NorthernJournal of Development Studies, 11: I,PARKER, pp. 3-21,N. : 1,nercropin, Oct. 1974;B.Sc.Honours Thesis, University of Reading,Reading, May, 1969. 
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Table 47: Total Dry Weight Yields, Calorie Values of Maize and MelonRelay Cropped with Cassava with Different Crop Combinations 
and Dates of Cassava Planting in 1974/75 

Treatments Total Calorie 1Cassava planting: 16th day l Maize Melon Cassava Total
of each month indicated Yield

t/ha 
1 Maize alone (April) 4.49 16.03 .. .. 16.032 Melon alone 1.02 . 0.53 .. 0.533 Cassava alone 14.95 . . . 39.77 39.774 Maize/Melon 4.66 16.60 0.03 • 16.635 Maize/Cassava' 15.17 16.42 .. 28.12 44.546 Maize/Melon/Cassava (April) 16.15 14.96 0.04 31.79 46.797 Cassava alone (May) 
 15.79 .. .. 42.00 42.008 Maize/Cassava 15.63 17.28 . 28.70 45.989 Maize/Melon/Cassava (May) 15.96 15.21 0.10 31.07 46.3810 Cassava alone (June) 
 11.84 .. .. 31.49 31.4911 Maize/Cassava 16.59 16.92 .. 31.52 48.4412 Maize/Melon/Cassava (June) 23.73 16.39 0.07 50.89 67.3513 Cassava alone (July) 10.47 27.85 27.8514 Maize/Cassava 

.. .. 

" 14.15 16.39 .. 25.43 41.8215 Maize/Melon/Cassava (July) 12.99 17.74 0.04 21.12 38.9016 Cassava alone (August) 7.46 .. 19.84 19.8417 Maize/Cassava ,, 11.73 16.07 
.. 

• 19.23 35.3018 Maize/Melon/Cassava (Aug.) 10.30 15.82 0.16 15.53 31.51 

Source: IITA, Annual Report, 1975. 

with very depleted soils it is ur'' kely to succeed, and it would require varieties which are particularly suited to acid soils. It is assumed that this avenueof development is unlikely to find a great number of ready adopters. (1) Itseems much more likely that the adoption of modern crop production techniques,in particular with mineral fertilizer application, is tied to a change in the 
system. 

(1) It seems to be only a bhort-term solution, and this only for specific
 
areas.
 



(1) 

(2) 

(3) 
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IV. Re lacementof the FallowS stem b Permanent Cultivation S stems 

Closely related to the question of whichland cropping is that innovations would improve arablesystems. (1) up-The survey showed 
of a change from fallow systems to permanentfallowing cultivationto such 

that farmers in high density areas reducedseverely reduced. 
a degree that the fertility restoring capacity of aThe Possible answer seems fallow wasbush fallowing with to be to replace the remainingwhich 


a soil fertility restoring type of permanent cultivation,

would imply multiple cropping. (2) Past effortscropping systems in the 

to develop permanent
area failed. 

A new effort was made with minimummulching. Experiments tillage techniques, which rely on heavyat IITA 
mulching 

during recent years indicate the importanceunder tropical conditions of(see Table 48):The continuous maize plot (with
contains considerably less "active 
residue return) after 2 1/2 
yearsmatter"bush and grass fallow plots as 

compared with theindicatedC and primary reserve N. 
by the results for biomassHowever,return contains three 

the plot of maizetimes with residuemore "active organic matter"the maize plot where crop residue than
Ca, was removed.Mg and K contents follow the 

The exchangeable 
same trend. Soilgrass plots contains the highest from Guineaamount of exchangeable K.

results clearly demonstrate the necessity of the return of plant
 
residues to tropical 


These 
soil in order to maintain its productivity. "(3) 

REHM, S. argues 

alone are 

that high yielding varieties
not sufficient and mineral fertilizer
tropics. to increase agricultural productivity 
 in the humid
 

He stresses the importance of mulching and the suitability of
 
tree crops under high rainfall conditions.duktivitdtin ren In: Landwirtschaftlicheichn Troenldndern, Pro

in: Umschau 73, Heft 2,PP. 44-48. 193,
 
Permanent cultivation in Taiwan 
 "...iswith organic and based onmineral fertilizers, an intensive fertilizingsion control, supplemented
and careful cultivation. by measures for erofor example In other densely populated areas, in Java and in the West Indies,sweet potatoes) root-crop systemshave Principally developed, (manioc,rious andtree crops". are associatedSee: RUTHENBERG, with va-H.:S 

op.cit., P. 104. 
1st ed., 

LAL, R.: Role Of mulchiTechnu 
ical Soil and Water Mana 

NO1, IITA, inITechniaalbadan, Nigeria,Soul aonWatoerManiae1975, p.31. 
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Table 48: Biomass and Nutrient Status of Surface Soils (0-15 cm) underBush Fallow and Continuous Maize after two and a half Years (a) 

Bio- PRN Organ- Exch.bases me/ Bray Field 
Treatment mass (b) ic

C lOOg moisture% C Ca Mg K P % ppm 
ppm 

Bush regrowth 337 3.50 1.46 6.80 2.43 0.53 14 25.8 
Panicum maximum 372 3.30 1.68 8.20 2.09 0.96 27 19.8 

Maize return 
residue (a) 
 184 2.60 1.41 
 4.80 1.05 
0.41 65 
 16.5
 

Maize remove
 
residue (a) 
 58 0.91 1.09 3.10 0.48 0.12 22 13.2 

(a) Soil samples were taken in May 1974 for biomass measurements,
only one replication of the plots was 

and 
sampled as indicated by Plot No.Fertilizers were applied to G and H plots at rates of 150 kg N, 60 kg

P205 and 30 K90 per hectare per season. 
(b) PRN - Primary Reserve N, expressed as % of total N.
 
Source: 
 ITTA, AnnualReport, 1974, p.52. 

Experimental results have showi that at present only maize produces enoughmulching material to cover the sofl and to redt.ce significantlyof nutrients. The the leachingmore humid the climate and the more sandy the soil the
higher has to be the mulch quantity applied to the fields. 
 The situation is similar on slopes where run-off, soil and nutrient losses
soil is not covered (see Table 49). Mulch 
are high when the
 

rates of 6 tons/ha/year 
are necessary to minimize the effect of rainfall.
 

The essential factor is the maintenance of the well developedsurface aggregation due to the activities of worms and othersoil animals, ensuring rapid infiltration of water, and theprotection of the soil surface against raindrop impact by the 
mulch of plant residues." (1) 

(1) GREENLAND, D.J. : Bringing theGreen Revolution to the Shifting Cul
tivator, op.cit., p.7. 
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Table 49: Effect of Rate of Mulch on Run-Off and Soil Loss. 
Total rainfall = 64 mm 

Mulch rate Slope (%)
(tons/ha) Mean Percentage1 5 10 15 of rainfall 

Run-off (mm) 
0 12.0 14.8 10.4 1443 13.0 20 
2 1.3 6.2 6.0 5.7 4.8 8 
4 
 0.4 1.5 3.6 
 3.3 
 2.2 
 3
 
6 0.0 0.7 1.9 1.8 1.1 2 

Soil loss (tons/ha)
0 0.48 12.19 27.06 12.25 13.00
 
2 
 0.01 3.49 0.82 0.64 1.24 
4 
 0.00 0.67 0.11 
 0.31 0.27
 
6 0.00 0.16 0.03 0.08 
 0.07
 

Source: LAL, R.: op.cit., p.11. 

Other merits of mulch tillage reported by LAL (1) are:
 
- soil moisture storage is 
 superior to that of conventionally 

ploughed soils; 

- improvement in soil thermal regime;
 

- maintenance of soil structure;
 

- savings in labour and 
power (expensive machines);
 
- savings in time due 
to'quick preparing of seed beds;
 

- minimizing losses due to lodging;
 

- high fertilizer efficiency.
 

(1) LAL, R.: op.cit., p.31. 
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The combination of minimum tillage and intercropping seems to prevent erosion and to produce yields which are higher than from sole crops (see Table 
50). 

Table 50: Yields of Cowpea and Intercropped Cowpea and Maize under
Different Tillage Methods, IITA, Ibadan, Second Season, 1974 

Grain yield, kg/ha

Tillage method 
 Intercropping 

Sole Cowpea Cowpea Maize Total 

Ploughed and ridged 1185 665 1705 2370
 
Ploughed, flat bed 1274 725 
 1675 2300
 
Strip tillage 1538 
 1022 2337 3359 
Zero tillage 	 1649 941 2809 3750 

All 	 plots received 30 kg N/ha, 30 kg P/ha and 30 kg K/ha fertilizers. 

Source: Unpublished data of NANGJU, D., IITA, Ibadan. 

Despite these promising results it is necessary to bear in mind that the pre
requisite for the success of minimum tillage is the application of chemical 
inputs. High rates of fertil'-er are necessary to produce the required mulching
material. Insecticides are needed to decrease the risk due to insects, and are 
usually required to maintain luxurious growth of crops. (1) 

Chemical inputs can therefore be a substitute for the use of expensive machin
ery. The application of inputs is possible even on very small fields, and eco
nomies of scale are not pronounced compared with ploughing systems. 

(1) 	 GREENLAND, D.H. points out that pesticides might be avoided through
disease resistant material but "...a nutrier.t requirement is inescapsa:i,
because removal of phosphorus, and possibly other nutrients in productj
sold off the farm must be made good if satisfactory production is to be 
maintained". In: Bringing the Green Revolution to theSiifting Cultivator,
op.cit., p.8. 
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minimum 

Even though inductive reasoning and experimentaltillage techniques might produce 
work

arable cropping in the survey area, 

so far indicates thatan operational answer to modernstill in the stage of trial and error. 
it should not be overlooked that theyNothing is as areyet known A number of technical questionscal farming. Further, 

about costs and returns are open.the question of how 
under the conditions of practimulch production has 

to combine crop productionto be answered. andThe following alternativesworthwvhile seem toinvestigating: be 
- arable crop and 
mulch production


each other. on separate Plots but close toMulch production has to be very highsmall plot compared with the field with arable crops. 
on a relatively 

A production 
of 30 t mich/ha requires 25% of the total land available for arable 
crops for mulch production if 10 t mulch/ha ar, to be reapplied tothe crops, 

- trees with a cover crop alternatedof arable crops, e.g. 
with narrow

improved oil palm grcwn 
but long stripswith a mulch cover, in monoculturewhich servesoutputs from oil palms can 

two purposes: firstly highquantities be expected,of mulch will and secondly largebe produced which isfields. Mechanized production would 
applied to nearby

be Possible duetivation in long strips. 
to the cul-

Firstly, arable crops have
covers to be grown in
the soil throughout an intercropping 
system whichthe rainy season, and secondly crops with 

nitrogen fixing capacity (1) and with large quantities of residues 
a high

included in the should bemixture. 

The two latter points 
seem
which has to to be very difficult to realize because
be included in the mixtureavailable throughout as it is cassava 

the year - cannot the major staple food cropsupply nitrogen to andlittle or no quantities of mulching material. 
the soil and provides 

Besides the Problem of procuring enough mulch,tivation systems it is obvious that these cul
are labour and capital intensive,in research stations, as well as under farmers, 

and long-term experiments
conditions, have to show 

(1) KRANTZ, B.A. points out thata legume "a non-legumewould tend to r grown in association withthe legume and thus 
.j the soil nitrogen level in the root
creased''. the total nitrogen fixation of the system would 

zone
In: Cropin of 
tural Patterns forodup tion n creasing be inthe sttabilizi.....mi trop andd. cs.m-arid ire a.Andics ICRISAT, ia aScuiIndia u -P. 2 6 . unae)"
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whether these possibilities provide a high productivity of land and labour.search is still facing the task of finding: 
Re

" continuous cropping systems, which make the best use of the en
vironmental potential, which can be realized with the technology
available and which either are adapted to the farmers and the 
existing infrastructure or which are so rewarding that a change
of the behavioural functions and of infrastructures can be ex
pected". (1) 

V. Improvement and Expansion of Multi-storey Cropping in Compound 
Farming 

Continuous cultivation throughout the year has proved its value in the surveyarea when tree and arable crops are combined in a multi-storey system and
the land receives large quantities of organic material. 
 The land use system of
compound farming resembles the ecological conditions of a tropical forest and 
has therefore the following advantages: 

- Leaves of tree and arable crops can assimilate throughout the 
year. Solar energy is used at various levels of the storey.

"Intercropping combinations generally develop 
a higher leaf 
area index and cover the ground more rapidly than do plants
in monoculture." (2) Soil temperature is therefore optimal
and the subsoil has a good moisture content. 

- Growth of weeds is suppressed by the close cover of the leaf 
canopy.
 

- Negative effects of heavy rainfall are minimized in a multi
storey system. The roots of tree and arable crops at various
 
depths can absorb moisture and nutrients effectively.
 

- Crops, 
 fruits and fibre are produced throughout the year and 
serve the requirements of the households. 

(1) RUTHENBERG, H. : Some Consideration about the Design of Experimental
Work with Farming Systems at IITA, Ibadan, Nigeria, 1973, p.9. 

(2) HERRERA, W.T. and HARWOOD, R.R.: Cr,.. nterrelationships in In
tensive Cropping Systems, IRRI, Philippines, i973, p.7. 
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- Nutrients supplied by fertilizers are used efficiently due 
to the dense root system. 

An example of how to increase production on land around the homestead is 
given by the Wahaya farmers in the region of Bukoba in Tanzania: 

"Year by year, the new homestead is gradually extended, 
domestic refuse and mulch contribute to the soil's fertili
ty which slowly improves. Eventually the bananas grow 
more strongly, producing increasing yields. If the owner of 
the new homestead has got any cattle,their dung is used as 
manure for the bananas, so as to accelerate the growth of 
fertility. In this way, in the course of a decade, a new grove 
is built up, with clearly noticeable zones of soil fertility 
which decreases towards the periphery. Bordering this grove, 
one usually finds some land the fertility of which needs build
ing up first before it can be expected to produce any 'Kelds. 
The expansion of the new homestead comes to an end when it 
reaches the limit of other new plots in the neighbourhood or 
stretches of land of such low fertility that their inclusion 
would serve no purpose. In this manner, spread out in 
the grassland landscape around Bukoba, whole blocks of 
banana-groves have come into existence." (1) 

Improvements and expansion of compounds are possibly avenues for the de
velopment of the Eastern Nigerian farming system which would find interested 
adopters, in particular in parL-time farming areas. The provision of nutrients 
seems to be of crucial importance, and the following approaches could help: 

Mineral fertilizer 

Mineral fertilizer is seldom used by small-scale farmers in the 
survey area. High yields require high rates of fertilizer, since the 
crops removed from the plots contain in themselves large quan
tities of nutrients. Fertilizer will be used effectively, since the 
soil is not open to rainfall and sunshine and the deep rooting system 
can reactivate nutrients which otherwise would be lost. Trees 
especially serve as "nutrient pumps" under high rainfall condi
tions. Some information is needed about the compounds' output 
response to fertilizer. With mineral fertilizer the compounds 
would also produce more mulching material. 

(i) TRIEDRICH, K.H.: Coffee-Banana Holdings at Bukoba, in: RUTHENBERG, 
H.: Smallholder Farming and Smallholder Development in Tanzania, 
Afrika Studien Nr.24, Minchen, 1968, pp. 188 et seq. 
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Animal manure 

Livestock production is an important source of manure and 
could be extended. The prevailing input-output prices for chickens 
makes egg production very profitable (1), and this when feed was 
purchased. Similar conditions seem to exist with goat production(2),
but no data are available for this type of livestock. The proposi
tion of extending livestock relying on purchased feed creates the 
possibility of purchasing fertility from other areas where it is 
ample and/or cheaper to produce. 
Experience in densely populated areas in Asia indicates that the 
fertility status of compounds can be significantly improved by
importing feeds for livestock and by fertilizing with the nutrients 
made available with the manure. 

Household refuse 

Instead of applying the refuse directly to the plot, it would be
better to prepare compost heaps to which lime is added at 
regular intervals. 

The 	concentration of production on a small area leads therefore to a vigorous
growth of all plants which cover the soil and prevent erosion and leaching of
available nutrients. Weed growth is reduced and minimises the use of her
bicides. (3) The potential effect of insects and pests isrelatively low when 
different crops are grown on one field. Thus, small quantities of chemical
inputs are sufficient, which indicates that the multi-storey system could be 
an efficient user of these modern inputs. In respect of the labour input, it 
has been shown that continuous cropping on a small area is well suited to the 
requirements of part-time agriculture. 

(1) 	 See Appendix I. 

(2) Further research in goat production under smallholder conditions seems 
to be a relevant proposition. See also: OBI, J.K. and TULEY, P. : op.
cit., p.11. 

(3) 	 Experiments at IRRI showed that "Imperata cylindrica, which is common 
throughout the tropics, is highly sensitive to shading". See: HARWOOD,
R.R. : The Concepts of Multiple Cropping: An introduction to the prin
ciples of cropping systems design, IRRI, Philippines, 1973, pp.9 and 

RG, 13. 
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Labour productivity on established compounds is high (1).
Data collected from 88 compound plots in two villages prove 
that the opposite is the case and this without improved tech
nology (see p.93). A reasonable explanation of the high
labour productivity is that once the compounds have been 
established and fertility of the soil is improved, they pro
vide very high and steady yields with relatively little and 
easy wLrk.
 

- The labour input is distributed over the whole year; labour 
peaks are not as pronounced as in more extensive systems. 

- The crops needed daily (e.g. vegetables) are produced close 
to the house, which saves a lot of time. 

Minor operations can be conducted when the farmers return 
from off-farm employment, and these activities might not 
be regarded as tedious work but as an agreeable change in 
the daily activities. It is worth mentioning that work under 
the shade of trees is more comfortable than in the open fields. 

Most of the agricultural research up to now has focused on sole stands and 
open fields. The idea of developing varieties which fit into the crop combina
tion of a multi-storey physiognomy is relatively recent. There is reason to 
assume that compound output could be Fignificantly improved by varieties
which are especially developed to fit into 'he system with regard to light, 
shade tolerance, vegetation cycle and nutrient requirements. The potential
of multi-storey physiognomies is very high, and the environmental benefits 
of this type of land use for the humid tropics are obvious. 

(1) 	 Similar information is reported for the banana-coffee groves at Bukoba/
Tanzania. See: FRIEDRICH, K.H.: Coffee-Banana Holdings at Bukoba, 
op.cit., p.203. 
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VI. Conclusions 

From innovations which are ready for adoption and even more from recent 
improvements made by research stations, a significant increase in agricul
tural production appears to be possible. The discrepancy between potential 
production and reality is wider than ever before. New varieties are available 
which produce two to three times as much as traditional species (e.g. oil 
palms, rice). Even higher yielding are intercropping or multi-storey systems, 
which make the best use of the solar energy throughout the year. Tree crops 
are particularly suited to upland soils under humid conditions. They conserve 
soil fertility and in terms of calories per ha and year produce much more than 
annual crops. Yield variations are lower than in the case of arable crops, be
cause their deeper rooting system uses water and nutrients more efficiently. 

Permanent cultivation with arable crops is only possible when large quanti
ties of organic material are applied to those crops. High yields arp required 
to arrive at balanced farming systems, and without mineral fertilizer it does 
not seem possible to procure enough mulch to increase the yield of arable 
crops. Most of the "improved practices" are, at present, the results of agri
cultural research stations, and it seems necessary to start a realistic testing 
and modification of technology under farmers' conditions to ensure that the 
new methods have a good chance of being adopted. 

Problems with the proposed "high input" system compared with the traditional 
"low cost" system may be encountered from the economic point of view. The 
labour and capital inputs are high, and it is difficult to assess at this stage 
whether the return per hour of work is attractive enough to the farmers. 
Other problems lie in the transfer of technology, in the timely supply of the 
necessary inputs, marketing and processing of products and in the poor in
frastructure of the area. Tackling these problems has to be combined with 
high prices for agricultural products and low pr.:es for the inputs. (1) 

The essence of these arguments is that technical solutions are very important 
prerequisites for a change in the farming system but their implementation 
requires institutions and policies which make it attractive to small farmers 
to increase their production. 

(1) 	 This implies a policy which is in contrast to the (short-term) interests 
of citizens in urban areas, who are interested in low prices. The importa
tion of large quantities of agricultural products holds down the prices 
artificially, encoi:,-ages migration from rural to urban areas and increases 
the slums in the cities. 
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APPENDIX I: A Case Study: Uboma(t) 

1. Introduction 

The Uboma Rural Development Project(2) (URDP) was selected for a case 
study for three main reasons: 

- An evaluation of the project was possible as detailed informa
tion was available related to the traditional system of culti
vation in the same agro-ecological zone.
 

- The project improved the welfare of smallholders living in
 
a typical rural environment.
 

- The project with its organisation, development programmes
 
and monetary costs may be duplicated elsewhere in the
 
country.
 

2. Description of the Proiect 

a) Objectives 

The objectives of the URDP were directed to the needs and capabilities of the 
people in the project area. These foci were identified during a socio-economic 
and nutritional survey (3) conducted prior to the start of the technical assist
ance programme in 1965. The general objectives of the Uboma project can be 
summarised as follows: 

- to achieve an adequate supply of food; 

- to increase the income from cash crops; 

(I) This case study draws heavily on the paper: "Increasing Production 
through Rural Development Projects: Uboma" by LAGEMANN, J., IITA, 
Jan. 1976 (quoted in the following as LAGEMANN, J. : Uboma). 

(2) Uboma is situated about 19 km north-east of Umuahia (E.C.S. of Nigeria) 

on the east side of the main Umuahia-Okigwe road. The physical environ
ment of the project area is described by OLUWASANMI, H. A., DEMA,1. 
S. and others: Uboma - A Socio-Economic and Nutritional Survey in a 
rural Community in Eastern Nigeria. The world land use survey, occa
sional papers, No.6, 1966. 

(3) See: OLUWASANMI, H. k., DEMA, I.S. and others: ibid. 

Previous Page Blank
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- the conservation of the natural resources; 

- the achievement of economic stability and adequate social
 
services (1).
 

The 	project had and has the goal of fulfilling the objectives by identifying the
appropriate technology, by technical advice and by organising the supply of 
needed inputs. "It is hoped (by the project management) to teach people living
in rural areas how to raise their standard of living by their own efforts using
their own resources of manpower and material" (2). 

b) 	 Organisation 

The project team, viz an agronomist (project leader), an agricultural assist
ant, 	 a cooperative inspector (junior staff), a driver and a clerk, is respon
sible for some 45,000 people living in an 
area of about 65 square km (3). The
agronomist who lives in the project area is responsible for all activities, and 
hence in a large way for the success of the project. His salary and promotion 
is based on project performance. 

The project team seeks the cooperation of research organisations (4) from
 
which 
 they get improved practices that are tested and modified to identify
propriate technology for the local conditions before the farmers are 

ap
advised 

to adopt them. The implementation of the programme is mainly done through
the traditional social organisations. Fig. I shows the information flow in the 
project. 

(I) 	 See: EZEILO, W.N.O. in: OLUWASANMI, H.A., DEMA, I.S. and others, 
ibid., p. 105. 

(2) 	 OFFOR, R.O.M. (Project manager at Uboma): An Address Presented on 
the Occasion of Uboma Farmers' Day 	held on the 22nd of March, 1975. 

(3) 	 The estimated population density is about 700 persons/per square km. 
(4) 	 E.g. with F.A.R.T.S. at Umudike, IITA at Ibadan and various univer

sities. 
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Fig. 1: Information Flow in the Uboma Project 

Research B Project Barmers
 

Organisations Team C Organi3ations 

A = collection of information (What are the needE?)
 

B = technical advice through improved practices
 

C = feedback
 

Source: LAGEMANN, J.: Uboma, op.cit., p.4. 

3. Economics of Major Activities 

Two kinds of crops out of the whole range cf antivities (see Table 1) play the 
most important roles in the project: Oil palm and wet rice. During the past 
years, the wet rice production has been combined with dry season veg tablt' 
production (rainy season: wet rice; dry season: vegetables). The technology 
employed to produce these crops is simple and feasible for the small scale 
farmers, and - just as important - there were no difficulties in marketing 
the output at remunerative prices. Furthermore, declining soil fertility (due 
to continuous cultivation) is not a problem in valley bottoms. 

Pineapple production and poultry keeping also seem to be promising enter
prises. Production costs and benefits are listed on pages 159-160 for these 
two latter activities. 

a) Oil Palm Production 

Most of the improved oil palm seedlings were planted in 1965-1967 prior to 
the Civil War. The major constraints in increasing oil palm production was 
the supply of improved varieties from the Nigerian Institute for Oil Palm Re
search (NIFOR). 



Table 1: List of Activities: Uboma, East Central State Projects 

Year 1964 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 

Wet rice(hectarage) - 0.8 3.2 15.4 275.3 295.5 325.9 643.7 643.8 647.8 657.9 657.9 

Dry season vege
tables (valley
bottoms) (hectarage) 

Pineapples (stands) 
suckers distributed 
each year 

-

500 

-

12000 

0.8 

14540 

1.2 

14540 

1.4 

227 

10.1 

1000 

12.1 

3000 

13.0 

3500 

32.4 

3890 

35.6 

17228 

40.5 

15200 

40.5 

-
Budded orange
(stands) (cumulative) 

Modern oil palms 
(hectarage)
(cumulative) 

Fish ponds(hectarage) 

Fertilizer use (tons) 

Pesticide use (kg) 

Total share capital 
of Co-operative
Societies (N) 

Poultry (birds) 

Pigs 

29 

15.4 

0.4 

-

-

200 

-

479 

85.0 

3.2 

1.35 

44.1 

120 

200 

12 

1050 

221.9 

3.2 

2.6 

81.8 

1636 

200 

27 

1508 

315 

11.7 

3.8 

109.1 

3450 

200 

35 

1735 

315 

11.7 

2.5 

58.2 

3450 

200 

63 

1735 

315 

11.7 

0.6 

-

3450 

200 

79 

1735 

344.2 

11.7 

0.1 

77.7 

7600 

200 

93 

1735 

344.2 

11.7 

5.8 

121.4 

10524 

975 

108 

1735 

346.2 

11.9 

7.3 

181.4 

17450 

450 

42 

1935 

349.8 

12.0 

10.93 

250.9 

18880 

1500 

48 

2068 

364.4 

12.1 

14.7 

415.9 

18338 

2850 

54 

-

421.1 

-

-

-

-

2850 

-

Source: OFFOR, R.O.M., Project Manager at Uboma. 
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Returns from Oil Palm Production 

Up to now there have been no yield data available from plantations in Uboma 

itself (1). Hence data from other studies close to the Uboma area were used 

to estimate the output of oil palms. The increase in total gross return (Table 

2) during a period of four years is quite substantial. There are two factors 

involved: 

- The production of oil and kernels increases rapidly from the
 

5th to the 10th year after planting.
 

- Prices, mainly for oil palm, more than doubled during the
 

period under consideration.
 

Costs of Producing Oil Palm (2) 

The costs of labour for production and processing of the crop are the dominant 

costs involved in producing palm oil. The increase in labour costs over the 

years is mainly due to the higher wages paid to the labourers (3). 

Net Return and Increase through Project 

Although the net return was positive in all years and increased from year to 

year, the opportunity costs of the land under oil palms were higher than the 

net return in 1972 and 1973 (see Table 2). From there onwards farmers ob

tained a net return through the project activities. 

(I) 	 A detailed survey is being conducted at the moment by NIFOR to provide 
such information. Data are expected to be available at the end of 1977. 

(2) 	 All costs before 1972, establishment costs of plantings, etc., are ex
cluded from the calculation. These costs were taken into account during 

the evaluation of the period 1965-1971 by ANTHONIO, G.E.O. and 

IJERE, M.O.: Uboma Development Project 1964-1972,published by 

Shell International Petrol Ltd., Whitefriars Press, London, 1973. 

(3) 	 The labour costs include family and hired labour. 
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Table 2: Increase of Net Return through Improved Oil Palm 
Varieties in the Uboma project 

1972 1973 1974 1975 

Area under oil palms (ha) 346.2 349.8 364.4 421.1 

1. Returns 
yield of bunches int(1) 1130 1989 2703 3081 
yield of palm oil in t 132 233 316 352 
price per t of palm oil in N 115 155 230 280 
gross return from oil in N 15204 36078 72747 98543 
yield of kernels in t 50.9 89.5 121.7 138.6 
gross return from kernels in N 3560 7160 10949 13860 
Total gross return 18754 43238 83696 112403 

2. Costs 
total man-days (2) 17300 17500 18200 21050 
labour cost p. man-day in N 0.60 0.70 0.80 1.00 
total labour cost inN 10380 12250 14560 21050 
processing costs (3) 3560 7160 10949 13860 
fertilizer (N 5.40 p.ha) 1868 1890 1966 2273 
Total costs 15808 21300 27475 37183 

3. Net return in N 2956 21930 56221 75220 

4. Increase in Net Return through Project 
opportunity costs in N/ha (4) 80 90 100 110 
Total opportunity costs in N 27680 31500 36400 46310 

Increase/decrease through project -24724 -9562 19821 28910 

Source: LAGEMANN, J.: Uboma, op.cit., p.7. 

(1) 	 Yields are estimated at 0.45 t in 5th year, 1.0t in 6th year, 2.8 t in 7th 
year,5.6 t in 8th year, 7.3 t in 9th year and from 10th year onwards 8 t/ha. 
See: Western State of Nigeria: Production, Production Requirements, Costs 
and Returns of Crops: Southern Rain Forest Zone,Agr. Project Planning 
and Marketing Division. 
A yield of 8 t/ha was also recorded from a smailholder's plantation in 
Okwe (L). See: LAGEMANN, J.: Case Study from a Smallholding with 
Oil Palm in Eastern Nigeria. IITA, 1975. 

(2) 	 50 days per ha are estimated.See: Western State of Nigeria,op.cit.,p.76; 
NWACHUKWO, S.O.: A Multi-period Linear Programming Model for an 
Economic Evaluation of Cocoa/Oil Palm Settlement Holding in Nigeria. 
University of Guelph. 

(3) 	 No data on processing costs are available. It is estimated that the value 
of the kernels will cover all processing costs. 

(4) 	 Opportunity costs are annual net returns from the traditional bush fallow system. 

http:Nigeria,op.cit.,p.76
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b) 	 Rice Production (wet rice) 

The significant increase in rice production is clearly shown by the rapid in
crease of land under rice cultivation. Rice was almost unknown in Ui 'ma 
prior to the project. The project started in 1965 with an area of 0.8 ha if 
rice. Ten years later the area under rice reached about 640 ha. 

In 1974 detailed input-output data were collected by OFFOR from a 1.21 ha 
rice field. The resulting costs and returns are listed in Table 3. The net re
turn was N 413.00 from the field or N 341.00 per ha. If family labour costs 
were deducted, the profit was reduced to (about) N 250.00 per ha (1). 

Table 3: Input-Output Data of Wet Rice Production in Uboma 

Operation 	 Cost (N) Area(ha) Cost/ha (N) 

Clearing 	 54.00 1.21 44.63 
Raking 	 16.00 1.21 13.22 
Tilling 	 55.80 1.21 46.12 
Transplanting 	 63.60 1.21 52.56 
Weeding 	 16.90 1.21 13.97 
Harvesting 	 101.60 1.21 83.97 
Seed 	 12.60 1.21 10.41 
Fertilizer (kg/ha) 	 10.00 1.21 8.26 

Total (approx.) 	 330.00 273.00 

Yield Yield/ha Value of Value of Net return Net return p.ha 
kg kg yield N yield/ha N N N 

3745.5 3095.5 743.00 614.00 413.00 341.00
 

Notes: a) Cost of family labour and meals given to hired labour were not 
included.
 

b) Labour rate was 60 k/man and 30 k/woman plus two meals/day. 

Source: OFFOR, R. M.C. , Project Manager at Uboma. 

(1) 	 The net return is very similar to the data collected at a rice experiment 
in Okwe (L), some 40 km away from Uboma. 
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The irrigation system allows (on an area of 100 ha)per year, two rice crops to be grownwhich increases the net return per ha/year to N 682.00 or, if thecost of family labour is considered, to N 500.00 per ha/year.
 

The production of rice within an 
irrigation system, in addition to the tremendous profit from rice, brought the following advantages to the smallholders: 
- possibility of continuous cultivation throughout the year on thevalley bottoms (without a decline in soil fertility); 
- reduction in yield fluctuations due to water control;
 
- concentration 
of production on a small area, which saves a lot

of time speat walking to and from various fields; 
- employment throughout the year for the farmers themselvesand creation of employment for other people who are eitherunemployed or under-employed (see Table 4 "Total labour costs"is income for a large number of people); 
- generated additional employment for millers, transporters, etc. 

c) Vegetable Production 

Farmers in Uboma became the main suppliers of off-season vegetables forthe surrounding local markets and - even more important - for the urbanmarket in Umuahia. The high prices of off-season vegetablesincentive for created thethe farmers to produce vegetables insteadseason on their of rice in the offirrigated fields. In 1973/74 about 40 ha were grown with
vegetables. 

The data on vegetable production (see Table 5)during were collected by OFFORthe period 1971-1974. In assessing the increasevegetables, in net returnit is assumed fromthat the net return per ha does not change over
the period. 

Table 6 shows the increase in net return through vegetable production. 
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Table 4: Total Return, of Rice Production in the Uboma Project 

1972 1973 1974 
 1975
 

1. Returns 

rice area in ha (a) 
 644 648 

total yield in t (b) 

658 658 
2,073 2,084 2,112 2,112
price inN per t 160 180 
 200 250
Total gross return inN 
 331,680 375,120 422,400 
 528,000
 

2. Costs
 

total man-days (c) 
 338,520 340,340 344,890 
 344,890

labour cost per man-day in N 0.60 0.70 0.80
total labour cost in N 203,112 238,238 275,912 

1.00 

344,890

seed 6,704 6,746 6,850 
 6,850
fertilizer 5,319 5,352 
 5,435 5,435
total costs 215,135 250,336 
 288,197 357,175
 

3. Net Return 116,545 124,784 
 134,203 170,825
 

4. Increase in Net Return through
 
project
 

opportunity costs in N/ha 80 90 100 110total opportunity costs (d) 52,480 59,400 
 67,000 73,700

increase through project 
 64,065 65,384 
 67,203 97,125
 

(a) An area of 100 ha is irrigated throughout the year and two crops of rice 
are harvested. 

(b) An average yield of 2786 kg milled rice/ha is used for the calculation, 
which is 10% below the figures from Table 3. 

(c) An average labour input of 440 man-days/ha is used. 
(d) Total opportunity costs include - besides the foregone production of the

rice production area - those from the lake, which has a size of 12 ha. 

Source: LAGEIANN, J. : Uboma, op.cit., p.9. 
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Table 5: Costs and Returns of Vegetable Production in Uboma 

Year 1971/72 1972/73 1972/73 1973/74 1973/74 1973/74 1973/74
 

Farm No. 
 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Costs (N) 
seeds 
 29.20 31.00 
 48.20 70.00 
 26.30 45.00 
 51.70
compost 11.00 13.00 
 17.00 54.92 
 4.50  6.00
agro chem. 
 - - 7.05 11.00 7.38 7.20 14.30
hired labour 13.00 
 12.00 32.00 141.00 47.00 45.30 54.00total costs () 53.20 56.00 104.25 276.92 85.18 97.30 126.00
 

Returns 

fluted pumpkin 45.80 
 65.40 - 305.80 58.65 122.30 170.00 
(Telferia) 
okro 
 50.00 
 80.70 - 100.00 42.40 - 17.00tomatoes 
 11.00 10.00 
 - 80.00 29.05  19.00
spinach 
 - 15.00  - - -total return(N) 106.80 171.10 222.00 485.80 
 130.10 122.30 
206.00
 

Net Return(N 
 53.60 115.10 
 117.75 208.88 44.92 25.00 
 80.00
 

Hectarage 0.24 0.32 
 0.16 0.45 0.24 
 0.16 0.16
 

Net/ha (N) 224.00 360.00 
736.00 464.00 
 187.00 156.00 
 500.00
 

Note: 1) The lower net return in 1973/74 as compared with previous yearswas due to the fact that fluted pumpkin bought from Owerri area wasfrom an inferior strain unsuitable to Uboma conditions, which thus 
performed poorly. 

2) Cost of family labour is not reflected here, as this is off-set by crops
consumed by the family. 

Source: OFFOR, R.M.0., Project Manager at Uboma. 
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Table 6: Increase in Total Net Return from Vegetable Production 

1972 1973 1974 1975 

N 12,000 13,500 15,000 15,000
 

Source: LAGEMANN, J.: Uboma, op.cit., p.12. 

Future increase in vegetable production depends mainly on two factors: 

- availability of compost, and 

- availability of Telferia seed. Telferia is the main vegetable,
 
and seed cannot be produced in large quantities.
 

4. Project Inputs versus Outputs 

a) Costs 

Investment Costs 

The dam and sluices were the only infrastructural investment costs incurred 
in the project. The total cost of N 25,024.00 was paid by the Ministry of Agri
culture and Natural Resources. 

Operating Costs 

The annual budget provided by Shell-BP includes the salary of the agronomist 
and his staff, the maintenance of a vehicle and the costs involved in running 
the office and operating the vehicle. No heavy machines like tractors, etc., 
were provided for the project. The operating costs of the project are listed 
in Table 7. 

http:25,024.00
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Table 7: Operating Costs of the Uboma Project 

Year Costs in Naira 

1965 
 10,000
 
1966 
 16, 00C
 
1967 
 17,000
 
1968 
 12,800
 
1969 
 13,200
 
1970 
 10,000
 
1971 
 10,400
 
1972 
 20,000
 
1973 
 40,300
 
1974 
 48,360
 
1975 
 61,100
 

Total 259,160 

Source: Data from 1965-1971 are collected by ANTHONIO and IJERE, op.
cit., data from 1972-1975 are provided by OFFOR, R.O.M. 

b) Increase in Farmers' Net Income 

Returns from the five major activities (1) are included:
 

- oil palm production;
 

- rice production ;
 

- vegetable production
 

- citrus production
 

- poultry keeping.
 

Table 8 indicates the rapid increase in farmers' net income due to the projectactivities. Most of the oil palms came into full maturity in the last two years,
and boosted the output significantly. 

(1) Measurement of the net return through poultry keeping is provided on 
page 158. The inclusion of other project activities would not change the 
picture significantly. 
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Increase in Farmers' Net IncomeTable 8: 

Year Net Income in Naira 

1965 1,400 
1966 4,200 
1967 4,000 
1968 26,800
 
1969 23,400
 
1970 35,000
 
1971 58,300
 
1972 63,995
 
1973 87,530
 
1974 128,015
 
1975 171,500 

Total 604,140 

Source: 	 Data from 1965-1971 are collected by ANTHONTO and IJERE, op.
 

cit.; data from 1972-1975 are compiled I y the author.
 

The project development can be judged by the changes in costs and the in

in income during the project period (1) (see Fig.2). The actual costs crease 

and returns (I curves) have been deflated (2) (D curves) in order to show
 

situation in comparison with the start
the real 	improvement of the farmers' 
of the project in 1965. 

The 	net present value of the project with a discount rate of 10% (which is re

garded as the opportunity costs for the invested capital) is N 114,461.50. The 
Both discounted profitabilityinternal rate of return is approximately 32.0%. 


measures show the extremely high return of each Naira invested into a well
 

organised project.
 

Other direct and indirect benefits which are not quantifiable, e.g. im(1) 
provement in nutrition or improved roads, are not considered here. 

without the influence(2) 	 The deflated curves show the cost and return stream 

of inflation. The consumer price indices for lower income groups from 

Enugu, 	 E.C.S. of Nigeria were used in the calculation. For 1974 and 

inflation rate of 25% and 40% was estimated. Federal Office of1975 an 
Vol.6, No.2, 1970 and Vol.9, No.3,1973,Statistics: Economic Indicator, 

Lagos, Nigeria. 

http:114,461.50
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Fig. 2: Increase in Income Compared with the Costs of the Project 
(in Naira) 
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Source: LAGEMANN, J. : Ubom op.cit., p. 15. 
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5. Conclusions 

The analysis indicates that the technical assistance project has made a posi
tive impact on the economic situation of the smallholders in Uboma. This was 

possible for two major reasons: 

- The major activities (oil palm and wet rice) allow a soil con
serving type of land use which is the prerequisite for con
tinuous cultivation without a decline in yields. High yielding
 
varieties and the necessary inputs (fertilizer and chemicals)
 
were made available to the farmers at the right time. Further
more, the prices for these products created an incentive for 
increased production. 

- A small team with practical experience in agriculture received 

the logistic and financial support from Shell-BP and were free 
in their choice of activities, but also responsible for the pro

ject' s performance. 

- Right from the beginning of the project farmers saw that 
the team could tackle simple but urgent problems (e.g. com
batting diseases), which increased the confidence between
 
farmers and the project management. Later on this relation
ship allowed more complex problems to be solved, like the
 

land consolidation which was required in the irrigation area. 

GRIFFITH-JONES (1), while indicating the philosophy of Shell-BP projects, 

gives some further criteria for the success: 

- identification of problems and resources of the project area
 
through a comprehensive economic and social survey;
 

- project team having to live in the project area; 

- well qualified staff; 

- few or no constraints on strategy; 

- authorities and responsibility of the extension worker having
 
to be clearly defined;
 

- field work being most important, and 

- carefully worked out programme with regular evaluations. 

Uboma, with wet rice production in the valley bottoms and oil palm production 
on the upland soils, has shown possible development paths which are suitable 

also for larger areas in the humid regions of Nigeria. 

(I) GRIFFITH-JONES, T. : Promoting Agricultural Change. In: Span, Vol. 
5 4 56 18, No.2, 1975, pp. - . 
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Additional calculations: 

Table 9: Production Costs and Returns of a Poultry Farm 

Egg Production 

Fixed Costs
 
building (cement, zinc roof) 
 634.00equipment: 10 drinking troughs 10.00 

10 	 feeding troughs 10.00
 
4 lanterns 


7.20
 
feed distribution cups 0.60
 

Total I 661.80
 
Variable Costs
 

a) 	 costs up to laying stage
 
220 chickens (2 days old) 
 N 96.005 gal. of kerojene at 0.45 each 2.25

16 bags chick mash at N 4.50 each 72.00
31 bags growers chick mash at N 4.00 124.0054 bags growers chick mash at N 4.30 232.00 
paper bags 

1.20
medicine 

12.00 
Total N 539.45 

cost per unit: N 2.59 (207 chicks)
 

b) costs during laying period (12 
 month)
feed 


N 1197.25 
medicine 

47.05
 
water cost (a) 

200.95
 

Total N 1445.25
Total variable costs: N 1984.70depreciation of building (20 years) 31.70 
depreciation of equipment (3 years) 9.27 

Total N 2025.67
 
Returns
 

eggs (b) 

N 2407.15 

chickens 
667.90
 

Total N 3075.05
Net return (c) 

N 1049.38
 

(a) Fetching water from a stream. (b) Prices varied from N 0.63 to N 0.93per d,',:en. (c) Labour costs are not included; work is done by family labour.Non-quantifiable return: chicken dung, mainly used for yam cultivation. 
Source: compiled by the author from data collected from Umunna Poultry 

Farms, Etiti. 
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Tble 10: Assessment of the Increase in Net Return through Poultry
Keeping in Uboma (in Naira) 

Year 1972 197? 1974 1975 

net return per bird 3.00 3.50 4.00 5.00 

no. of birds kept 450 1500 2850 2850 

Total net return 1,350.00 5,250.00 11,400.00 14,250.00 

Table 11: Assessment of the Increase in Net Return through Citrus 
Production in Uboma (in N) 

Year 

net return per tree 
(estimated) 7.00 8.00 9.00 10.00 

Total net return 12,145.00 13,880.00 15,615.00 17,350.00 

Total opportunity costs 
(10 ha) 800.00 900.00 1,000.00 1,100.00 

Total net return 11,345.00 12,980.00 14,516.00 16,250.00 

Sources: LAGEMANN, J.: Uboma, op.cit., p.19. 

http:16,250.00
http:14,516.00
http:12,980.00
http:11,345.00
http:1,100.00
http:1,000.00
http:17,350.00
http:15,615.00
http:13,880.00
http:12,145.00
http:14,250.00
http:11,400.00
http:5,250.00
http:1,350.00
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Table 12: Economics of Pineapple Production in Uboma 

Experiment started September,- 1973 
Completed October, 1975-
Plot size - 0.13 ha 

Costs (N)
 
clearing & raking 
 7.50
 
bed making 12.30
 
suckers 
 32.30
 
planting 2.64

weeding 3 times 18.30 
fertilizer &application 8.60 

Total 
 81.64
 

Returns
 

fruits 104.83
 
suckers 
 62.08
 

Total 
 166.91
 

Net 
 85.27
 

Net/ha 
 655.92
 

Notes: 

1. Fruit harvesting and marketing costs are not included.
2. Returns made over a period of 2 years, unlike rice and vegetables, which 

give returns in 3-4 months. 
3. Future depends on market. As with rice and vegetables, not much can be

marketed locally. Umuahia market cannot absorb too much.4. Transportation from the farm and to even local markets is a problem, as 
not many fruits can be carried by a farmer. 

5. Land is tied for 2 years.
6. Yield was 19.3 tonnes/ha.-- approdmately. 
7. Fruit size averaged 2 kg. 

Source: OFFOR, R.M.O., Project Manager at Uboma. 
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APPENDIX If: Methodology (1) 

i. Introduction 

The choice of the problem which is dealt with in this study was made by a mul

ti-disciplinary team of Agronomists, Pedologists and Economists. Having 
agreed on the problem, the next concern of the group was to formulate test
able hypotheses and to agree on the data which had to be collected and analysed 
to test these hypotheses. 

2. Area and Village Selection 

Eastern Nigeria is known as an area with one of the highest population den
sities in Africa, and it was therefore selected as the study area. Having iden
tified a number of regions within Eastern Nigeria as suitable for the survey, 
the State Ministry of Agriculture (the Chief Agriculture Officer) and the 
senior hereditary rulers in the regions were approached and their cooperation 
sought to undertake the survey in their domain. Various villages within the 
proposed study areas were visited with the help of an officer from local sub
stations of the Ministry of Agriculture to identify villages which appeared to 
meet the selection criteria. 

For administrative purposes villages were chosen which: 

- could be reached within half a day's drive of a central point
 
where the supervisor resided, and
 

- are accessible by 4-wheel drive vehicles throughout the year. 

Published and unpublished data, and knowledge of the local area by personnel 
from the International Institute of Tropical Agriculture, Ministry and Univer
sities, enabled identification of three villages suitable for in-depth study. 

(1) This section has drawn freely on FLINN, J.C. and LAGEMANN, J.: 
Procedures for Collecting S-,cio-Economic Data at the International In

stitute of Tropical Agriculture, Ibadan, Nigeria. Paper prepared for 
the ADC/CIMMYT/Ford Foundation Seminar on field collection of socio

economic data in Developing Countries. Beirut, Dec. 1974. 
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During the first stage of selecting the villages, all cooperating researchersvisited potentially suitable sites to ensure that the proposed villages met theselection criteria from each researcher's own disciplinary viewpoint. 

Once the required number of survey villages had been tentatively identified,the village chiefs, elders and councillors were approached,and nature the objectivesof the survey discussed, and its benefitsand their cooperation to the villages explained,was sought to have the village included in the survey. 

The final selection of survey villages
vey (1) was done after conducting a pilot surwhich verified that the villages met the required first stage selection
criteria (2). 

3. Selectionof SurveyFarmers 

The pilot survey provided a complete enumerationbut in Owerre-Ebeiri of about 20% of the households 
in Okwe and in Umuokile, 

(see Table 13),was roughly each 5th house 
which 

in the village. 

Table 13: Number of Households Enumerated in the Pilot Survey 

Village 
No. of households % of enumeration 

Okwe 101 approx. 100
Umuokile 
93 
 approx. 
 100
Owerre-Ebeiri 

135 approx. 20 

Source: FLINN, J.C. and LAGEMANN, J.: Farm Manafement UtilizationStud East Central StateNieria Pilot Survey. IITA, Ibadan, 1974. 

(1) See: FLINN, J.C. and LAGEMANN, J.: Farm Management.zation Land Utili-
Teria PiotS e IITA, libadan,1974 (mimeo). 

(2) See: APPENDIX III: Justification of the village selection. 
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Several households were excluded from the sampling frame because they didnot meet preconditions (e.g. farmer planned to be absent from the village forextended periods). The remaining farmers provided the sampling frame from
which the respondents were chosen. 

4. Data Collection 

The majority of farmers interviewed in the survey were illiterate, and nonekept written records of their farming activities or financial transactions. Thusweekly visits were made by the enumerators and supervisor to the farmers,in order to collect t,,, required information either by memory recall or by
direct measurements (1). 

The data collected from the farmers can be divided into three groups: 
- situational data collection; 
- weekly data collection ;
 
- bi-monthly data collection.
 

The questionnaires and survey forms, which were pre-tested and modified several times, are provided in APPENDIX V. 

Situational data collection 

- field sizes, soils and land tenure; 
- cropping pattern and cropping history;
 
- labour capacity and labour input;
 
- livestock i
 
- yield cross checks for major arable crops
- farmers' 
 views of growing crops and their envisaged constraints;
- farmers' attitude towards "improved" practices. 

Weekly collected data 

- yield measurement of arable and tree crops;
 
- cash income;
 
- expenditure;
 

- credit operations. 

(1) Detailed information of problems invclved in data dollection is given byYANG, W.Y. : Methods of FarmManagement Investigations; FAO Agricultural Developme Paper No.80. Rome, 1965. 
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Bi-monthly collected data 

- market prices for arable and tree crops. 

a) Measurement of Fields and Soil Survey 

At the start of the survey, and as new fields were opened up, the fields worked 
by the respondents were identified by the land surveyor visiting each of the 
fields with the farmer. Each field was given a numeric code for analytical and 
reference purpose and r.aarked with a label in the field in order to identify spe
cific plots (1) later on. 

On the field data sheet a sketch map was made showing the shape and location 
of the field, the time taken to walk to it and the approximate distance from the 
field to the farmer's home (see Form L 7). The fields were measured by the 
land surveyor using a tape and compass. To ensure that the correct plot bounda
ries were identif'ad for this exercise, the farmer accompanied the land surve
yor to ic'ntify tl,e exact boundaries of his fields which were often not distin
gtishat , fror. his neighbours' plots and were irregular in shape (2). The 
field was then d:-awn to scale in the field office and the area measured with 
a planimeter. If the closing error was too large (more than 10% of the cir
cumference) the field was remeasured. The main problem which occurred 
when estimating farm sizes was the occasional farmer's unwillingness or 
forgetfulness to divulge all the fields he farmed. As the survey progressed 
and the farmers became less suspicious of the interviewers, they disclosed 
the location of such plots. 

During the field survey, a composite soil sample was taken for laboratory 
analysis from all farmers' plots. The final information sought on the soil 
data sheet (see: Questionnaire in APPENDIX V) was related to soil texture, 
slope, relief, drainage and evidence of erosion. The farmer was asked when 
he was on the specific plot for the type of acquisition of the field and the ap
proximate price (see: Form L 12). 

(1) 	 It would have been better to mark the plot with different colours, be
cause the labels were sometimes destroyed by heavy rains and had to 
be replaced. 

(2) 	 This was very time consuming due to the fact that farmers were not al
ways available, although appointments were made several days before 
the measurements took place. 
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b) 	 Cropping Pattern and Cropping History 

The cropping pattern on all fields was identified in May/June when nearly all 
crops were planted. On the small compounds all arable and tree crops were 
counted. A different method for the near and distant fields was adopted. A

2square plot of 100 m was marked out and at the four ends pegs with white 
tops were set in position. A rope linked the four ends which ensured that 
analysing was effected on crops within the roped zone. All arable crops were 
counted in the square plot and recorded on Form CP. Fruit and non-fruit 
trees were counted on the whole plot and recorded. 

The quadrants were not measured randomly for of the following reasons: 

- The fields were in general very small (on average
 
400 - 500 m 2 ).
 

- When the cropping pattern differed markedly within a field, 
it was divided into several plots (sometimes up to eight plots). 

- The time needed for randomly measuring a square plot exceeds
 
one 
hour and this would have delayed the beginning of other parts 
of the survey. 

c) 	 Labour 

Data on the labour capacity of the households and initial information of hired 
labour were collected at the beginning of the survey (see: Forms LI and L2).
Labour input dita were collected separately for arable and tree crops three 
times in the cropping season (see: Forms L3, L4, L8, L9, L13, L14). The 
number of persons and hours worked for all activities and crops by men, 
women and children from within and outside the household was recorded. 
Farmers had to recall this information for a period of three months, which 
was very difficult. This method provided only rough information. A higher 
accuracy requires labour data collection at least once a week (1). 

d) 	 Livestock 

,ll kinds of livestock kept, sold, purchased and consumed by household 
members were recorded once during the survey period. Usually farmers 
were conscious Af the number of goats and sheep kept by the household mem

(1) 	 See also: LUNING, HoA. op.cit., p.61; and UPTON, M.: Farm Manage
ment in Africa, op.cit., p.225. 
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bers, whereas in most cases the number of chickens had to be estimated by 
the heads of household. 

e) Yield Measurement
 

Following NORMAN 
 (1) three methods were used in estimating yields of 

arable crops: 

1) yield plot method, 

2) five unit method, and 

3) year-end method. 

Due to the fact that usually a large number of crops were grown, methods 2 
and 3 were used ynly as cross-checks. 

The yield plot method was the standard method of estimating the yields of all 
arable crops and the 100 square meter quadrant - measured when recording
the cropping pattern - was used for this purpose. Farmers were requested
 
to notify the enumerators 
when they planned to harvest the quadrant, so that 
arrangements could be made for the enumerators to be present to harvest
 
and weigh the crop(s) 
taken from the ground. The small compounds did not 
contain square plots, hence yield data were recorded from the whole plots on 
a weekly basis. Whenever possible, enumerators were present when crops 
were harvested from the compounds. Otherwise the household members were 
questioned Ebout the quantity of their harvests. 

The yield plot method was extremely time-consuming (more than 300 plots 
with several harvest periods for different crops) and farmers sometimes 
harvested without informing the enumerators. In this case the head of house
hold was asked and the estimated figure recorded. 

The statistical problem resulting from the enormous heterogeneity of farmers' 
fields should not be overlooked. The attempt made to reduce this problemwas 
by: 

- dividing a field into several plots when the cropping pattern was 
different in the field, and 

(1) NORMAN, D.W.: Methodology and Problems of Farm Management In
vestigations: Experiences from Northern Nigeria. African Rural Em
ployment Study. Zaria, Nigeria, 1973, pp. 22 et seq. 
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- including a large part of the total area in the quadrant (on average 
one fourth to one fifth of the total plot size). 

Yields from tree crops were requested from the household members on a 
weekly basis. Whenever possible, enumerators weighed samples of the har
vest and estimated the total size of the weekly harvest. 

f) Farmers' Attitude towards Trauitional and "Improved" Practices 

Such qualitative information was largely sought through a series of situational 
questionnaires (see: Forms L11, L15 and Maize Questionnaire). The Question
naire on farmers' attitude towards "improved" practices was completed after 
the new methods were demonstrated and conducted with all farmers (1). This 
information provided insight for subsequent investigations related to more 
specific topics, e.g. problems and strategies for farming utider conditions 
of increasing land and labour scarcity, and stratjgies of farmers for reduc
ing the variability of food supply caused by natural hazards (disease, insects, 
rainfall). The information on "what and why" was sought through a blend of 
open-ended and closed questions. 

g) Financial Transactions 

With frequent interviews, a reasonably accurate profile seemed to be obtained 
from respondents of expenditure items, such as capital invested in the farm 
(e.g. costs of hoes, cutlasses, extension of land for farming), variable farm 
costs (principally hired labour), major non-farm variable costs (e.g. school 
fees), and investment (e.g. bicycles, building materials). However, the same 
did not seem to hold true for petty trading and other personal expenditures
(food, clothes, gifts, etc. ). This lack of repeatability in response is no doubt 
partly due to the farmer's unwillingness to divulge what he regards as highly
personal information, partly also because other members of the household are 
responsible for these expenditures (particularly the wives), and he is not 
really aware of their magnitude. 

Similar problems were also observed when establishing the income and credit 
operations of the farm family. 

(1) Experiments on farmers' fields were also used as checks on the reliabil
ity of the data obtained from the farmers. 
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h) Market Prices 

Prices for major arable and tree crops were collected bi-monthly by obtaining prices from wholesalers at the local markets (see: Form MP). Further,while the prices per unit varied between markets and over time, so did thevolume of the basic units (agricultural produce typically being sold on a perunit volume/bunchtuber as opposed to on a weight basis). In consequenr.e,in addition to collecting agricultural prices, the enumerators weighed fivelocal measures of crop to enable prices per kilogram of product to be derived. 

5. Field Supervision 

The villages and enumerators were visited twice a week to check completedquestionnaires and field recordings, and to sort out any problems or misunderstandings which had emerged either in completing the questionnaires 
orbetween the enumerators and villagers. Much time was given to discussions
with the survey farmers ".norder to collect direct information from them
about their farming practices and to demonstrate the continuing interest in
the survey 
 (1). The interest in the project was further shown by frequent

visits of the cooperating researchers.
 

A number of cross-checks were carried out in an attempt to reduce recall
 
and experimental error in the data:
 

- Recorded information was checked against activities of
 
enumerators with the selected farmers.
 

- Co.,sistency checks were 
built into the questionnaires.
 

- Enumerators completed daily field diaries. 
The information was 
checked with the field records. 

- Questionnaires were checked for missing information and datafalling outside what experience suggests to be reasonable upper
 
and lower limits.
 

- Information collected from the farmers by the supervisor 
was
 
checked against the field records.
 

(1) MORIS, J.R. explains how to gain and keep farmers' cooperation duringintensive field survey. In: Multisubject Farm Surveys reconsidered:
Some methodological lessons. Institute of Public Administration, Dar
es-Salaam, 1970, pp. 15 et seq. 
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6. 	 Data Analysis 

After these field checks the data were punched on computer cards and numeri
cal codes and values of parameters were checked for consistency. 

For the weekly collected data and the data on labour input, computer pro
grammes were written for analysing the data. Arithmetic means (1), fre
quency distributions and variations were calculated for a large number of
 
groups of data and the differences between the groups were tested for sig
nificance with the students' t-test and chi-square test.
 

Regres':ion analysis was used to establish relationships between major vari
ables (2).
 

When using the production function approach, the following problems prevail,
especially when dealing with traditional tropical agriculture, and they are 
more pronounced the more complex the system is: 

- firstly, the analysis explains only the allocation of resources at
 
the mean level. The practical application for the individual farmer
 
is rather low (3), and
 

- secondly, a more practical problem, the measurement of major 
inputs in traditional agricultural systems is very difficult due 

- the variability of soil fertility, even within a small 
field, 

- root crops (with relatively low yields) not responding 
very much to available nutrients in the soil, and 

(1) 	 Detailed information on the use of measures of central tendency is pro
vided by UPTON, M. in: Farm Management in Africa. London, if. ',pp. 
209 et seq. 

(2) 	 With respect to studying relationships, PENNY points ou.: "Since thq data 
are from socio-economic systems, the relationship between an aspect of
the system and any other aspect should be both cor-istent with all that is 
already known about that particular system and meaningful".
PENNY, D.H. : Hints for Research Workers in the Social Sciences. Cor
nell University, Department of Agricultural Economics, 1973, p.49. 

(3) 	 LUNING, H.A.: op.cit., p.75; NAGEL, F.W.: Die konomik der BereW: 
nung bei Weizen in seni-ariden Regionen Nordafrikas und des Nahen Ostens 
- untersucht fdr die N igev Israels. Zeitschrift fur auslindische Lardwirt
schaft, Sonderheft 4, DLG-Verlag, Frankfurt, 1975, p.20. 
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- the variability of labour input being very high and the factthat important parameters (care, motivation) cannot bemeasured. 

When comparing labour input and crop output between field types and villages,
common denominators are required for the different types of labour and crop., 

a) EstimatingManEuivalent5
 

Following NORMAN 
 (I), two simplifying assumptions were employed in assigning weights:

1) Physical labour productivity is correlated first Positively
and then negatively 
with increases in age.


2) The physical labour productivity of women 
is lower thanthat of men. 

Table 14: 
 Man Equivalents Used in the Study for Quantification
of Labour Capacity and Input per Household and per 
Field
 
Labour class 


Age 
 Male adult equivalents 

small child 
97 

large child 0.0
 
8 - 15


female adult 0.3
 
16-60 


0.8 
male adult 

female adult 16 - 60 
 1.061 

0.5male adult 
761 

0.5male adult (part-time farmer) 
0.5 

Source: compiled by the author. 

(I) NORMAN, D.W.::ara , op.oit., p. 17. 
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The chosen male adult equivalents for "large child" and "female adult" differ 
from those which NORMAN used in his Zaria study. Nearly 95% of the children 
in the three survey villages in Eastern Nigeria go to schcol, so that their 
chances of working on the farms are limited. The older 	children, while they 
are no longer at school, remain at home due to their inability to find employ
ment in the region or elsewhere in the State. However, 	 the farmers do not 
regard these members as a component of their farm labour force. 

The Ibo women are known as hard field workers; their man equivalent is there
fore higher than those used by NORMAN. 

The estimates of man equivalents do not include the quality of the farm workers, 
nor do they differentiate between activities undertaken in urgent or slack farm 
periods. Further, according to RUTHENBERG (i), "the estimate of available 
labour in terms of man equivalent (ME) must be regarded as artificial, since 
the information it offers reflects the point of view of western observers and 
not that of the local social order". 

Nevertheless, with the limited time available, a comparison of labour input 
with estimated man equivalents seems to be an appropriate method. A survey 
with more emphasis on labour utilisation should use the work study approach 
for establishing the weights of man equivalents (2). 

b) Estimating Gross Return from Crop Production 

The comparison of crop output is made in physical (t/ha calories/ha and dry 
matter / ha (3) ) and monetary (Naira) units. The physical output (4) from 
all crops per plot were measured in kilograms, and the weekly harvests mul
tiplied with the prevailing market prices during the month of harvest. 

(I) 	 RUTHENBERG, H.: Smailholder Farming and Smallholder Development
 
3
in Tanzania. Weltforum Verlag, Muinchen, 1968, p. 28. 

(2) A good description of the "work study" approach is 	 given by: FARRING-
TON, J. : Farm Surveys in Malawi. The Collection and Analysis of Labour 
Data, Development Study No. 16, University of Reading, 1975. 

(3) See: Tables with calories and dry matter content of all crops in 

APPENDIX XIII. 

(4) An allowance was made for yam sets planted. 
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The estimation of gross return from crops is
which made at local market prices
were collected during the survey period (see APPENDIX VI). 

For comparisons of gross returns between the villages the prices fromof the major markets (Onitsha) onein Eastern Nigeria were used (see APPENDIX
VI). 

The data from 1973 were taken because they were similar to the local marketprices which prevailed during 1974/75. 
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The Physical Environment of the Study Area (1)
APPENDIX III: 

settlearea of concentrated 
was conducted in the Ibo-dominatedThe survey 	 asThis area, 	known 

ment of the former 	East Central State of Nigeria (2). 

has size of about 5,000 square kilometres which con
the Igbo-heartland, a 

tains between three and five million inhabitants (3). 

1. Climate 

areaThe climate of the study 

both of
 

is conditioned by the properties of two airmasses, 

are (i) the equatorial maritime (mT)
tropical origin. These 

warm and moist;
airmass originating from the south-west, 

airmass originating from 
(ii) the tropical continental (cT) 

warm and very dry" (4).
the east or north-east, 

The rainy season starts in March and lasts up to November, when the conti

weather introduces the dry
with "Harmattan"nental airmass accompanied 


with low minimum temperature.
period 

is located in the region with an annual 
As shown in Figure 	3 the study area 

(80" - 90").
rainfall between 2,000 and 2,250 mm 

J.C.,a paper by 	LAGEMANN, J., FLINN,
This section draws 	heavily on(1) 	

F.R.: Root Crop Oil Palm FarmingMOORMANN,OKIGBO, B.N. and 
A Case Study from 	Eastern Nigeria. IITA, [badan, 1975.

Systems: 
Imo and Anambra 

(2) 	 The E.C.S. was divided into two states in early 1976: 


The survey area was located in what is now Imo State.
 
State. 

K.: Afrika-KartenwerkF. and GRENZEBACH,(3) See: CORVINUS, 
Kamerun, 	 Blatt 9: Bevlkerungs-

West Afrika, Nigeria,Serie W: 
York, (forthcoming).geographie, Berlin, New 

others: UBOMA, op.cit.
(4) OLUWASANMI, 	 H.A., DEMA, I.S. and 

1 15 p. . 
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F : Mean Annual Rainfall 

Abo. a 160"MM 140" 160' .d 

100'1200"--' - .70=60" 

P-7o. ~t 

o 8o 

I Enugu 7 Abakilki 13 Owerri 19 Yenagoa
2 Nsukka a Ogikwi 14 Umuahia 20 Port Harcourt 
3 Onitsha 9 Afikpo is Ahoada 21 Uyo
4 Awka 10 Ug.p 16 Aba 22 Calabar 
5 Udi it Obubra 17 Arochuku 23 Opobo 
6 Ogoja 12 Ikom is Ikot Ekpene 24 Oron 

Source: FLOYD, B.: op.cit., p.145. 

Weather records are not available for the three survey villages. The climat!. 
data reported in Fig.4 and 5 are those for Umudike, some five to 50 km away 
from the survey villages. The mean annual rainfall in the survey area was 
estimated to be in the order of 2,200 mm, with peaks in July and September 
and the so-called "August brebk" in between. Mean daily maximum tempera
tures determined in the same manner would be highest in January-February 
(330 C to 340 C) and lowest in July (280 C), and mean daily minimum tem
peratures would be lowest in January-February (200 C to 210 C) and highest 
in March-April (220 C). The relatively high maximum daily temperatures in 
January-February coupled with relatively low minimum daily temperatures 
in the same period result from the clear weather prevailing during the dry 
-eason, when both day and night radiation are unhampered by cloud cover. 
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Potential EvapotranspirationFig. 5: 
Fi.a- 4: Temperaturein the Surveyand RainfallArea and Water Budget 

30 
30 
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and others: op.cit., p.15. 
Source: OLUWASANMI, H.A., DEMA, I.S. 

(derived by 
Estimated potential evapotranspiration figures for Umudike 

precipitation falls
indicate that on average

using the Thornthwaite method) 
Assuming a 10 cm 

below potential evapotranspiration early in November. 
moisture 

buffer of soil moisture between field capacity and wilting point, 
to early Decem

levels do not normally limit crop growth until late November 
cause 

the low water holding capacity of the soils may 
ber. Nevertheless, 10 or more 
drought stress and yield loss due to occasional rainless periods of 

Th- dry season 
days, especially during the August period of lower rainfall. 

with rainfall exceeding evapotranspiration 
then lasts four to five months, 
again in April. 
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2. Soils 
Soils in the study area are
of Pia-Pleistocene age 

formed on deeply weathered 
areneceous(1). sedimentsout the 
These soils are remarkably homogeneous through.

area both in relation to their physical and chemical characteristics and 
to their distribution in a very gently undulating plateau (terrace landscape).
The soils are classified as Oxic Paleudultsstric Nitosols (FAO/UNESCO legend 

(USDA Soil Taxonomy) or as Dythe soil is generally of the World Soil Map).more than two metres, The depth of10 metres in depth. and profiles may reach well overtextural profiles show 
Colours are uniformly red below the surface soil.
clay content 

a sandy loam surface soil and 

The 

in the sub-soil which a gradual increase inis usually a sandy clay loam and rarely a 
sandy clay (25% to 40% clay). Structure is weak crumb in the surface layer 
and weak subangular blocky irthe sub-soil.
ly stable, The surface structure is relativeand the soils are not very erodable.heavy rains is moderate, with 

On bare land, the effect of
some separation of the clay-humus

!rom the sandy matrix under the impact of rain drops. fractiondo not show appreciable erosion, Most lands in the areabut gullying takes place onand in unprotected road ditches (2). 

the field roads 

3. Vegetation
 
According to KEAY 
 (3),
the "Lowland Rain 

the natural vegetation in the study area falls within
titude Zone". 
Forest Zone in the Moist Forest at the Low to Medium Al-


In this vegetation zone,

others, which 

the larger trees are decidous, 
 while
the forest attains are evergreen. 

disturbed, are mostly under-storey plants,a When unstratified structure consisting of three strata. 
The topmost structure consists of a few tree species usuallyheight, such as Iroko (ChlMhora exelsa) over 36 m inon ), which are and Obeche (Triplochyton
They 

located at wide-spread intervals sclerox.
 
are often designated with the crowns
as "emergents,. The 

isolated. a great variety of species varying in height from 
middle structure consists of
terally spreading 16m
crowns in contact with each other, 

to 36m with small la
thus forming the upper 

(1) FORBES, T.R.: A West African Soil Climosf Foodcrop uencePotential. andUnpublished MSc.thesis, m Asects 
(2) Cornell University, 1975.Badly eroded and gullied areas can be found in the Awka-Orlu uplands

and in the Nsukka Udi Plateau. See:FLOYD, B. :op.cit.,(3) KEAY, pp. 119-121.R.W.J., ONOCHIE, C.F.A. and STANFIELD,Trees. Federal Government Printers, 
D.P.: Nigerian

Lagos, 1965. 
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canopy of the mature forest. The third or lowest stratum, often designated 
as under-storey, consists of trees usually less than 16m in height, with 
spreading crowns frequently bound together by lianas such as Landolph.! spp. 
and Combretum spp., which with the many shrubs forra a dense canopy. 

While oil palms are the dominant species of cultivated lands, there are few 
found in the forest, and where they do exist they are often in the form of 
forest outliners or occupy gaps in the forest canopy. Under these conditions, 
the climax vegetation consists of the following families: 

a) Leguminosae, e.g. Cylicodiscus spp. and Gossweillerodendron spp.; 

b) Meliaceae-Khaya irorensis and Entandrophragma spp. ; 

c) Sterculaceae, e.g. Cola spp., Triplochyton spp. and Sterculia spp.; 

d) Moraceae-Fig family, e.g. Clorophora spp., Ficu_s spp.,
 
Treculia spp.;
 

e) Ulmaceae-Celtis spp. and Heloptelea spp. 

Farming, bush clearing, firing and other human activities have reduced the 
forest to mainly oil palm bush with a few isolated patches cf woodland and 
secondary forest. The large trees consist of specially preserved or protected 
plants such as Clorophora exelsa and Triplochyton scleroxylon. There are nu
merous medium-sized trees such as African breadfruit (Treculia africana), 
the oil bean (Pentaclethra macroph lla) and kolas (Cola spp. ). Under pro
longed periods of cultivation, the oil palms persist and attain prominence, 
with some woodland developing in areas of fallow made up of shrubs and small 
trees such as Dialum guineensis and Phyllanthus discoides, which are some-
Limes entangled with several combretaceous and other climbers. Some shrubs 
which grow from stumps remaining after the clearing of the forest in fallows 
include: Newbouldia leavis, Berlinia spp., etc. 

Acioa barteris and Anthonatha macrophylla may be purposely planted in fal
lows, while Ficus, Dialum guineensis and other shrubs are mainly grown or 
protected as browse plants. In some areas, prolonged periods of cultivation 
with very short fallows result in soils being invaded by certain grasses sucn 
as Pennisetum purpuruum, Adropogon spp. and Panicum maximum, while on 
extremely poor soils spear grass (Imperata cylindricum) is common. Recent
ly, the noxious Eupatorium odoratum has become the major climax vegetation 
in fallows on constantly cropped land. Around compound farms where peren
nial crops grow in mixtures with annual crops, perennial weeds such as Ica
cina spp., with underground rootstocks, gradually attain dominance over an
nual weeds, and in many cases are the only weeds found during the dry season. 
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APPENDIX IV: Justification of the Village Selection 

1. Different Population Densities 

Detailed information on population densities is available from the survey area(see Map 1). 

The data are derived from the population census 
ing densities for th3 three survey villages: 

in 1963 and show the follow

- Okwe (L) (100 - 2 0 0 persons/km 2 )
 
- Umuokile 
 (M) (350  500 persons/kin2 )
 
- Owerre-Ebeiri 
(H) (750 - 1000 persons/kin2 ) 

Since 1963 the population has increased, although the civil war reduced thenumber of people living in the survey area. GRENZEBACHthat the highest population density is 
(1) mentioned 

(H) is located 
in the area around Orlu (Owerre-Ebeirinear Orlu) where two million people ar,. living with2 an averagedensity of 1000 persons/kim in 1974. For the Orlu division itself he found a
density of up to 1200 persons/km 2
 . 

This information seems to be realistic and is verified through the survey data.The farm sizes in the three villages studied indicate population densities250 persons/km 2 offor Okwe (L), 50r' persons/km2
1200 persons,/km2 for Umuokile (M) andfor Owerre-Ebeiri (M) (see page 23areas in Africa south ). No other ruralof the Sahara are under such a population pressure,and the differences between the villages are very pronounced.show that the villages were carefully selected and well 

Both factors 
suited to test the hypothesis of the study. 

(1) GRENZEBACH, K. : Luftbilder: Indikatoren firreionale Komlexanalse- Orba (E.C.S. Nieria) - Strukturwandel in einem dichtbesiedeltenAgrarraum Ostnigerias. In: Die Erde, Zeitschrift der Gesellschaft fUrErdkundezu Berlin, 1974, 105. Jahrg., Heft 2. 
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Absolute Population Distribution in Eastern Nigeria, 1963 

E".. "...... 

, 4 *. . r~*. , . 0 ,, 

\'~' 4,)j" ; : .. 

10ersons *~ * ~ 

H =Owerre-EbeiriM umuoki1'oL = Okwe 

CORVINUS, F. and GRENZEBACH, K. In: Afrika-Kartewerk 
der
 

Source: 

Serie W, Blatt 9.deutschen Forschungsgemeiflschaft, 
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2. Different Fallow Periods
 

Population densities influence 
the length of the fallow period. Fig.7 on page42 demonstrates marked differences in the bush fallow period in the three
villages. The modal values are six years in lowthe density village, four 
years in the medium and one year in the high density village. The figures
for Owerre-Ebeiri (H) are more varied than for the other two villages. 

3. Ceteris Paribus Conditions 

a) Soils
 

For comparison of the soils in the three villages, 
 two profiles are described,one representing Owerre-Ebeiri (Village H) and Umuokile (Village M) and

the other representing Okwe (Village L). 
 Both soils are derived from the same parent material and have the same time of deposition. This is reflected
in similar soil characteristics of the sub-.soil. But there are some differenccs in the characteristics of the top-soil. Compared with profile A, pro
file B has a sandier surface soil with a less stable structure (so it is moreerodible), a higher pH and a higher organic matter content (see Tables 15
 
and 16).
 

Apart from the generally sandier surface texture at Okwe, soils in the three
villages are similar. However, the sandy surface texture and related physi
co-chemical characteristics of the Okwe soil is significant, if intensity ofcultivation in Okwe is to increase. As found in the general area, such soils are susceptible to a more rapid degradation and, with a land use similar to
that in the two other villages, a rapid decrease in yield potential will occur 
on the sandy soils at Okwe. 

In the opinion of the pedologist, the soil uniformity of the three survey
villages was not a restrictive assumption. 



Profile A, 

- Classification: 

- Family: 


- Date description: 


- Location: 


- Elevation: 

- Land form: 

- Slope: 

- Land use: 

- Climate: 

Data on the profile: 

- Parent materials: 

- Drainage: 

- Moisture: 

- Groundwater: 
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Soil Profile Description 

Orlu Series (Owerre-Ebeiri and Umuokile) 

Typic Paleudult (USDA)
 

Dystric Nitosol (FAO)
 

Sol ferralitique mayennement d&satur6 appauvri
 

Clayey; Kaolinitric, Isohyperthermic
 

15 August 1975
 

5 47'N 7 OlE East Central State, Orlu Division, 
Owerre-Ebeiri, 1 km of Orlu on Orlu-Owerri road, 
1.6 km inside, W of road on Chief Benjamin's Land 

170 m 

Very gently undulating plateau, long slopes, not 
incised (coastal terrace, little micro-relief) 

4% south, middle of a long slope, flat across and 
along 

Oil palm-farm land combination, 1st year of re
growth after one year of cowpea. Ground cover in
complete, grasses and scattered regrowth of shrubs. 
Ridged land. 

See figures of Orlu 

Plio-pleistocene coastal sediments (Benin sands or 
sands of the Geologic map) clayey material 

Well drained 

Moist throughout, to depths over 350 cm 

Very deep, no ground water even temporarily stag
nating. 
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General aspect of profile: 	Deep uniform reddish soil, loamy in surface,clayey 
at depth. Concentration of medium roots, mainly 
oil palm, approx. from 60-100 cm depth, possibly 
indicating depth of wetting point conditions in dry 
season. Also deeper and shallower 	roots. 

Profile description: 

Ap: 0 - 18 cm 	 Dark reddish brown (5 YR 3/3 moist), sandy loam, 
moderate coarse and medium platy, composed of 
weak angular blocky units in lower part of the ho
rizon; very friable, slightly plastic, non-sticky, 
many fine interstitial pores in upper 5 cm, common 
fine tubular random pores throughout; many fine, 
few medium roots; clear, smooth boundary; pH 4.6. 

B 18 - 35 cm 	 Dark reddish brown (2.5 YR 3/4 moist), sandy 
loam, weak fine subangular blocky; friable, sl. 
plastic; few broken thin cutans; some thin films 
of clay-humus infiltration, mainly vertical; many 
fine tubular random inped pores, few medium pores; 
common fine and medium roots; diffuse smooth 
boundary; pH 4.6. 

B21 35 - 100 cm 	 Dark reddish brown (2.5 YR 3/4 - 4/4 moist), 
sandy clay loam, weak to moderate fine subangular 
blocky; friable, sl. sticky, sl. plastic, clay bridges, 
common thin broken cutans, many tubular random 
inped pores; common fine 	and medium roots; but 
many medium roots mainly from oil palm between 
65 and 90 cm; diffuse smooth boundary; pH 4.8. 

B22t 100 - 130 cm Dark red (2.5 YR 3/6 - 4/6), sandy clay, moderate 
fine subangular blocky; friable, sl.sticky, sl.pla
stic; clay bridges and cutans as in previous horizon, 
but somewhat clearer visible; many fine, few me
dium tubular random inped pores; common medium, 
few fine roots diminishing with depth; diffuse smooth 
boundary; pH 5.0. 

B23t 130 - 160 cm 	 Dark red (2.5 YR 4/6),sandy clay, moderate fine 
subangular blocky; friable, sl. sticky, sl. plastic; 
cutans as in previous horizon; many fine tubular 
random inped pores, somewhat diminishing with 
depth; fine roots. 



Table 15: Soil Profile Data Sheet, Profile A
 

Location: Orlu E.C.S.
 

Vegetation/Land use: Fallow with Oil Palm
 

Horizon No. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
Depth 0 - 18 18-35 35-100 100-130 130-150 190-210 240-260 290-310 340-360 

Text class SCL SCL SCL SC SC SC SC SC SC 

0 - 2 	 u 25.0 30.4 33.2 37.2 37.2 37.2 39.2 37.2 39.2 
2 - 50 u % 4.8 3.6 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 2.8 0.8
 
50 - 2000 u % 70.0 66.0 66.0 62.0 62.0 62.0 60.0 60.0 60.0
 
pH-H 2 0 (1:1) 5.0 5.0 4.9 5.1 5.2 5.1 5.1 5.2 5.2 
pH-KCI (1:1) 3.9 4.0 4.0 4.1 4.1 4.1 4.1 4.1 4.0 
Org. C% 1.0 0.72 0.46 0.28 0.24 0.16 0.2 0.12 0.08 
Total N % 0.14 0.08 0.06 0.05 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.03 0.03 

C/N ratio 7 9 8 6 6 4 5 4 3 

Extract.) Ca 0.24 0.16 0.14 0.12 0.12 0.14 0.15 0.14 0.12 
cations ) Mg 0.05 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.03 0.03 0.02 

me/100g) K 0.04 0.01 0.01 NIL NIL 0.01 0.01 NIL 0.01 
Na 0.15 0.14 0.13 0.13 0.13 0.16 0.14 0.14 0.14 
Mrk NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.01 

Fe 
Exch.ac.) Al 1.60 1.52 1.52 1.20 0.96 0.96 0.96 0.96 0.88 
me' iO0g H 0.16 0.12 0.12 NIL 0.08 0.04 0.20 NIL 0.16 
Cec.SU of cat. 2.24 1.97 1.94 1.47 1.31 1.34 1.35 1.28 1.34 

Base saturation % 21 17 15 18 21 25 26 25 22 

Source: 	 MOORMANN, F.R., Pedologist at IITA, 
Analysis conducted by Analytical Services Laboratory, IITA. 
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Soil Profile Description 

Profile B (Okwe) 

- Location: 	 Umudike east extension of F.A.R.T.S. experimen
tal farm 

- Classification: 	 Typic Paleudult (USDA)
 
Dystric Nitosol (FAO)
 
Sol ferralitique moyennement d6satur6
 

- Land form: 	 Plateau or peneplain, flattish higher part 

- Slope: 	 I - 2% NW convex 

- Vegetation: 	 Sec. bush, mainly Eupatorium odoratum 

Data on the Profile: 

- Parent materials: 	 Plio-pleistocene coastal sediments, sandy in 
upper layers 

- Drainage: 	 Well drained 

- Moisture: 	 Dry surface, moist sub-soil 

- General aspect of profile :Deep profile with grey sandy surface and red clayey 
sub-soil 

Profile description: 

Al 0 - 15 cm 	 Very dark grey (10 YR 3/1 moist) sandy loam, 
weak fine and medium crumb to single grained, 
loose, many fine and medium roots, many inter
stitial, few tubular pores, wavy, abrupt and gra
dual boundary. 

A2 15 - 25 cm 	 Dark reddish brown (5 YR 3/3 moist) sandy loam, 
very weak subangular blocky to structureless 
single grained; loose, common, locally many 
fine and medium roots, some coarse roots; many 
interstitial, com mon tubular pores; irregular, 
gradual boundary. 
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B 25 -	 80/95 cm Yellowish red (5 YR 4/6, moist) sandy loam,with 

patches of more clayey material, moderate fine 

subangular blocky; structure hard; common fine 

roots, many fine tubular pores; patchy clay 

coatings, distinct in root channels; irreg-lar, 

gradual boundary. 

22t 80/95 - 230 cm 	 Yellowish red (2.5 YR 4/6, moist) sandy, clay, 
moderately fine subangular blocky; firm, slight

ly sticky, slightly plastic; common patchy clay 

coatings on peds, distinct coatings in root chan

nels; few fine roots; many fine tubular pores. 

Table 16: Soil Profile Data Sheet, Profile B 

Horizon No. 1 2 3 4 5 

Depth 0  15 15 - 25 25/70-80/95 80/95-230 230 + 

Text class Sa L Sa loam Sa loam Sa clay Sa clay 

0  2 u % 13 17 20 40 49 

2- 50u% 9 7 2 1 5 

50 - 2000 u% 78 76 77 58 46 

pH-H 2 0 (1:1) 5.7 4.9 5.1 5.2 5.5 

Org. C % 2.48 0.38 0.34 0.26 0.14 

Extract.) Ca 3.24 0.16 0.26 0.46 0.50 

0.03 0.05
cations) Mg 0.75 0.04 0.06 

me/100g) K 0.08 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 

)Mn 0.02 n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d.
 

n.d.
)Fe 	 n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d. 


Exch. 	 )AI n.d. 0.42 0.49 0.75 0.38 

0.48
acidity )H 0.54 0.51 0.44 0.80 

me/lOg) 

Source: 	 MOORMANN, F.R., Pedologist at IITA. Analysis conducted by 

Analytical Services Laboratory, IITA. 
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b) Rainfall 

Rainfall data are not available from the three survey villages themselves, butfrom two locations within the survey area: 

Table 17: Rainfall data from two locations in the survey area in 
Eastern Nigeria 

Umudike Umudike Uboma 
1929 - 1973 1974 
 1974
 

Jan. 21.8 1.8 0.0 
Feb. 48.6 10.7 20.3 
Mar. 115.1 155.7 86.7 
Apr. 
 208.4 
 203.7 
 322.6
 
May 266.5 
 223.8 
 325.6
 
June 
 273.2 
 349.0 
 199.4
 
July 
 297.9 
 202.7 
 347.5
 
Aug. 
 271.9 
 224.4 
 329.2
 
Sep. 
 331.4 
 411.5 
 297.7
 
Oct. 254.0 
 234.7 
 295.9
 
Nov. 
 76.6 
 19.3 
 17.8
 
Dec. 
 18.1 
 1.0 
 0.0
 

Total 
 2183.5 (mm) 2038.3 (mm) 2 2 42.7(mm) 

Umudike1975 Uboma 
1975 

Jan. 

0.0 
 0.0
Feb. 

54.3 21.6
Mar. 

64.0 
 142.7
Apr. 


330.1 
 231.9
May 

310.8 
 456.2
June 

239.5 
 172.9
 

Source: Umudike: Mr.A.O. UBBOR, Agromet. Section, F.A.R.T.S.,
Uboma: Mr. R.O.M. OFFOR, Project Manager at Uboma. 
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Umudike is about five km away from Okwe, and Uboma about 20 km from 

Umuokile and 35 km from Owerre-Ebeiri (all distances are bee-lines). 

Rainfall in 1974 was in both stations very close to the 42 years' average data 

from Umudike, and amounted to 2038.3 mm in Umudike and 2242.7 mm in 

Uboma, which gives an average figure of 2140.5 mm. 

The distribution of rainfall, although there are some differences between Umu

dike and Uboma, were not significantly different from the 42 years' average 

rainfall data (tested with chi-square test). The data verify information col

lected from farmers in all three survey villages that rainfall was "average" 

during the survey period. 

c) Landscape (topography) 

The landscape in Umuokile and Owerre-Ebeiri is very uniform. Both villages 

are situated on a very gently undulating plateau. The slopes of the fields are 

within a range from 0 to 5%, the modal value is 2 - 3%. 75% of the fields in 

Okwe are similar to those in the other villages: they are situated on a gently 
undulating plateau with slopes from 0 - 7%. The remaining 25%of the fields 
are locatpd in sloping areas with slopes from 10 to 25%. Due to the fact that 
the bush fallow is the longest in Okwe, the effect of run-off and soil erosion 

was not very severe. 

It is therefore assumed that the fields on slopes do not significantly affect the 

result of the data from Okwe. 

d) Land Tenure 

Farmers were asked for all plots (370) how they acquired the land cultivated 
during the survey period. 70% to 78% of all field were inherited, and leased 
plots accounted for from 8% to 19% of all fields. Communal land played a role 

only in Owerre-Ebeiri and accounted for 20% of the fields (see Table 18). 

e) Infrastructure 

All villages are accessible by two-wheel drive vehicles throughout the year and 
are situated close to tarred roads. Owerre-Ebeiri is - with respect to trans

port availability - in a comparatively bad situation. The roads to the nearest 
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Table 18: Types of Acquisition of Land in Thrqe Villages in 

Eastern Nigeria (as a percentage) 

village inherited leased communal other(a) total 

0 	 100Okwe 78 19 3 

1 20 10071 8 

100 

Umuokile 

Owerre-Ebeiri 70 9 20 1 

(a) includes: purchased, gift, exchanged and pledged. 

Source: compiled by the author. 

are in a poor condition. Costs forsizable townships (Owerri and Umuahia) 

transport by taxi are shown in Table 19. 

Taxi Costs for One Person from the Survey Villages to theTable 19: 
Two Nearest Sizable Towns. Prices in Kobo. 

1973/74 	 1974/75From to 

40Okwe Umuahia 30 

60Okwe Ikot Ekpene 	 50 

20 30Umuokile Owerri 


50 
 70Umuokile Umuahia 


40 80
Owerre-Ebeiri Owerri 


150
Owerre-Ebeiri Umuahia 70 

Source: pompil d by the author. 

and 1974/75 are mainlyThe differences in transport costs between 1973/74 


due to fuel scarcity.
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The local markets which farmers attend every four or eight days are locatedeither directly in the village, as in Owerre-Ebeiri, or very close to it. Enyiogugu, the market for Umuokile, is 0.5 km away, and the Ndoro market is
2 km away from Okwe. Farmers transport their products either by headload 
or by bicycle. Cyclists transport products from the medium and high density
villages to the local markets for a fare of about 10 Kobo. 

f) Influence of Towns 

The next sizable township to the three villages can be reached within half anhour's taxi drive. Owerri-Ebeiri is located one km away from a town (Orlu)with about 5000 inhabitants. This fact is probably a weak point in the survey.
On the other hand extremely high population densities can usually only be 
found close to townships. 

g) Physical Availability of Production Factors 

Farmers obtain their inputs, like yam sets, cassava cuttings and seeds eitherfrom their previous harvest or from the local markets. Mineral fertilier wasnot used at all during the survey period - mainly due to non-availability to the
farmers - though insecticides (Alderin dust) were used by five farme-rs in
Owerre-Ebeiri, since they were available fron the Ministry of Agriculture 
and in the market of Orlu. 

Credit is not available from banks, but farmers obtain credit mainly from
friends, relatives and traders. It is concluded that traditional productionfactors are available in the three survey villages, but mineral fertilizer and
chemical inputs are not generally available due to a poorly organpzed distri
bution system for these "new inputs". 



APPENDIX V: 
 QUESTIONNAIRES
 

Root Crop/Oil Palm Systems Survey 
 Questionnaire 
1 
 Form Li
 
Name of Head of Household
Village: 
 Enumerator: 


Case NO:
 
Date:
 

I. 	The household (Labour stock)
 
Note: All questions are directed to the head of 
the household. List all members of the household
starting with the head of the household, his wives and children followed by relatives.
ILstofHcshold 
 members nOrmall livin g 

with the 	 -Head Of the HousehOld 
Iol
 

Relationship to 
 Sex Age 
 No. 	of y-ars

Household head 	

Type No.of days Wage
M or F 	 Only
Schoolin 
 per week 
 per 	week 
 Sparin 1
 

2
 

3
 
4 

5 

6"I	 
t 

'0 	 Relationshi 
 e 	 Occu ation 
 Education 
 Farm Su~prt
 



bas 

N me ,f Head or 

Village: 

2.atend ~lDiv 

ROOT CROP/OIL PALM SYSTEMS SURVEY 

HousehoId: 

Enumerator: 

yotiire -riy labour thi, pi r?__ 

Questionnaire 2 

Case No. 

Date: 

Form L2 

.:.e I rate per d Ofic use 

. ... . .._ _ . _... _ _ 



__ 
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INTERNATIONALINSTITUTEOF TROPICALAGRICULTURE 10OT ROP-OlL PALMSYSTBI suRVEy 
OUESTIONAINI 2 HU11ANDRY PRACTICES-CROPS FON?TVPE: L3 

J j"-VILLAGE t CASE N [!t 	 PLOTNo DATE__ ENUMERATOR 

NOTE 	 COmptItf for -Oh plot FormL3 

Ask olAt Is dol on the riol fro, Jel- y 1974 P to th, tie, of 1E-tIjO,.ng 

TYPE WHIlCH MONTH 'AN If LAD"~i HO I'O FAIL LoCRtOPIS) 

CLEARING Is is - 2 a, 

CARNING T 2 

MOUNDING As
 

L 
1 CROP AS 

( 

A 2CROP AS 

N 3 CROP ASI 

__T A 	 CROP AS _ _ - i 
S 	 CROP AsA 

N 6 	 CROP, A.. ' I (' ' 
CROP 	 ASA.( 

STAKJNG As 

THINNING A F EC N
I.,WE,'ING Asi ) 

APP OF FERTILIZER A H,2,,dEEDINGASi 

HARVESTING i :
IT 	 OISH -HA IE- O IE 

CARRYINGTO 1 

THEHOUSE 1 ;3
 

PROCESSING 8 4 

III 	 A -HEAD OF HOfEHOLD 121 E - HIRED 

0 WIFEISI F - EXCHANGE 

C CHILDREN G -OMNA 

D -OTHERS H -OTHERS 

http:1E-tIjO,.ng
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ROOTCROP- OIL PALMSYSTEMSURVEY
INlITUTIEOF TROPICALAGRICULTUREINTERNATIONAL 

OUESTIONNAIAE2 HUSBANDRY PRACTICES - TREES FOM TYPE: L4 

2 S a 7 

[r VILLAGE I CASENo. [!t. PLOT No. I LDATE _ ENUE 
" 
TOR 

hlt10oloea h plot or L4 

Ask whatisdonewith he trahon.January 1974 upW thetin of qu.ostionning 
NOTE: Coop 

HOLIRUONTHWHICH TREESTYPE 
111 311 II - 17.- #1 

SB1
 

_TRIMMING 
_ __ 

- - - -H A RV EST QU A N TITY 

1 __ IN LOCAL UNITS81 i 

821 - '1____82 

82HARVESTING 

112 

83CARRYINGTO 

THEHOUSE. 83I 

MARKET 83 

OR___- -

FACTORY 3 i 

PROCESSING84 
-i ______WITHINTHE 84 

HOUSE HOLD 
 84
 

What areyou doing with the branches and leaves ofthese trees ' 
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INTERNATIONAL TUTEOF OPICAL A'ICU 
CROP- OIL P-OUESTIONN MR 	 SYSTE jVL2 CROPPING HISTORY 

FOei TTF. LB2 35 
7VILLAGE CARE No. PLOTNo. WOATE 

_ ENLUIERATOR 
NOTE 
 . s to.r plotForI tO


P yooe sacit n the innddleof 
am plo nd Mk: 
t. 	 WAeh hen , .n,on t, 
 Omaldlny, d-o/ardong thehiswey ofnslobhto., 
 aes
 
2, Ceopspln Mogrow Ira now -nt111-t1n~d1. "Me/ 

2 YEARSAGO LAST TMPRMI 
EXUYA 

I. Why do you use Ibis Crop mixture which -a have just discussed, On this Piece Of land 

(a) because of tradition 

Ic) other reasons (which)
 

1b) scsrcity of land 

2. 	 DOes this plot grow 
some crops better then others?
 

Which crops better ? 	 Soil fertility 
Why? No shde 

Shader 
Other reasons

Soil fertility [
 

Which cro s worse? 
Why? No shade
 

NShade 
3. Why do YOU Cultivate this plot in this mranner?7 Other rmasons 

ilmounds
 

o ridges 

or zero tillage 

4. How long was the previous bush fallow on this plot ? 
yearsS. How long doyou thinh you will leavethis Plot In boshbeforeIt is croppedagaino? 

Years 
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INTONATIONAL INSTITUTE OF TROPICALAGRICULTURE MOOTCROP- OIL PALMSYSTEMSURVEY 

OUESTIONNAIREJ HUSBANDRY PRACTICE!-CROPS TYPE.L8FORM 
2 324 5 a 7 

VILLAGE 11 CASENo. FE PLO,"No. ED [ 
•

DATE 	 ENUMERATOR 

NOTE: 	 Cornpletefor each plot FormLS
 

AKN Am i. do- - tho plot fro July 1974 I,,o.itiona. 2) UP to the i10,0olestionn
 

W 4HICH NORM FAMILTLABOUR NON FAMILY LASIOUIR
TYPE CW91 "1 "0310014111 No. 00050 KIND "OUNS COSTN. TOTAL 

: - k L 22 A-2 5 IT0C.EARINO Al11 .... ! .... 13~ 	 24- 2. Oto 

BURNING A2 

A .RIDGING 

MOUNOING AM 

P . CROP ASLI
 
A 2. CROP AS 

T 3. 	 CROP AS 

. 4CROP Ad -_ 

S5. CROP 32 

STAKING IAS ___ ..
 

PAT III ._
CHINNINO 

WEEDING IAS
 

FERTILIZER IA 

N I 

E 2 82V CROP 
,
 

S3. CRO- I
 

CARRYINGTO *3 I I 

THE HOUSE 13 I 

PROCESSING _ I _ 1 _ 

II A - HEAD OF HOUSEHOLD121 E - HIRED 
0 - WIFE F EXCHANGE
 
C - CHILDREN G - COMMUNUAL
 
D - OTHERS H - OTHERS
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INTERNATIONALINSTITUTEOF TROPICALAGRICULTURE ROOTCRM- OIL PALMSTEM SURVEY 
OUISHONAIaE3 HUSBANDRY PRACTICES -TREES FORMFInPl L 

VILLAGE CASENo PLOTNo. DATE - ENUMERATOR_ 

NOTE Complete to, each plot For- L9 
Ask whea -s do oto, the I,... Iom July 1974 IOUISTIONNAIRE21up to lttI~ of tue.ooionn.g 

TYPE WHICH 
TREES 

MON. 
I 

FAMILYLAIOUR 
P...nOftr1lI ft.. HOURS 

NON FAMILYLABOUR 
9. 00u|N YOlL COI 

Ell 

TRIMMING I 

1
 

AR ESTIN 10. . . . .  . . 

0 HOUSE. 3 I 

PRCRR INGTO B3r 

HUE HOLDSE.4l; 

04 1 

1' A -HEAD OF HOUSEHOLD2/ E -- HIRED 
8 VVWIFE f" - EXCHANGE
 
C -CHILDREN¢ 
 G -COW UNUAL
 
D -OTfHERS 
 H -OTHERS 

http:HOLDSE.4l


-- 

0 

t 
0D ,,,_, 


-

IrRNtNATIONAL INSTITUTEO TS)PrCAt AGRICULTURE ROOTCROP-.OIL PALM SYSTEMSURVE'

I -f#4 3 LIVESTOCK INQUIRY Foss ?TpE LIOi : [..... .L ,] .. . . . .o.,. .] 

tVCASN . . ,G ,TE , - . E 

KPU DIE 7
f LIVES TOC O NSE 

AGEoel 
 A= ALmSVALE 

,HEEP , . *Vft,.,ITL,A - o,,- i .. .. , o _u,.o
 
PIGs Am.I 4 I . _ 

CHiCRP S S. 11Ul V I N_ V I * A l
i 

N AUI I Illl
 

LIVESTOCKPURCHASEDIf, 1974 , G L,.____,,__1_ - -1T_,I-1 

TS Ii' wE L fICE CHICKE HEA HO O 

.a LU VALa NO 40 VJ NoU WIFEIII 

SO SO SO O VA UE I VALUE AL E VALU ALUE SO 

LIVESTOCKCOLUMED IN1974 

- ATS I - . I 1 -o v il no1_.IVETOC CONSUMED!-!-!974I II N 
____•__-___ .. .. ___... . .___.. .. , 
 ' ,, L, ,, __-- , ,1, _____ _ __ _ 
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INTERNATIONAL INSTITUTE OF ROOT CROP/OIL PALM SYSTEM 
TROPICAL AGRICULTURE SURVEY 

QUESTIONNAIRE 3 OIL PALMS FORM TYPE Lil 

Village Case No. 	 Enumerator: 

1. 	 Do you have now more or less oil palms on your land than 20 years ago?__ 
If not the same, why? 

2. 	 Did you plant any new oil palm in the last 10 years?
 
If yes, how many? 1. Wild oil palms .....................
 

2. 	 Improved oil palms .................
 

3. 	 When do you consider it worthwhile to fell an old oil palm tree and plant
 
another one?
 

4. 	 Do you have any plots where you recently cleared the oil palms in order to 
grow more arable crops? 

5. 	 Do you have any plots where you intend to increase the numlxbr of oil
 
palms?
 

No.of Plots ......... No.of oil palms ..........
 

6. 	 Could you plant oil palms on your distant fields? 
Would they yield'? ................. if not, why? 

.......................................
 

7. 	 Do you feel it would be better to have irnprowd oil palms in pure stands 
or intercropped with arable crops? 
Pure stands.................. Why?....................
 
Intercropped .................
 Why ?....................
 

8. 	 llave you heard about the 00l Ptal n Rehabil itation V'tI ,1If ,
 

H ave you parti: ipated?
 

If not why"_ 

9. 	 Under Miclh viihlitiui , wc,uld you I.rtl i,tll' III "m h a rChnv," 

' lv
10 . How' doJ , I lpr' ' , ()It t+ ' I|(10.ulh ,11. llu fv 1-1 VuI, . . 1,: bI ' 't'i)]'In h'. n 
f, 

12 . A -. k hlh, I,. I l'n , 1f4, , .+ . ' ' ,V.,1 , Il'. id d I , r I Il l ' ,,- 111 
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INTERNATIONAL INSTITUTE OF ROOT CROP/OIL PALM SYSTEM 
TROPICAL AGRICULTURE SURVEY 

QUESTIONNAIRE 3 LAND TENURE FORM TYPE: L12 
Village__ Case No. Enumerator 

Plot No. Type of acquisition+ Year Price 

+Distinguish between the following types of acquisition: Inheritance,
gift, purchase, lease, share cropping, communal,other (specify) 

If you want to crop more land, can you get it'?
 
From whom'? 
 Price?
 
How far away from your house?
 

INTERNATIONAL INSTITUTE OF ROOT CIHOIP/OIL PALM SYSTEM
 
TROPICAL AO;ICULTUHIE 
 SURVEY
 

QUFSTIONNAIIII-: 
 4 CHOPS t-)lUM TYPE LI 5 
Village-- _;__, No. [Kunur:itor 

I. 	 1)o v'oiu r wi,, W rorl( f or"l,'
 

C'' V.Lw 
 Why ' 

Why 

2, 	 Wha t ,1 th, 1: i;,i Ip whlI'i, wh h I oVkitir .t lii, . 'OJ , y,,ur yj,1+'P, of 

I. 	 If ;1',l . I nit I' 1-l t 41r iol A.,,h t Aotfld VOW lf 1A VI.,I 1Vi 'AlhitI 
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4. What are you doing to increase the yields of your crops? 
Cassava
 
Yam
 
Cocoyam
 
Maize
 

5. What farming practices do you use now that you did not 10 years ago? 

6. 	 Why have you changed your farming practices? 

7. 	 Why do you prefer intercropping to sole cropping?_ 

8. 	 Which crops need most manuring? 
High Medium Low 

Cassava 
Yarn 
Cocoyam
 

Maize
 

9. 	 From whre do you get manuring and mulching materials?
1. 	 2. 
3. 4. 

10. 	 Do you have enough manuring and mulching materials? 

11. 	 Do you bring such materials to the crops on your distant fields?
 
If not, why?
 

12. 	 Are there yield-incre: nmithods you know about but don't use?Lnf, 
Practice Whv does not use 

13. 	 Do you know the ;Iric(, of I bag of rnin. feItilizer" 



_ _ 

ROOT CROP/OIL PALM SYSTEM SURVEY
AGRICULTUREINTERNATIONAL INSTITUTE OF TROPICAL 

FORM TYPE L16PLOTSTREES ENQUIRY ON FALLOW 

Enumerator
DateCase No.Village 

Others Non-
Coco Pear Citrus Cocoa Banana Plan Paw f Mango Bread Oil Guava 

Fallow l)i - Oil Raffia Fruitfruit beantai paw
Plot No tance palm palm nut 

Trees
 

__I 

Total , ! _ 

one of the following items: 
-)k the farmer whether he has collected from any fallow plot 

(which?) ...............................
Crops 


Leaves 

Firewood 

Others ..........................
Mulching material 


the house to the plot 
 Comments: 
I. Estimate No. of minutes to walk from 

kind of tree()2. Identifv 
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INTERNATIONALINSTITUTEOF TROPICALAGRICULTURE ROOT CROP- OIL PALMSYSTEMSJRVEY 
OUFSTIONNAIRE4 HUSBANDRY PRACTICES - CROPS FOR ryp" L 13 

12 
34586 7 

VILLAGE CASENo.DJ WF PLOTNo. F~F1 F 
DATE..-- _ 

ENUIWRATOR_ 

NOTE CoIV
0 1.i fiw*i pol Fomo L13
 

Amk ""al is1done 0' 
 Seplln
the Plot I'm*, , 1974I.UESTrONNAI 3 up ijthImeo u~an
 

colP o.Ps" eigo As ar fte Hos TOTA.CQ 
.At
 

BURING A2
 

IGNG A3
 

I CROP All 

2 CR ' AS 

STAKING AS
 

THINNING 
 ATr
 

EDING AS
 

FERTILIZER As 

'CROO 1:2 

2 CROP B2
 

3 CROP 2
 

4 CROP 12
 

3 
CARRYINGTO 5O 

THE HOUSE 83L I
ROESN 

C CH'LPEN G COMMUNUA
 

0 OTHERS 
 H OTHEE S 
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SIRVEYROOTCROP- OIL PALM SYSTEMdINTERNATIONALINSTITUTEOF TROPICAl. AORICULITURE 


OUESTIONNAARE4 HUSBANDRY PRACTICES 
-TREES FoRSr P L14 

I2 3 4 ER5 

DATE - ENUMERATORVILLAGE LI CASE No = PLOTNo. 

NOTE Con-pIo~ lo, -onhplot Fo- L 14
 

Ask alt s. dono ith .. ft* 1974 IOUESTIONNAIRE31 up m th 1-. of ques ng.
Hon S-p-.nb.. 

I31 


_TRIMMING I1 _ _ 

HARVESTING U 

I 	 _3CARRING 
U __ 

THE HOUSE. 3 

_MARKET 83 I 

FACTORY 3 

___- - L 	 __I _ _ _ _LPROCESSING54 __ -

WITHINTHE T4 

HOUSEHOLD 4 

I)I 	 A - HEAD OF HOUSEHOLD 121E - HIRED 

A - WIFE F - EXCHANGE 

C - CHILDREN G - COWAUNUAI. 

D - OTHERS H - OTHERS 
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WEEKLY YIELD 
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VILLAGE CARE NoCASE.7F 
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ROOTCROP - OILPAL 

MEASUREMENTS - CROPS 

3 6 FOAMryPE 
WEEK 

a in ft- w 

SYSTEMUVT 

Tmc 

_______ 

TELF1 A 

TOMATO 

.

iE 

L-

114L 

IF 

LW -LUCHF. 

- BUNDLES 

G-A01-___-

FIN APLES 

ONIONPLO 

KA-

A-0 
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WIHOLEPLOT 

-YIELD FRtOM 
SQUASIEPLOT 

COP-IIFLD: 

-1 11 . + ~ 
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INTERNATIONAL INSTITUTE OF TROPICAL AGRICULTURE
 

SOIL DATA SHEET (Field)

ROOT CROP - OIL PALM SYSTEM SURVEY 


Surveyed by .........................
plot No.............. Date: ............. 


eth Texture Colour Others
 

soilUnit
 
Position
% Slope Form 


LandForm
 

Micro Relief
 
Relief 

LandUse
 

Weeds
 

Trees
 

Ground Water (cm)

Drainage 


Evidence of Erosion
 

Human Influence
 

FORM CP
 

Case No: ................
Name of Head of Household: ......................... 


Date: ...................
V'llage: ................................. 


Enumerator: ................
Kindred: ................................. 


Size of whole plot: .............
Name of Field: ........................... 


size of square plot: ............
Plot No: ............... 

N°/m, Type of fruit tree ACqe No Non-fruLt tree 
 N
 

ype of Crop 

-yl 



--

--- 
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ROOT CROP/OIL PALM SYSTEM SURVEY IITA
 

Record of Local Market Prices 
 Form: MP
 

Village: 
Date 

Enumerator: 

Crops Local Unit 
Price per 
Local Unit 

Weight in 
kg/gr 

Price 
er k 

Yam 3 Tubers 

Cocoyam Basket or basin 

Maize 1 c.c. 

Cassava root5 Basket 

Gar I C.c. 

Melon 1 C.c. 

Telferia I bundle 

Pumpkin 5 fruits; seeds 1c.c. 

Fluted Pumpkin I fruit 

Pepper I c.c. 

Okra 1O fruits _ _,-

Tomato I0 fruits 

Vegetables 

Pineapple 

I bundle 
I fruit 

.. 

Beans 
Coweas 

I
I C.c. 

b.c. 

Groundnuts I C.c. 

Rice I cc 

trees 


oil palm bunche I hu h -" I bas.ke-t-.. .... 

I ber bottle
 

Palm wine 

Palm oil 


I ar or I calabash
 

Kolanut 
 _ 
Coconut I nut 

10 pods_ 

10'Pod s 

ocoa 

Pear 10 fruits,
 

ra eruit fuit ......
 
ru
emon 2(0fu tr
 

-Banana I )11 11ih~-~- 

lanta n I bunch .. . . . . ..
 . . .... . .. ... .. .
 
wI ( r u l t 

. . . ... ......... ... . .. . . 
-a 

ia(o 1 fru it!;. 

3readfru, c._ . . ..... ...€....... .... .. .....
 

identify which, unit. 
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MAIZE QUESTIONNAIRE 

Farmer's Name _________V1iago_____________ 

Case No.______________ 

very much YIur 'pia r , n;11b.N iii:., ,hn1 t1. 'A .% . 'o, I l) g~l w It. 
Your , 1U~.lI %III hf-li u.*IVfl p 1-".1r iir, 1~ivA 

bettor w.Iy,. .4~v ALi, ~. I.I'.
 

1. Wt-re, p i .%ixi.1 :h Ito.t , T mIi Y-ji tn .a i I 

2. why we'r.' >i,, :J., Al !1"f i. th Y,<Jf Yr1I.11 

y,%a j*Ao;]. W.hat dou ym tin),, V- m,4 t' lot ~ r yfeldsl 

4. What i ,t think jiI t.-. fts~ 4,,.!u tht.,.. pm'Llura li 

To (.b( 
5. WAhat fAwtIr-z I ),,j t'ark tIaaI , ti.' gt...2 yjeda~ 

6. Fortil:' (,=II.It ,f ... ',.4 I N t ho AIIr~ t I' trs guP
the test i:.,rr .( Y-!. ) 4''.4i~ f 

7. ) ,A IIJ -Alli I J-- r ih .1,, I i it "I.j if Ih Al C 

ro (w 10i 

W, fliliv *1; Y j 

10. Mauny tas van z rix~i Igf4 iamt, *t~i *tma1 ahi. itil )a f, 

41 ~ ~ ,14 ~ ~iv Y,, *. 

k.: 11 *~ ' Iq . i it 
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12.* If you grow our rtiitsj 4kiwx yearX th of Vio pr tices w tsuggoMtedYtAIF 

~your netv~twould you follow. V,hiCh AOjl1d 11U Chi4't U Ut& 

Ii777 -1it 

ai *1If 0 ~ i 


itl- 1,itl-zi cSi i-' .1
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APPENDIX VI PRICES AND PRICE VARIATIONS OF A OR CROPS IN EASTERN NIGERIA
 

Table 20: Monthly Ii lceb cf Major Arable Crops in the Local Market of Ndoro 
(Umuahza Dliviior,), L.C. (. af Nigcrla. Period: August 1974-July 1975, 

f1r~ces ]r' <to jqr kg 

cp1 ''' 197'5 

Crt -~---~, , L Mar Apr May Jun Jul 
I. 	 ( owl 'a 3 1. 2, .''252'.2S} 2'5 25
 

Ya. 15 1 14 IHi .> 21 15 111 10 26
 
3 	 . ai.2 1 4 4 4 5 4 r r5 

I 1 1 10 I t * 4. 	C -. ,yan- 10 (' 1 I ." I 1 1 
ma I. v 	 " V I 1,' ' '. A 21' 35 

.roundnut I U It to I ( It 2. .% I . . ' 2( 

h. 	Vt tat, l s 2', 2 .' 2' , : .' -'. . . 25 25 
t 

'). 	 "7.l 1 ii 2 o. 2', .'. * . ,',* . .' 25 .' 2 

1c. M. Itrw 	 lth bhel 1 I Ju '40r> 4', j 7, ' 8b 

11. Pumt k r I. 0 11 V , I.l 1o .0 1(0 10* 

I ' 7 n.L t t ,t 309 ... 1..',) 4. 1) 4(; 4 ' , 4, 40 4(0 

e. t-ar. 35 1, 4, 3(,i .J 1,, 4 1 '. 75 35 
14. P~aa, 	 lk (' 4 1(U Io £i 	 L 17 I , 19 
15. I.eI pe I 35 4% i 35 3 ' 4. 4' (7. 7 Ci 7'. 80O 

IL, ILutel I 1 r j. j1 j j 4 7 , 4 

13 . 0'ni.r I I I,, IV, . 1. ' I IS I 
W,-t-7 T - +;l 1.++ t V' 1z,,,rit 1. . 1(t,<+ est ir:. tel.-16ye y t are, 

;-. , 6, 1 C(.4I 14-I 	 ty tl'A, *utlvr. 

7*1,le 21; 	 MP.trily PglL r'b f Ma).r Aall" Cr'o.% In thae Lc, al Mirket of EnylO
qj&ig4 1PU,*34, VLisil.n.r' ... t i~gi. r' Aw'jut 19174..July 3975. 

A 	 4 1 I, ______ 

_. _____1_I_, 	 0 1v (9, t. I,- Ma A",' : .h Jul1 

Cy, t,i , 	 4 4 '. . IU I 15 , , 

C .* 	 4 . . I1 4 . , 

, 	 , , 1 1 1. . 5 . 4*' 3. 1 5 

I 	 i. 

11, t 6u11 I I, - 1. 1V I 1 3(9I 10 
C,* I .. 6> . 4- 4. 4> ~ Wi 

), 	 b r.* 4> 4 4'. 4 . 1. . it "',V2 i, 241 

i. 	 t . iap l4 1. , t i ,oq 0 	 t' 

ho~ts. nj..- ptjel 4 te~4 	 tj j(61,t6 & tig twi. 
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Table 22: 	 Monthly Prices of Major Arable Crops in 
the Local Market of
 

Owerre-Ebeiri 
(Orlu Division), E.C.S.of Nigeria. Perird:
 

in Kobo per kg
August 1974-July 1975. Prices 


1975
1974 

Crop 	 Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul
 

18 16 15 20 24 25 23 20 21 23 25 20
 
1. Cowpeas 
 21 20


10 10 13 10 13 17 23 21 

13 11
2. Yam 


5 8 9 10 8
3 3 8
4 4 3 3

3. Cassava 
 1.1 15 20
 

7 6 5 6 It 10 13 17 15 

4. Cocoyam 


9 9 9 	 13 13 24 24 20 20 8 6
 
6 


36 30 30 40 40 40
5. Maize 

30 30 10 16 40 44 


6. Okra 
 17 25 25
 
20 15 15 15 17 17 17 17 17 


7. Groundnut 

25 	 25 25 25 25 25 25 25*
 

25 25 25 25 

25 25


8. Vegetables 
 25 25 25 25*
 
25 25 25 25 25 25 


9. Telferia 
 60 60 50 75 64
38 60 55
38 38 43 38
10. Melon(with shells) 
 10 10 10*
10 	 10 10 10 10

10 10 10 10


11. Pumpkin 
 40 40
32 54 30 30 40 

30 30 10 10 40 


12. Tomatoes 
 32 35 35 35 35
25 32 32
35 40 40 25

13. Beans 


4 6 6 5 6 7 6
 
5 4 3 5 2


14. pineapple 
 50 40

30 30 30 40 45 50 50 50


25 25 

5 5 6 5
15. Pepper 
 6 5 4 3
 

16. Fluted pumpkin 4 5 4 3 

15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15*
15
17. Onions 


* Prices are estimated. collected bimonthly.
Notes: Prices were 


Source: compiled by the author
 

Arable Crops in the Market of Onitsha,
 
Table 2: 	Monthly Prices of Major 7 3
 

. Kobo per kg

E.C.S.of Nigeria. Period: Jan.-Dec.19 

Prices in 


Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec
Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul 
Cr01 	
20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 
 20
 

1. Cow-pea 

13 15 15 16 16 1? It 12 12 12

11 12
2. Yam 

04 04 03 03

03 03 0 03 04 04 04 04 
3. CAssav, 


10 10 10 10 10 10(1)
10 10
10 10 Ic 10
4. Cocoyitn 


13 10 10 10 10 00
013 08 063 12 13 10 

5. Maize 

14 16 17 24
30 29 19 15 1721 22 2r

6. Okra 
 25

18 1) 17 I, 20 21 21 22 25 25

21
7. ;roundnut 

2'
, 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 25(2)

25 25 254. Vegetablf; 
 25 25(2)2 5 25 2525 2, 25 25 25 25 25 
). 'reler a 

27 20 29 30 30 30
31 30 2'3 25 2r 25 

10. Melun(with shells) 

10 10 10 10 10 10 1() 10 10(3)10 I 111. Pumpk i n 

31 39 27 26 25
2) 31 24 W0 30 34 37 

12. Toinat oes 
22 24 21 25 21 24 27 28 2H1 41 50 37 

I). liellis 
11 10 11 ) 11 11 11 11 8 9 9 9 

14., Pine,,jtpI ' 
12 10 32 3' 34 36 38 43 

37 I )1 1 36
I,.' ,,I,'r 
 3 3 4(3)

6 1 1 3 64, 4 3 3 
16. 'Htelpumpkin 1 1)) Ii 17 23

20 )03 21 16 1 1 4 1 5 
17. onIor.. 

r ices for the 3 survey villages,
NFt $,q I ) aver per ice tn 1)333, 2) esti mate 


1) p1 , I tom tldoro rmrkut.
 

I(:,-i are, used to cmopare the ilwon',tarY output between the 3
 
'i'hP 

v i 1,Ilap.'. 

t P'rices of Foodstuffs 
oUlcit MINI/5I iY 4' ECOOMIC DEVE11)PMEtI'i Rteta I Mark-


of. Nijeria, Ln gu, 1!.c..;.of Nigeria, 1974.
 
1ott.il 	;? at2,1 1'a1 l t 

http:Jan.-Dec.19
http:E.C.S.of
http:E.C.S.of
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A 

40k I I 

/ I " 

*O /,..
30k 
.. * 

-"j 
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°
20k• .
 . :
 

Aug S.p Oct Nov r Dt ec ?eb M-T ApT toy Jim=Jl 

F Overre-letrl: Variation of Maize Prices per kg in Three Villages
in East Nigeria, 1974/75.
 

Source. compiled by the author. ............. Rdare
 

50k 

40k ' '
 

30k 71/7. 

20k 
 Ii 

Aug Sep 
 Oct Noo Dec 
 jIe Fob fot Apr Klay Ji. JulI 

Fi.?; Variaion of Beas Prices per kg In Three Villages _er_-glel
 

in East Nigeria, 1974/75 
.
 .igaougu
Source: compiled by the author............... 
 Ildro
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30k
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2 0 k . "15k .. **. .... .... /l 

v._ ." -\* "/
 

/ . 

/ ' S__ _ / "5\ 

10k 

Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Ja ebi t r Apr Key Jun Jul 

Fig.8: Variation of Yam Prices per kg in Three Vaiages 0err-lbiirl 
in East Nigeria. 1974/75 

nylSUlU
 

Source: compiled by the author. 
............... Ndoro
 

16k 
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12k
1011- t
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1Ok 
 I 

/ I
 
8k 

/ / \
 

k • " .. "........
 

2k 

Aug uep 1Ot Ns Dec Jo Feb.rIr # Apr My Je 1 Jul 

- vr re-obelrl 

FLK.9: Variation of Cassava Route Prices per kg Dnylo5lUS 
in Three VMlagee in EastNigeria, 1974/75 .............. Idoro 

Source: compiled by the author. 
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40k" 
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20k 
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/ 
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10k 

Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan Fab Mar Apr May 

Fa..10: Variation of Groundnut Prices per kg in Three Villages 
in East Nigeria, 1974/75 

Source: cmplied by the author. 
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30k. 

20k. 
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Fix, 1: Variation of Palm Oil Prices per kg 
in Thrs Villages in East Nigeria, 1074/75 

Source: compiled by the author.............. 

wrre-arit 

Y&or 

rl 
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Table 24: Monthly Prices of Major Tree Crops in the Local Market of NdKI 
(Umuahia Division) , E.C.S. of Nigeria. Period: August 1974-July 197, 

Prices in Kobo per kg 

1974 1975,
 
Crop Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul
 

oil palm 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
 
palm oil 22 25 25 26 29 29 2') 29 29 23 24 23 
Raffia palm wine 3 3 3 3 7 8 9 5 11 12 1 
Kolanut 25 30 30 25 40 V, 25 30 40 40 .5 
Coconut 6 5 4 5 4 - 7 14 20 12 10 14 
Pear 12 14 10 10 H )33 
orange 4 5 10 9 10 5 9 10 12 20 it) H 
Cocoa 5 4 6 8 5 10 10 7 6 5 4 
Banana 5 6 6 5 6 5 3 9 10 '3 , 

I ,Plantain 6 7 6 6 7 10 11 9 12 II II 
Paw paw 1 3 5 2 2 6 6 3 1 
Mango 5 " 1) 
Breadfruit 3 4 4 5 5 4 4 4 4 4 
Oilbeans 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 1, it)-
Guava 5 5 5 5 

Notes: Prices were collected bimonthly. *Prices are estimated.
 

Source: compiled by the author.
 

Table 25: Monthly Prices of Major Tree Crops in the Local Market of Enyi,,Iuqj: 
(Mbaise Division), E.C.S.of Nigeria. Per jd: August 1974-July 1' 

Prices in Kobo per kq 

1974 
Aug Sep Oct Jov D,c ,yn M~rAj Miy ia, 1'::

Crop 1 

Oil palm 2 3 1 3 3 2 1 
Palm oil 29 27 -1) 22 2) 2" 2 21 .'1, . 
Raffia palm wine 4 6 4 2 7 1 IK 12 I i 
Kolanut 14 16 17 15 24 23 3 24 : ,1.. 
Coconut 6 7 10 20 10 10 H 3 II 
Pear 6 12 14 15 1: 4 
Orange 4 6 7 6 5 10 10 1 I .1 
Cocoa 2 1 2 8 5 7 5 4 4 1 
Banana 8 8 5 8 8 7 8 10 1I 11 1 1 1 
Plantain 8 9 B 11 9 9 9 15 0 4 I' 
Paw paw I 4 3 2 2 2 1 2 I .' 1 I 
Mango 4 .4 I 1 
Breadfruit 4 5 4 5 4 6 6 1 , ,, , 
Oil beans 25 30 34 28 23 24 24 26 21 ) 4; , 
Guava 5 5 5 5 

Notes: Prices were collected bimonthly. * Price's are ,-'itlr.',I. 

Source: compiled by the author. 

http:E.C.S.of
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Table 26: Monthly Prices of Major Tree Crops in the Local Market of Owerre/

Ebeiri (Orlu Division), E.C.S.of Nigeria. Period: August 1974-


July 1975. Prices in Kobo per kg
 

Crop 
 1974 	 1975
Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec 
 Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul
 
oil palm 
 2 2 	 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 3 3
Palm oil 
 23 25 25 25 25 25 
 25 25 	 32 30 34 38
Raffia Palm wine 
 4 4 	 3 6 
 9 8 6 12 14 12 10 10
Kolanut 
 22 25 	 28 35 33 40 50 38 60 60 30 40
Coconut 
 3 3 4 5 3 5 
 5 5 	 9 6 5 5
Pear 
 8 8 	 8 
 30 22 8
Orange 
 2 2 	 4 5 3 5 10 7 6 8 5 4
Cocoa 
 4 3 3 3
Banana 
 5 6 	 6 7 6 7 7 7 8 15 10 6
Plantain 
 6 6 	 8 5 7 8 10 12 13 10 11 8
Pawpaw 
 1 2 1 1 1 2 
 3 3 	 3 2 3 3
Mango 


10 11 9 12
Breadfruit 
 4 6 	 8 7 7 6 5 4 7 2 6 5
Oilbeans 
 17 19 	 22 20 
 33 33 30 38 36 40 38 34
Guava 
 5 5 	 5 5 
 5 5*
 
Notes: 
 Prices were collected bimonthly. 
 * Prices are estimated.
 
Source: compiled by the author.
 

Table 27: 
 Monthly Prices of Major Tree Ci ps in the Market of Onitsha, E.C.S.
 
of Nigeria. .?criod: Jan-Dec 1973. Prices in Kobo per kg
 

Cro- Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul AugSepOct Nov Dec
 
Oil palm 
 1 2 	 2 1 1 1 2 2 2 3 3 3(1)
Palm oil 
 18 21 21 16 16 19 21 
 21 24 	 28 28 29
Palm wine 
 6 6 	 9 12 12 9 8 4 4 3 4 8(3)
Kolanut 
 26 33 	 31 43 47 24 30 20 24 25 26 32(3)
Coconut 
 8 9 9 9 8 9 
 9 9 	 9 9 10 9
Pear 
 12 9 
 15
Orange 	

10 17 7 11 11 (3)

9 10 14 14 11 12 14 12 10 8 17 7
Cocoa 
 8 7 	 6 5 
 5 6 	 4 4 3 4 6 4(3)
Banana 
 10 11-
 20 12 	 13 12 12 11 10 9 8 9
Plantain 
 11 12 	 21 13 14 13 13 12 11 10 9 10(2)
Pawpaw 
 3 3 	 3 3 
 2 2 	 3 1 3 3 2 2(3)
Mango 
 6 7 	 7 11 
 (3)
Breadfruit 
 5 5 3 4 4 5 6 
 4 5 	 5 6 5(3)
Oilbeans 
 29 28 	 31 
 32 42 	 43 28 21 25 28 24 28(3)
Guava 
 5 5 5 5 5 5 * Notes: 
1) Prices derived from Palm oil prices.2) Prices derived from Banana
prices.3) Prices from Onitsha market are not available for these products; figures are average prices from Ndoro, Enyiogugu and Owerre-


Ebeiri markets. 
 * Prices are estimated

These prices are used to compare the monetary output between the 3 villgps.
 
Source: 	MINISTRY OF ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT: Retail Market Prices of Foodstuffs


in East Central State of Nigeria, Enugo, E.C.S. of Nigeria, 1974.
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APPENDIX VII: DETAILS ON LABOUR INPUT
 

1. Seasonal Distribution of Field Work
 

Table 28: Seasonal Distribution of Field Work in Okwe(L), 
1974/75
 

Activity Jan Feb Mar 
 Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct 
 Nov Dec Total
 
Clearing A 833.7 2977.8 817.6 35.0 
 42.0 
 119.0 4825.1
B 3.93 14.04 3.85 .16 .20 
 .56 22.74
 
Burning 
 A 38.5 63.0 532.7 69.3 14.0 
 717.5
 

B .18 .30 2.51 .33 .07 
 3.39
 
Ridging + A 
 7.0 21.0  28.0
Mounding 
 B .03 .10 
 .13
 
Planting A 
 273.0 2177.0 3433.5 154.7 420.0 
 6458.2
B 1.29 10.26 16.19 .73 1.98 
 30.41
 

Staking 
 A 115.5 178.5 339.5 42.0
B 675.5
.54 .84 1.60 .20 
 3.18
 
Thinning A 
 61.6 
 61.6
B 
 .29 
 .29
 
Weeding A 
 401.8 1138.9 2153.9 699.3 1004.5 1196.3 588.8 238.7 205.8 
 1627.2
B 1.89 5.37 10.15 3.30 4.74 5.64 2.78 1.13 .97 
 35.97
 

Fertilizing A 
 70.0 
 10.5 80.5

B 
 .33 
 .04 .37
 

Harvesting A 
 .7 11.9 36.4 65.1 151.2 420.7 53.9 
 739.9
 
B 
 .06 .17 .31 
 .71 1.98 .25 3.48
 

Total A 872.2 3313.8 3649.8 4209.1 1647.1 2658.6 772.8 1040.9 1261.4 739.2 659.4 389.2 
 21,213.5

B 4.11 15.63 17.19 19.84 
 7.77 12.53 3.65 4.91 5.95 3.49 3.11 
 1.82 100.00
 

Figures are total man-hours of 24 households; 
time spent on tree crops is not included.
 
A = man-hours per month. 
 B = % of annual work on the land.
 

Source: compiled by the author.
 



Table 29: Seasonal Distribution of Field Work in Umuokile (M), 1974/75
 

Activity Jan Feb 
 Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Total
 

Clearing A 1189.3 1036.0 268.8 
 .7 42.0 2536.8
 
B 12.34 10.75 2.79 
 .44 26.32
 

Burning A 67.9 92.4 32.9 
 193.2
 
B .70 .96 .34 
 2.00 

Ridging + A 14.0 5.6 .7 6.3 26.6
 
Mounding B .15 .06 
 .07 .28
 

Planting A 82.6 541.1 2331.7 521.5 143.5 
 2.8 6.3 7.0 6.3 2.1 3644.9
 
B .86 .56 24.20 5.41 1.49 
 .3 .07 .07 .07 .2 37.84
 

Staking A 131.6 82.6 61.6 11.9 
 287.7
 
B 1.37 .86 .64 .12 
 2.99
 

Thinning A

B
 

W-ding A 12.6 296.1 1031.8 635.6 501.9 44.8 50.4 
 11.2 .7 2585.1
 
B .13 3.07 10.71 6.60 5.21 .46 
 .52 .12 26.82
 

Fertilizing A
 
B
 

Harvesting A 
 3.5 117.6 77.0 58.8 56.0 9.1 5.6 33.6 361.2
 
B .04 1.22 .80 .61 .58 .09 .06 .35 
 3.75
 

Total A 1339.8 1801.1 2728.6 893.2 1196.3 753.2 581.7 103.6 112.7 28.7 60.9 35.7 9635.5
 
B 13.90 18.70 28.32 
 9.27 12.42 7.82 6.04 I.C7 1.17 .28 .64 .37 100.00
 

Figures are total man-hours of 25 households; time spent on tree crops is not included.
 

A = man-hours per month.
 
B = % of annual work on the land.
 

Source: compiled by the author.
 



Table 30: Seasonal Distribution of Field Work in Owerre-Ebeiri (H), 1974/75 

Activity Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Total 

Clearing A 
5 

28.0 
.16 

576.8 
3.24 

1031.1 
5.79 

1039.5 
5.04 

170.8 
.96 

25.2 
.14 

45.5 
.26 

196.0 
1.10 

105.7 
.59 

2.8 
.ul 

3221.4 
18.09 

Burning A 
B 

14.0 
.7q 

77.0 
.43 

375.9 
2.11 

591.5 
3.32 

62.2 
.38 

2.8 
.01 

1126.4 
6.33 

Ridging + 
Mounding 

A 
B 

18.2 
.10 

11.3 
.07 

633.5 
3.56 

1227.1 
6.89 

504.0 
2.P3 

33.5 
.19 

57.4 
.32 

108.5 
.61 

202.3 
1.14 

20.3 
.11 

2818.1 
15.82 

Planting 

Staking 

A 
B 

A 

B 

6.3 
.04 

17.5 
.10 

14.0 
.08 

817.6 
4.59 

94.5 
.53 

1444.R 
8.11 

324.8 
1.82 

786.0 
4.42 

518.7 
2.91 

178.5 
1.0() 

348.5 
1.96 

79.8 
.45 

1.4 

79.1 
.44 

2.8 
.01 

1!6.2 
.65 

.7 

15.4 
.09 

3542.0 
19.89 

1305.5 
7.31 

Thinning A 
B 

2.1 

.01 

38.5 

.22 

14.7 

.08 

6.3 

.04 

5.6 

.03 

67.2 

.38 

Weeding A 
B 

9.1 
.05 

119.0 
.67 

660.8 
3.71 

1148.7 
6.45 

457.8 
2.57 

522.9 
2.94 

529.9 
2.97 

158.9 
.89 

197.4 
1.11 

296.8 
1.67 

4101.3 
3.03 

Fertilizing A 
B 

3.5 
.02 

7.0 
.04 

16.8 
.09 

7.0 
.04 

34.3 
.19 

Harvesting A 
B 

50.4 
.28 

11.2 
.06 

21.0 
.12 

133.7 
.7 

207.2 
1.16 

243.6 
1.37 

67.9 
.38 

324.1 
1.82 

537.6 
3.02 

1596.7 
8.96 

Tota1 A 116.9 

B .6A 

698.6 

3.92 

2961.7 

16.63 

4761.4 

26.73 

2715.3 

15.25 

1750.3 

9.87 

794.5 

4.45 

1162.0 

6.52 

1213.1 

6.80 

268.8 

1.51 

521.5 

2.93 

842.8 

4.73 

17814.9 

100.00 

Floores are total man-hours of 25 households; time spent on tree crops is not included. 

A 
B 

nan-hours per onth. 
% of annual work on the land. 

Source: comgiled by the author. 
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APPENDIX Vill: DC7TAIL.S ON SOIL VIM~LTY I-NDICATORS 
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Table 33: 
 Average Gross Returns from Major Tree Crops in Three V.:lages in Eastern Nigeria, 1974/75
 

L ',cal Market Prices (1974/75) Onitsha Market Prices (1973) ___ 

6.e Ulmuckile Owerre-beiri Okwe 
 Umnuokile Owerre-Ebeiri
 
mean n. 0V cean n CV as • nmean n CV . % mean r CV as m n CV as % mean n CV as %meaB 

Ollpalm 93.98 -3 158 15.73 23 70 31.72 25 t,9 76.61 23 160 13.88 23 73 25.57 25 72 

Ra!flawlne- .h _ 78 64.43 22 108 24.19 15 119 
2 9 

.t)4 20 76 89.09 22 106 21.16 15 120 

Kolan t Io. 
, 

IH 109 13.30 12 81 11.'2 8 t,3 12.38 18 i01 19.61 12 82 8.70 8 64 

C. onut 3.Os 15 108 19.69 12 123 7.58 21 94 4.00 15 100 17.92 12 125 13.21 21 93 

Pear ,.' 8 98 2.34 1b '9 3.07 24 11'i 0.84 14 100 3.34 18 70 7.78 24 114 

Clt:,s .03 15 105 5.17 15 105 0.51 4 92 2.42 15 102 7.79 15 96 1.30 9 92 
Cc.a 3.46 4 I9 8.26 4 82 1.16 1 90 2.92 4 111 7.57 4 82 2.70 2 116 

Banana I1.35 23 99 2.89 lb 76 3.u3 21 74 28.21 23 98 3.b3 16 73 5.00 21 86 

Plantain 10.54 22 87 3.14 17 7- t.13 21 105 13.62 22 84 3.63 17 74 8.39 21 108 

Pawpaw 0.45 I1 74 1.43 18 70 0.58 14 76 0.32 16 72 1.81 18 76 0.95 14 88 

.Mango.73 2 5 3.99 1 - 3.67 10 101 2.86 2 1 2.79 1 - 3.14 10 102 

Bzeaifz'it 0.30 4 72 1.73 5 45 23.33 20 130 0.32 4 63 2.15 5 52 21.96 20 135 

OiL"an 1.34 1 0 43.59 7 163 10.81 14 229 0.94 1 - 43.22 7 157 11.18 14 236 

Guva 0.U0 - 0.13 10 124 0.i0 7 147 0.00 - 0.73 10 124 0.70 7 146 

F~rewood 1S.t 4 
22 14; 0.22 7 72 1.20 8 84 15.64 22 147 0.22 7 72 1.20 8 84 

Total 168.45 128.83 99.40 168.74 136.60 
 97.77
 

Source: compiled by the author.
 



APPENDIX X: 
 DETAILS ON NON-FARM INCOME AND EXPENDITURE
 

1. Non-farm Income
 

Table 34: 
 Average Sums of Non-farm Income 
(in Naira) in Three Villages in Eastern Nigeria, 1974/75
 

employment 
 trading 
 pension 
 gift
mean credit repayment
9 159.00 other

Okwe (L) 197.75 48.68
n 14.00
22 12 3.66
4 
 19
CV as % 2
241 6
293 
 111 
 131
mean 10!
120.16 
 163.75 92
Umuokile (M) n 147.00 38.26
18 250.00
16 19.16
15 
 23
CV as % 1
112 18
93 
 243 
 202
Owerre- mean 207
243.44 
 373.36 
 50.20
Ebeiri(H) 36.75
n 48.66
25 41.64
CV as % 25
110 5 16
183 6
108 17
165
Note: 181
Figures 
 182
indicate average amounts of n-farmers in 
the village

Source: compiled by the author.
 

Table 35: 
 Variation of Average Non-farm Income (in Naira) over 
the Year in Three Villages
 
in Eastern Nigeria, 1974/75
weeks 


Okwe 

Umuokile 

1-4 

44 

16 

5-8 

24 

32 

9-12 

15 

21 

13-16 

21 

32 

17-20 

18 

39 

21-24 

27 

35 

25-28 

21 

29 

29-32 

15 

34 

33-36 

11 

6 

37-40 

23 

12 

41-44 

23 

10 

45-48 

22 

15 

49-52 

36 

67 

Owerre-weiri 25 32 34 4 70 77 122 86 11 42 51 74 57 

27 
Note: 
 These figures include the amounts derived from the 
'Esusu' credit groups.
 

Source: compiled by the author.
 



2. Expenditure 

Table 36: Average Sums of Major Farm Expenses in Three Villages in Eastern Nigeria, 1974/75 

Village Labour Land Rent Planting Materials Livestock Feed Animals 
mean 38.85 21.42 2.79 13.89 7.66 

Okwe n 23 10 13 6 17 
CV as % 99 96 165 215 90 
mean 9.98 12.00 0.89 1.00 3.41 

Umuokile n 25 1 4 1 12 
CV as % 91 - 88 - 52 

Ower r mean 14.40 63.26 24.48 3.18 4.41 

Ebeiri n 
CV as % 

25 
108 

3 
160 

23 
91 

4 
152 

16 
159 

Table 37: Average Sums of Major Non-farm Expenses in Three Villages in Eastern Nigeria, 1974/75 

Village Trading School Medical Cloth Housing Trans- Bicycle Festi- Entertain- Loan 
Fees Exp. port vals ments rtned. 

mean 130.52 42.65 25.27 27.19 33.82 8.42 4.14 3.33 3.83 7.60 a 

Okwe n 11 22 23 22 23 22 14 10 16 11 
CV as % 287 124 141 118 215 86 95 118 100 208 

mean 142.23 45.16 26.96 18.67 16.89 7.97 8.65 0.71 4.91 0.15 
Umuokile n 17 21 25 24 19 19 15 7 18 2 1 

CV as % 75 151 103 87 336 229 166 62 143 47 

Owerre mean 141.19 138.83 50.21 32.63 39.72 25.97 7.16 16.61 33.57 88.28 

Ebeiri n 21 21 25 24 17 15 21 20 25 15 
CV as % 141 194 124 68 154 139 66 178 158 184 

Table 38: Average Sums of Ma3or Food Expenses in Three Villages in Eastern Nigeria, 1974/75 

Village Cassava Yams Gari Cocoyams Beans Raffia Palmwine Rice Meat Fish Salt 
mean 10.31 8.04 0.76 0.38 2.83 24.09 11.79 20.78 55.86 6.48 

Okwe n 14 17 5 1 23 21 23 24 23 23 
CV as % 116 239 54 - 83 94 106 101 43 80 
mean 6.60 6.25 37.10 6.04 1.22 2.83 5.50 8.69 31.01 3.18 

Umuokile n 24 22 24 24 17 20 24 25 25 25 
CV as % 85 134 58 76 118 97 91 106 50 48 

Owerre
mean 32.87 24.14 49.85 4.40 10.78 12.70 26.55 20.86 31.22 4.50 

Ebeiri n 25 25 25 23 25 25 25 25 25 25 
CV as % 78 77 55 84 79 97 54 76 47 71 

Sources: compiled by the author. 
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APPENDIX XI: 	 DETAILS ON CHEMICAL ANALYSIS OF CROPS CONSUMED
 

IN EASTERN NIGERIA
 

1. Nuts, Seeds 	and Mushrooms
 

Table 39: Analysis of Some Edible Nuts, Seeds and Mushrooms Consumed by
 
Farm Families in Eastern Nigeria, 1974/75 1)
 

Protein Lysine Tryptophane Oil Starch
(Nx6.25) g/lOOg g/1OOg % %
 

Pleuritas sp. 9.5 1.9 
 1.0 0.3 22.2
 
(mushroom)
 

Detarium 	microcarpum 12.0 
 0.7 0.2 12.0 35.4
 
(seed)
 

Colocynthis vulgaris 22.0 3.5 	 45.0
1.7 6.3
 
(egusi) seed
 

Irvingia gabonensis 24.0 	 1.0 28.5
2.3 38.0 

(agbone) seed
 

Pentaclethra
 
macrophyllum 20.8 1.2
5.0 45.9 19.0
 
(oil bean)
 

Mucuna urens 22.4 5.0 0.9 
 14.4 40.3
 
(shelled)
 

Treculia africana 19.0 3.7 1.3 15.8 40.3
 
(shelled) seed
 

Dacryodes edulis 10.0 0.37 
 0.10 16 3.08
 
(native pear) fruit
 

Cola lepidota 
 8.75 0.28 0.18 1.14 2.26
 
(aril)
 

1) Materials analysed by IITA Analytical Services Laboratory.
 

Source: 	 LAGEMANN, J., FLINN, J.C., OKIGBO, B.N. and MOORMANN, F.R.: op.cit.
 
Appendix B2.
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2. oil Seeds and Star Apple
 

Table 40: Analysis of Edible Oil Seeds and Star Apple Consumed by Farm Families
 
in Eastern Nigeria, 1974/75
 

Protein Oil Total Starch Ca Mg K Mn Fe P S Zn
 
Sample % % Sugar% 
 % % % % ppm ppm % % %
 
Egusi(melon) 32.6 55.2 5.80 6.4 0.15 0.45 0.70 40 231 0.83 0.50 70
 
black edges
 

Calabash 35.4 47.9 6.04 9.4 ).10 0.54 0.70 60 250 1.05 0.45 78
 
seeds
 

White melon 36.3 50.4 6.64 7.6 0.10 0.54 0.70 40 250 1.10 0.36 72
 
seeds
 

Egusi 33.8 53.1 6.00 7.1 0.15 0.44 0.65 140 290 0.95 0.38 58
 
brown coated
 

Star apple 8.8 17.1 20.9* 11.0* 0.55 0.17 2.00 20 200 0.13 0.35 60
 
(Udarn*)

* The starch of the Udara must have been converted to sugar during ripening.
 

Materials analysed by IITA Analytical Services Laboratory.
 
Source: LAGEMANN, J., FLINN,J.C., OKIGBO,B.N. and MOORMANN, F.R.:op.cit.,
 

Appendix B2.
 

3. Vegetables
 

Table 41: Analysis of Leaf Vegetables Consumed by Farm Families in Eastern 
Nigeria, 1974/75 

PLANT TISSL- ANALYSIS 
Total Protein Total Ca Mg K Mn Fe SSpec ies ~f p
NJ * % P % % A Trm PPM 

Leaf Vegetables 4.67 29.2 0.41 2.05 0.63 3.40 10G 460 0.22 
Ocimum viridis 

Telfaira 5.96 37.3 0.62 0.40 0.50 4.00 180 680 0.22
 
occidentalis
 

Pterocarpus 5.14 32.1 0.40 0.50 0.30 2.50 80 100 0.23
 
soyauxl
 

Gnetum spp 2.75 17.2 0.21 1.15 0.41 1.00 700 380 0.19
 
fOkazi) 

Pennisetum 2.45 15.3 0.60 0.45 0.30 10.50 80 320 0.21
 
purpureum
 

Editan 2.88 18.00 0.11 1.50 0.45 3.30 350 
E*
 

Heinsia crinata 2.21 13.81 0.20 1.40 0.50 2.20 580 

Piper guineense 2.74 17.13 0.23 1.25 0.56 3.95 300 

Gnetum sp. 2.84 17.75 0.11 1.13 0.48 1.15 320 

E* = Efik. materials analysed by IITA Analytical Services Laboratory.
 
zource: LAGEMANN, J., FLINN, J.C., OKIGBO, B.N.anfl MOORMANN, F.R.: op.clt.,
 

Appendix B3.
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APPENDIX 

Mixtures 

XII: DETAILS O CROPPING PATTERNS AND RELATIONS 

a 
remNlUmuokile 

Table 42: Typical Cropping Mixtures on Compounds of Two Villages in Eastern Nigeria, June 1974 

Numer of cros in a ixtur(M) - xtr 

PAM. 

1 o s 

(1 C a s a v a 

4 MapizeMelon 
7 Okra 

8 T e lf ri a 

10 iWter leaf 

b 

6 GJuuedn97s 

4 ;al a b 

r t i e s a r e i 

t author. 

x 

x xx 

Owerre-Ebeiri7 8 

x 

()_9_11 

, 
fj j 1x 

-

x x ! i, 

ItV eals s.w._ tato 
14Tomato 

i x-x 
x 

-x 

0B ean s 
7Su a cne 

, X 
x 

X- _ 

20 Ahiahara 

21 Nchonwu x--

F 

(1) All different varieties are included. 

Source: compilel by the author. 



Table 43: Typical Cropping Mixtures on Near Fields of Three Villages in Eastern Nigeria, June 1974
 

Number of crops in a mixture 

Okwe(L) Umuokile (M) IOwerre-Ebeiri (H) 

No Crops 3I 4 3 ! 4 4 7 8 

a albic Ialbc a b c a bc albc I a bc a bc abic 

1Yamn(1) xxx lxi.x xx x.1 x xx x x xx x xx x x 

2 Cassava 
Yam
X:xlx x (I xxx x x x x xx lxx xxx xx 

1~ 

3 Cocoyam x xx x Ix x xxx xxx 

4 Maize x xx xx x x xxx xx 

5 Melon I II I X . - r--ix x x 1I I 
X 

6 Groundnuts 

7 Okra Ix I 

8 Telferia x x x _ x 

9 Bitter leaf xi 

10 Pepper I x x 

11 ":etables 

12 Tomato x x 

[ X1 
13 Pineapple 

14 Beans 

(1) All different varieties are included. 

Source: compiled by the author. 



Table 44: 
 Typical Cropping Mixtures on Distant Fields of Three Villages in Eastern Nigeria, June 1974
 

Number of crops in a mixture
 

Okwe (Umuokile 
 (M) Owerre-Ebeiri (H)
No Crops 2 3 4 5 2 3 2 34 5 b46 

ac a bT a b'T albc kalbc ajbc albc al aI a bab ab 
1 Yam (1) x x 

2 Cassava x x x x x x xx xx x x xx xx 

3 Cocoyam xx 

4 

5 

Maize 

Melon 

x 

x 

xx
I~ ~ 

x x 

x
I--5:XXXxx~l 

-

Xxx IXX 
x x x 

6 Groundnuts x 

7 Okra 
Ix 

8 Telferia 
- -

x 
I-

x x 
I+--X 

X 
x 

9 Vegetables 
X I I I X I 

10 Beans xi x 

11 Alligator pepper 

12 Tomato 

(1) All different varieties are included.
 

Source: compiled by the author.
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Table 45: Average Occurrt"ice of Different Crops in Compounds, Near and
Distant Fields in Three Villages in Eastern Nigeria, June 1974
 

Compounds 
 Near Fields
Village* 	 Distant Fields
M H L 
 M H 
 L M 
 H
 
Yam 
 19.5 20.5 5.9 
 9.2 20.4 9.2 2.9 
 7.1
Cassava 
 5.8 12.1 47.4 
 45.2 24.6 53.6
Cocoyam 50.i 32.3 5.7 21.9 	

51.7 66.1
 
22.7 2.8
Maize 	 5.5 13.8
5.2 18.4 25.4 9.0 
 23.2 14.2
Okra 	 21.7 10.1
0'06 2.9 1.1 
 1.1 0.2
Melon 	 0.5
4.4 11.5 0.1 3.1 
 14.2 0.2
Telferia 	 1.0
2.0 2.1
Pumpkin 	 2 1 2.7 0.4
0.2 0.7 
 0.2
Tomato 	 0.1
0.1 
 0.05 
 0.5
Beans 
 0.02 1.6 
 0.2 
 0.3


Cowpeas 	 2.3 0.4
0.4 
 0.08 0.6
Pineapple 
 1.0 0.1 
 3.1 
 0.01
 
(6)


Pepper 
 18.3 1.4 

Sweet potato 

2.0
 
0.1
 

Bitter leaf 
 0.5 
 0.04
 
Water leaf 
 0.3

Ahihiara 
 0.8 
 0.01
Ukpo 
 0.02 
 0.01
Mmimi 
 0.03 
 0.01
Vegetables 
 (3) 1.85 (4) (2) 
 (5)
Groundnuts 	 (1)
0 02 
 11.5 
 18.0
 
• Okwe (L), ''muokile (M), Owerre-Ebeiri (H).
 

(1) 	1 plot - 100 % vegetables
 
In 5.1% 
 of the plots vegetables were grown in high density.
In 5.1% 
 of the plots vegetables were grown in medium density.
In 10.2 % of the plots vegetables were grown in low density.


(2) 	In 
3.4 % of the plots vegetables were grown in high density.
In 11.9 % of the plots vegetables were grown in medium density.
In 20.4 % of the plots vegetables were grown in lo' density.
 
(3) In 91.7 % of the plots vegetables were grown in high density.
In 8.3 % of the plots vegetables were grown in low density.

(4) 	In 19 
 % of the plots vegetables were grown in high density.
In 6 
% of the plots vegetables were grown in medium density.
In 	19 
 % of the plots vegetables were grown in low density.
 
(5) 	In 
1.5 % of the plcts vegetables were grown in medium density.
In 1.5 % of the plots vegetables were 
grown in low density.
 
(6) 	Alligator pepper.
 

De. 1 m' vegetables per 
 I - 200 crops - high densityI m' vegetables per 100  200 crops - medium density1 m' vegetables per 200 
or more crops - low density
Source: compiled by the author.
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Table 46a: 
 No. of Different Crop Combinations Grown in the Compound Plot
 
in Two Villages, June 1974
 

Villa e 
 Number of Cro s in a Mixture
 
2 3 4 5 6 7 
8 9 10 11 12 13 
 14 15 16 Total Plots
 

Owerre-Ebeiri 1 1 2 7 3 7 
5 11 5 10 4 2 
 1 1 1 62 

tmuokile 
 013283 1 0 0 0 0 0 25
 

Table 46b: 
 No. of Different Crop Combinations Grown in the Near Fields
 
in Three Villages, June 1974
 

Villa e 
 Number of Cro s in a Mixture
 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Total Plot 

Owerre-Ebeiri 0 3 0 8 6 11 5 7 1 55 

Umuokile 2 1 6 2 2 1 0 0 0 16 

Okwe 2 3 5 6 3 0 0 0 0 30 

Table 46c: 
 No. of Different Crop Combinations Grown in the Distant Fields
 
in Three Villages, June 1974
 

IVillae 
 Number of Cro s in a Mixture
 
1 I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 Total Plots
 

Owerre-Ebeiri 
 2 3 
 2 3 3 
 2 1 
 1 36
 

Umuokile 
 2 5 3 
 4 1 0 
 0 0 
 64
 

Okwe 
 1 4 
 0 
 0 
 65
 

Source: compiled by the author.
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Plants Survey in Selected Farms of Varying Cropping In-
Crops and Useful 
tensities in Compounds and Outlying Fields Located in the Derived Savanna, 

Palm Belt Zones of Eastern Nigeria.
Transition and Ol 

in TableKey to Locations 	 in which Surveys were Carried out as Indicated 

-AREA 'A' Derived Savanna: 

Locations: 1. Compound Farm - Abia, Enugu Division 
Farm - Abia, Enugu Division2. 	 Pit in Compound 

3. 	 Garden in open grassland - Abia, Enugu 

Division 
5 km from village - Ngwo, Enugu4. 	 Open Farm 

Division 

of Derived Svanna 
AREA 'B' Transition Zone Consisting of Mixtur 

and Oil Palm Bush: 

Farm Close to Compound - Nonwe Awgu Di-
Locations: 5. 

vision 
from Compound - Nenwe6. Open Farm 4 km 

Awgu 	Division 
I km from Compound - Maku Awgu7. 	 Open Farm 

Division 

Oil 	Palm Belt: Very High Population Density: (village H)
AREA 'C' 


Locations: 8. Compound Farm Outside Outer Walls of Com-


Ebeiri Orlu 	Divisionpound-Owerre 
Con9. 	 Compound Farm Inside Outer Walls of 

Ebeiri Orlu Divisionpound-Owerre 
10. 	 Farm 0.5 km from Compound-Owerre Ebeiri 

Orlu Division 

'D' Oil Palm Belt: Medium to [igh Population Density: (village L)
AREA 

Locations: 11. Compound Farm on Umuahia-Ikot Ekpene Road, 

Okwe, Umuahia DivisionUmuelechi 
12. 	 Compound Farm on Edge of Village 3 km from 

Okwe, Umuahia DivisionPRoad-Umuelechi 
13. 	 Open Farm on Level Land on Edge of Valley-

Umuelechi Okwe, Umuahia Division 
Steep Slope of Valley-Umue14. 	 Open Farm on 

lechi Okwe, Umuahia Division 

15. 	 Open Farm on Valley Bottom, Umuelechi Okwe, 

Umuahia Division 

Oil 	Palm Bush: High Population Density: (village NI)
AREA 'E' 

Umuokile,Mbaise DivisionLocations: 16. Compound Farm 'A' 

17. 	 Compound Farm 'B' Umuokile,Mbaise Division 

18. 	 Outlying Farm, Umuokile, Mbaiso Division 



Table 47: 
 Crops and Useful Plants Survey in Selected Farms of Varying Cropping Intensities in Cz>mpound and
 
Outlying Farms Located in the Derived S-vanna, Transiticn and Oil Palm Belt Zrr.c- of 

Lroos and Other Plants 


__________________3-.5 

1. 	 ROOTS AND TUBERS 

Dioscorea rotundatalAga) 

Dioscorea rctundata(Abi) 

Dioscorea rotundata (Okom) 

Dioscorea alata 

Dioscorea cayenensis 

Dioscorea bulbifera 

Dioscorea dumetcrum 

Dioscorea esculenta 

Manihot esculenta 

Colocasia esculentus 


Ipo--noea batatas 


2. 	CEREALS AND OTHER
 
STARCHY STAPLES
 

Zea 	mays 

Solghu vulgare 
Oriza satlva 

Musa sapientum var. 
Gros Michel 

Musa sap.entu= var. 
Carendish 

Musa paradisiaca 

3. 	LEAF AND FRUIT
 
VEGETAB LES
 

A'-aranthus hytridus var.
 
cruentus 


Amaranthis viridis 


AREA A AREA 
East-.rn 
B 

Nigeria 
AREA C AEA D ARLA E % of 

1 12 3 

0.03310.014 

4 

0.04 

5-T 

0.041.04 

1 ;3 1 9 17 1 1 l 1 
Area of Land Saopled in 

-).t41 J .31 .7.0 

13 1 4 
Hectares 

4 

it!~ 1-, 18 tions 
where 

U.. 0.-r!'. f)OC.L41 observed 

x 
x 

x 
x 
x 
x 

x 

x 

x 

x 

x 
x 

x 

x 

x 
x 

x 

x 
x 

x 
x 

x 

x 

x 

x 

x 
x 

x 

x 
x 

x 

x 

x 

x 

x 

x 

x 

x' 

x 

x 

x 
x 

x 

I 

xl 
x 

x x 
x 

x 

x 

x 
x 

x 

x 

x 

x 

X 

x 

x 
x 

X 

x 
x 
x 

x 

61 
3 
]g 

50 

33 
72 
33 
61 

67 

17 

x x 

x 

x x 
x 

xL 
,7 

x 67 

0 

x 

x x 

x 

t 

x x 

× 
x 

x 

x 
x 
x 

x 

x 
x 

x 47 

17 
33 

x x x x 

x x 
x 

x 
x x 50 

22 



r 

a t 

Ilt-ru s 
i de ta 

Sx 

-nguletu 

P l 2 

x 

x x 

xl 

3 4 

II 

tJ 7tv 

x 

9 

I~t 

x

1 

x 

11 112 13 14 

x 

xi I51 x 

s$ 16 17

l 
X I;X 

18 % 

I 

6 

x x x2 

I 

P ryW.~p 

Ciru ST 

:rruztc sy;e n 
'ri ius x I 

santa aiods 

r~S uS 

z~~ chl~xx 

xj 

I~I 
Xa 

x 

x 

x 

Ix 

x3 

x 
x 

I 

Ix 

1 

6 

39 
17 

50 

x 



jCrops and Other Plants 1 3 4 5 67 819 0 11 il h3 14 V, 1 17 18 % 

Chrysophyllu albidum 

Syncepalum dulcificum x x x 2 

Treculia africana 
Cucumeropsis edulis 
Colocynthis vulgaris 

x 
x 

x x 

x 
x x 
x 

x x 
x 
x 

44 
30 
4 

Cocos nucifer-i x x x 3' 
Ananas comosus 
Manglfera indica 

x 
x Ix x 

x x x 
x 

33 
2. 

Tetracarpedium conophorum x 
Dicscoreophyllum communsii 
Persea americana 
Irvingia gabonensis 

x 
x 

x7 

1 
17 

Spondias momnbin x x x x X 3 
Dialium guineense x ix3 
Eugenia sp x 
Syziqium comini 
Cola lepideta x 1 
Cola packycarpa 1 6 "3 
Aframoxmum sceptrum 
Psidium guajava 

Brachystegia eurycoma
Annona muricata 

x 
x 
x xx 

x l 

I 

2
27 

Artocarpus incisa x 6 

6. SPICES AND BEVERAGES 

Afra omu-n melegueta Iix 1 
Ricinus comunis x x x x x x 3 
Cola accuminata x x x x x 4 
Cola n-tida 
CapsIcum frutescens 
Ocimum basilicum 

x 
x 

x 

x K 17 
11 
11 

Ocimum gratissimum 
Curcuma longa x 
Zingiber officinale 
Raphia sp. xx 
Monodora myristica I x x 4x 



Crops and Other Plants 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 3 10 1 14 15 16 17,1 8 

Coffea liberica 

Dennetia tripetala 
Garcinia kola 

Theobroma cacao 

x 

x 
xx 

x x 
x 
x 

x 
x 

x 

x 

x 
x 

6 
36 
28 

7. MISCELLANEOUS USEFUL PLANTS 

Newbouldia laevis 
Rothmannia spp. 
Chlorophora excelsa 

Crescentia cujete 
Saocharum officinarum 
Lagenaria siceraria 
Ficus spp. 
Baphia nitida 
Celba pentandra 
Albizia spp 

Berlinia grandiflora 
Ricinedendron heudeloti 

Glyphaea brevis 
Dracaena arborea 

Dracaena nanni 
Marantochloa spp. 

Cola milleni 
Acioa bateri 
Napoleona imperialis 

Anthonotha macrophylla 
Spathodea campanulata 
Musanga cecropicides 
Azadirachta indica 

Jatropha curcas 
J. gos.ypiifolia 
Sansevaria sp. 
Cassia alata 
Kigelia africana 
Hibiscus sp. 

x 

x 

x 

x 

x 

x 
x 

x 

x 

x 

x 

x 

x 

x 

x 
x 

x 

x 
x 

x 

x 

x 
x x 

x 
x x 

x 

x 
x 

x 

x x 

x 
x 

x 
x 

x 

x 

x 
x 

1 

x 

x 

x 

x 

x 
x 

x 

x 

x 

x 
x 

x 
x 

x 

x 

x 

x 

x 

x 

x 

39 
6 
28 

6 
11 
28 
33 
22 
17 

11 
17 
11 
6 
0 
28 
11 
11 
0 
22 
17 
0 
6 
6 
6 
11 
6 
11 



Crops and Other Plants 1 2 3 4 56!7 8 9 0 11 1213 14 15 16 17 18 

Codajeum variegatum 
Amorphophallus sp. 

Icacina mannii 

Lonchocarpus cyanescense 

Hildegardia bateri 

Pedilanthus sp. 

Hibiscus sp. 
Schumanniephyton magnificum 

Casuarina equisetifolia 

Ipomoea hederifolia 
Erythrina spp. 
Notopanax sp. 

Mormodica angustisepala 

Rauvolfia vormitori 

Tetrapleura tetraptera6 
Hannoa sp. 
Pandanus candelibrum 
Termineia catappa 
Kheya sp. 

I 

I 

i 

I 

-

I I1 

I I 

i I 

I 

x 

x 

x 

x 

x 

x 

x 

I0 

x 
x 

X 
x 
x 

x 

x1 
x 

x 

11 
6 

6 

6 
11 

6 
6 
6 

17 
6 

6 
6 
5 

'bInumber of Species 52 14 19 6114 7 19 43 8 40 56 62 11 6 16 44 52 25 

Source: OKIGBO, B.N.: Fitting Resear4h to Farming Systems, op.cit., pp.5
0 

et seq. 



2. Plant Densities
 

Table 48: Plant Densities of Common Crop Mixtures Found on Outer Fields in Three Villages in
 

Eastern Nigeria, June 1974
 

Stands per ha (Plants per stand)
 

Cassava Yam I Cocoyami Maize Melun Groundnut Telferia Beans Vegetables Okro
 

j7800(3-4) 300(l) 400(4)
 
Okwe
 
_ _ 7975(3-4) I 1456(4) 1194(1) 

7400(3) 3500(1)
350(4)
 

E Umuokile
 
0. 8600(3) )11158(4) 13000(1)
 

U 11200(1) 12050(1) 3640(5) 
Owerre-Ebe ri
 

:19600(1) :1100(5) 1675(1)
r_ 

Okwe 

n 

E Umuokile 
0.6224(3) 

6100)3-4) 
r 

3"n 
8333(3-4), 1133(i): 

6600(3) 1500(1): 

950(1): 

1625(4) 850(1)+ 
;2667(4) 925(1) 

3000(1); 250(4) 

I 440(4) 

9500(1) 

300(1) 

i 

o 
Owerre-Ebeiri 

14500(1) 

4800(l) 

,2470011) 82015) 

30500(1)15040(5) 

9001), 

6700(1) 

Okwe 
5800(3-4): 110011) i '2138(4) 1263(1) 700(1) 

-~ 
E 
Q. 

U 

Umuokile 

Owerre-Ebeiri 

5733(3) 

13700(3) 

19700(l) 

23300(1) 

4167(1) 4967() 467(4) 

3000(1)12175(4) 

24600(l,15900(5)1 

115400(1)1 3200(1) 1480(5) 

2200(l) 

700(1) 

1300(1) 

9331) 

2300(1) 

500( 

Source: compiled by the author. 

i 
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3. Crop Rotations 

a) Near Fields 

Okwe (L)

Only I plot was cropped annually, the crop mixture planted does not change
over the years. 10% of the fields have a 
cycle with 2-3 years bush fallow,8% have 3-4 years bush fallow, 10% have 4-5 years and 72%of the fields re
main for 5-6 years under bush fallow.
 

Examples:
 
Ist year: 
 yam, cassava, maize,melon 1st year: cassava, maize, melon, telferia2nd year: cassava + bush fallow 2nd year: cassava + bush fallow

3rd year: bush fallow 
 3rd year: bush fal'ow

4th year: bush fallow 
 4th year: bush fal ow
5th year: bush fallow 5th year: bush fallow 

6th year: bush fallow 
7th year: bush fallow 

Umuokile (M)

Besides one plot which was 
cropped annually, farmers cultivate their near
fields for 1-2 years followed by a bush fallow period of 3-4 years. 

Examples:
 
Ist year: 
 cassava, maize, groundnuts Ist year: yam, cocoyam, cassava, maize2nd year: cassava + bush fallow 2nd year: cassava + bush fallow
3rd year: bush fallow 3rd year: bush fallow
4th year: bush fallow 4th year: bush fallow 
5th year: bush fallow 5th year: bush fallow 

Owerre-Ebeiri (H)
Only a few fields are cropped annually in this village. Most of the farmers
allow their near plots to remain under bush fallow for 1-2 years. 
Examples: Ist year: cassava, yam, maize, vegetables 

2nd year: cassava, cocoyam, maize, vegetables
3rd year: cassava + bush fallow 
4th year: cassava 

1st year: yam, cassava, maize, vegetables 
2nd year: cassava + bush fallow 
3rd year: cocoyam, cassava, maize, vegetables 
4th year: cassava + bush fallow 

Ist year: yam, cassava, maize, vegetables 
2nd year: cocoyam, cassava, maize, vegetables
3rd year: cassava + bush fallow 
4th year: bush fallow. 
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b) Distant fields 

Okwe (L) 
Rotations with Differunt Lengths of Fallow Period 

Table 49: Distribution of 
in Okwe 

1-2 yr. crop. 1-2 yr.crop. 1-2 yr.crop. 
1-2 year cropping 1-2 yr.crop. 

6 r.fLI.5-6 r.fall.y.fall.

2.-3 ear fallow 3-4 3.3% _80.3%6.6%4.9 %4.9 % 

Source: compiled by the author. 

1st year: yam,cassava, maize,melon,
 
Examples: 
 telferia 

year: cassava, maize, melon1st + bush fallow2nd year: cassava+ bush fallow2nd year: cassava 
3rd year: bush fallow 

3rd year: bush fallow 

4th year: 
 bush fallow
 

4th year: 
 bush fallnw 
5th year: bush fallow 

5th year: bush fallo,, 
6th year: bush fallow 

6th year: bush fallow 
7th year: bush fallow 

Umuokile (M) 
very homogeneous.
 

The rotation pattern for distant plots in this village is 


3-4 year bush fallow are the rule.
 

groundnuts
1st year: cassava,maize,Examples: 
+ bush fallow2nd year: cassava 

3rd year: bush fallow 

bush fallow 

5th year: bush fallow 
4th year: 

(H)Owerre-Ebeiri 

Distribution of Rotations with Different Lengths of Fallow Period 

in Ower e-Ebeiri 
1-2 yr.crop. 

Table 50: 

2 yr.crop.
1-2 yr.crop.1-2 yr.crop.1-2 yr.crop.Annual-

r.fall. 3-4 yr.fall. 2_yr.fall. 
ly 1 yr.fall. 1-2 yr.fall. 2-3 

3.0 %14.3% 17.1%% 37.6 


Source: compiled by the author.
 
3.0 % 25.7 

Examples: 
lIt year: yamcassava,maizevegetables

Ist year : cocoyam,cassava,maize 
+ bush fallow2nd year: cassava+ bush fallow2nd year : cassava 

bush fallow3rd year:
3rd year: yam, cassava, maize 

4th year: cassava+ bush fallow4th year: cassava + bush fallow5th year: cassava 

maize, vegetablesyam, cassava, 
maize, vegetables

1st year: 

2nd year: cocoyam, cassava, 
+ bush fallow3rd year: cassava 

4th year: bush fallow 
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APPENDIX XIII: DETAILS ON CALORIF'IC AND DRY MATTER CONTENT OF
 

CROPS GROWN IN EASTERN NIGERIA
 

Table 51: Calories and Dry Matter in gr. per kg. Edible Portion 

Bethesda, 

Cal. dry matter gr./kg 

01 Oil palm bunches 875 101 

04 Raffia palm wine 340 60 

05 Kolahut 622 156 

06 Coconut 1187 176 

07 Pear 580 158 
08 Citrus 365 108 

09 Cocoa 461 161 

10 Banana 482 126 

11 Plantain 634 162 

12 Paw paw 320 92 

13 Mango 610 186 

14 Breadfruit 1090 281 

15 Oil bean 3500 

16 Guava 640 178 

18 
20 

Cowpeas 
Yams 

3380 
1140 

886 
303 

22 Cassava roots 1490 380 

23 Cocoyams 1020 269 

24 
25 

Maize(green cobs) 
Okra 

1520 
360 

422 
114 

26 Groundnut (raw seeds) 1520 427 

27 
28 

Vegetables 
Telferia 

358 
470 

122 
136 

29 Melon (seeds with shell) 5180 927 

30 
31 

Pumpkin 
Tomato 

230 
210 

74 
65 

32 Beans 3500 906 

33 Pineapple 470 132 
34 
35 

Pepper 
Fluted pumpkin 

940 
230 

258 
74 

36 Onions 410 115 

Source: FAO, Nutrition Division and U.S. Dept. of Health, Education and 
Welfare: 'Food composition Table for Use in Africa' 

Rome, 1968. 
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Calculation of Calories and Dry Matter in qr.per 1000 gr. of Oil Palm Bunches 
(Wild Variety) 

Oil 5.3 % Extraction rate with 45 % Extraction efficioncy
 

Kernel 
 7.0 % of the bunch weight
 

1000 gr. Palm oil = 
 8750 Cal. 738 dry matter (gr./kg)
 
1000 gr. Palm kernel = 5870 
 Cal. 885 dry matter (gr./kg) 

il 8750 x 53.0 
 738 x 53.0
Oil 1000 - = 464 Cal.1000= 1 = 39 gr. of dry matter731000 

Kernel 
 + 411 Cal. 885x70.0 62 gr. of dry matter1000 1000
 

875 Cal.per 1000 gr. 101 gr.of dry matterper 1000gr. 
bunch weight bunch weight 

Calculation of Calories and Dry Matter in gr. per 1000 gr. of Vegetables 

Bitter leaf 520 Cal. 174 dry matter
 

Water leaf 250 
 92 

Garden egg 320 95
 

Lettuce 440 
 157
 

Spinach 260 
 94 

Average: 358 Calories, 122 gr. of dry matter 

Calculation of Calories and Dry Matter in gr. per 1000 gr. of Citrus 

Grapefruit 340 Cal. 100 dry matter 

Lime 320 
 105 

Orange,sour 
 370 108 

Orange, sweet 430 120 

Average: 
 365 Calories 108 gr. dry matter 
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Calculation of Calories and Dry Matter in gr. per 1000 gr. of Whole Fruits 

whole edible edible dry matter dry matter 

fruit part fraction gr./kg gr./kg 

(gr.) (gr.) (%) Cal. Cal. 

Cocoa 755 130 16.9 2730 951 461 161
 

Coconut 865 255 30.6 3880 574 1187 176 

Kolanut 210 87.5 42.0 1480 371 622 156 

Banana 11020 6020 54.8 880 230 482 126 

Plantain 14050 6540 47.0 1350 346 634 162 

of Yams (Raw) 

dry matter gr./kg. Calories 

Calculation of Calories and Dry Matter in g:. per 1000 gr. 

Yam, yellow 
Dioscorea cayenensis 192 710 

Dioscorda rotundata 

Yam, dinese 298 1120 

Dioscorea esculenta 

Yam, wild 327 1240 
Dioscorea dumetorum 

Yam, winged 349 1350 

Dioscorea alata 

Yam, sp. 316 1180 

Dioscorea armata 

Yam, sp. 316 1180 

Dioscorea minutiflora 

Yam, sp. 312 1160 

Dioscorea preussii 

Yam, spp. 310 1190 

Dioscorea spp.
 

Average: ............................... 303 
 1140
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The IFO Research Pro.r. mme for Develon Countries 

Owing to the generous financial support of the Fritz Thyssen Foundation,ment Studies/African Studies Centre of the 	
Cologne, the Department for DevelopIFO-Institute for Economic Research in Munich wasupon a comprehensive research programme dealing with 

able to embark
theoretical and practical aspects of economic develop.ment in general with particular reference to tropical Africa. The programme hasDepartment been conducted partly by theItself, partly in conlunction with other institutes and researchers. 

The research activities 'over investigations into the primary sector (agriculture, forestry, mining) as wellinto the secondary and tertiary sectors (industry, handicrafts, 	 as 
Besides 	 trade, banking,macro-economic Investigations and sociological studies 

energy lupply and transport).
(mostly industrialchange and its implications as well 	 socrilogy), also socialas political, legal and administrative aspects of the development processare investigated. 

The recent expansion of activities from North Africa to Southern Africa,countries) as 	 the Near East (especially the OPECwell as to South-East Asia and Latin America makes allowanceby the process of decolonisation in Southern 	
to iho political changes, impliedAfrica, the raw-materialincreasing importance 	 and oil politicsof the Arab States for Europe and 	

f the Third World, thethe necessity for comparative analyses between individual groups of countries in different developing regions. 
The change in regional emphasis affects as well the topics concerned.more intensely on problem-oriented themes, 	

The IFO-Institute lately concentratedwhich generally cannot beonly. Therefore, 	 limited to one developing continentas a completion of the ir- g ago introduced "African Studies", a new series with the title"IFO-Development Research Studies ' is .suel. 
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